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wheat, while barley imports have soared.
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The model validation was performed by dynamic simulation via
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The estimated result implies that the
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THE IMPACT OF AGRICULTURAL PRICE POLICIES
ON THE SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS:
THE CASE OF BARLEY AND WHEAT IN SAUDI ARABIA

INTRODUCTION
As a result of heavy government intervention to raise local
Saudi wheat production, irrigated areas have expanded many fold.

In

1986, the area planted with wheat reached 630,300 hectares, or around
93 percent of the area allocated for all cereals.

At the same time

the productivity of wheat growers reached around four tons per
hectare with some large farms posting a yield of eight tons per
hectare.
In 1984 Saudi Arabia reached its long pronounced goal of selfsufficiency in wheat production and thereafter it has had to deal
with the problem of excess production in that commodity.

The local

wheat requirements could be satisfied with using 200,000 to 250,000
hectares of irrigated land, however, it now occupies more than twice
that area.
On the other hand, barley imports are expected to top seven
million tons in 1987.
barley importer.

Saudi Arabia is now the world 's leading

It accounted for 26 percent of the world trade in

barley during the 1984-86 period.

The accelerated growth in barley

imports has been fueled by elaborate subsidies designed to revive the
traditional livestock production, which is done mostly by nomads, and
to stimulate the development of a modern livestock operation in order

to meet the rising demand for primary livestock products from local
sources.
Local production of barley has been very low and is declining.
It reached 1,851 tons in 1983.

However, in 1986 the government

started giving the agricultural companies and some large producers
half the procurement price available for wheat producers, S.R. 1000
($267) per ton of barley, and required them to supply an amount of
barley equal to one-third of the amount of wheat they supplied in
1985.

In 1987 barley production is estimated at 81,000 tons.
Study Objectives
The general purpose of this research is to develop an

econometric model that quantifies the major interrelationships among
the economic forces and policy instruments affecting the demand and
supply for Saudi Arabian barley and wheat.

The research will also

provide an analytical tool for policy purposes to measure the impact
of government actions on the supply and demand for barley and wheat
as well as the welfare impact of the policies on consumers,
producers, and the national budget.
More specific objectives are as follows:
1.

Investigate the major market and policy variables which
influence the Saudi barley and wheat sectors.

2.

Investigate the effects of current and possible future changes
in the procurement price of wheat and barley, as well as change
in the retail price of barley.

3
3.

Investigate the economic cost and welfare effects on consumers
and producers

of the current and past agricultural policies in

the wheat and barley sectors.
The emphasis of this research is on the effect of government
price policies.

This is because similar programs are the most likely

form for future policy investments.

Furthermore, the methodology

suggested in this research appears to be applicable to other crops
that are influenced to a large part by government policy.
The review of research on supply and demand for cereal products
in the country suggested the existence of a major gap in the
analytical knowledge necessary for price policy formulations
especially for other grains besides wheat.

There have been also

indications of an increased willingness by policy makers to consider
alternative price schemes and policies in light of the recent decline
in oil revenue.

So the aim of this study is to help bridge some of

these knowledge gaps and to provide some analytical information that
could be useful for policy evaluation purposes.
Thesis Organization
The study consists of eight chapters.

The first chapter is an

introductory one about the current state of agriculture in the
country.

Emphasis is on cereals in general and barley in particular.

This review is done to provide a firm foundation for subsequent
analysis.

Chapter II contains a brief review of the theories of

supply response, import demand, derived demand, and inventory
adjustment.

The chapter ends with a highlight of the welfare effects

of cereal price subsidies.

In Chapter III the econometric model for

the Saudi barley market is specified and the estimation method
utilized in this research are summarized.

The chapter ends with a

review of most studies done on the supply and demand for cereals in
the country.

The analytical results of the barley model are

presented in Chapter IV.

In Chapter V a recent independent research

done on the Saudi wheat market is summarized first and then reestimated.

In Chapter VI the two estimated models are used to

simulate the operation of the wheat-barley sector under different
policy scenarios.

In Chapter VII the two estimated models are also

used to estimate the economic cost and the welfare effects.
VIII contains the summary and conclusions.

Chapter

CHAPTER I
THE CURRENT STATE OF SAUDI ARABIAN AGRICULTURE
An Overview of the Current Situation
The agricultural sector in Saudi Arabia has gone through many
structural changes during the last ten years or so.

Familiarity with

the major changes that have taken place should help in designing a
more appropriate future agricultural policy.

An overview of such

changes will be attempted here, largely with the help of two
agricultural surveys, done in 1974 and 1982 by the Ministry of
Agriculture and Water (MOAW), along with other relevant materials
(Table 1).
The number of Saudi Arabian farms increased by 17 percent to
221,200 farms from 1974 to 1982.

During the same period, cultivable

area increased by 69 percent to 1.89 million hectares.*

This

constitutes less than half of the estimated 4.5 million hectares of
arable land in Saudi Arabia.

Thus, scarcity of arable land is likely

not a constraint to agricultural development in the country.
Average farm size for all farms increased from 7.90 to 10.08
hectares.

The traditional farm's average size increased from 3.4 to

4.4 hectares, which may consist of up to four parcels of land or even
more.

Although their numbers decreased by three percent, traditional

farms still accounted for 96 percent of all farms in 1982.

During

the same period their percentage in terms of area declined from 45.9

*

1 hectare = 2.471 acres = 10 donums.

Table 1.

Comparison of the Main Findings of the 1974 and 1982
Surveys of Saudi Arabian Agriculture.

Rate of
Data
1) Number of farms
2) Total area (1000 ha)
3) Average size (ha)

1974

1982

180,470

212,200

+ 17

1,214

2,140

+ 77

7.9

Change (%)

10.8

4) Use of the land
a) Cultivable land
1. Temporary crops
2. Permanent crops
3. Temp, uncultivated
4. Cultivated, not used
b) Unvultivable land

1,120

1,890

320
80
110
610
100

480
120
530
760
240

+ 69
+ 50
+ 50
+382
+ 25
+ 143

5) Farm numbers and area
according to holder's
legal status

a) Individual:

Number
Area
b) Other types: Number
Area
Corporation: Number
Area
Others:
Number
Area

180 ,622
1 ,207
48
7
4
0.1
44
6.9

211,700
2,034

+ 17

500
106
74
49
426
57

+900

996
196
4
17
92

1,863

129,000

125,000

560
3.4

198
4.4

6) Total area according to
type of holding (1000 ha)
Owned
Rented
Tribal
Other
% owner-operated farms

198
5
74
85

7) Farms according to purpose of production
a) Home consumption
1. Number
2. Area (1000 ha)
3. Average size (ha)

- 3
+ 20

Table 1.

Comparison of the Main Findings of the 1974 and 1982
Surveys of Saudi Arabian Agriculture (continued).

Data

1974

1982

Rate c f
Change (%)

b) Sales
1. Number
2. Area (1000 ha)
3. Average size (ha)

5,200
600
126.9

8,700
1,470
168.9

+ 67
+123

8) Agricultural pop. (mil)

1,265
7,067
17.9

1,547
10,099
15.3

+ 22

Total population (mil)
% agricultural pc>pulation
9) Farms as source of employment for operators
a) Full-time farmers: Number
Area
b) Part-time farmers: Number
Area

----—
---

144,781
1,431
67,376
704

10) Number and nationality of
permanent workers
Total
Saudi
Non-Saudi

42,000

293,000
201,270
91,823

735

20,693

+2715

12) Number of irrigation pumps

62,319

149,448

+ 140

13) Amount of chemical
fertilizer (tons)

38,000

176,000

11) Number of tractors

14) Number of walls according
to type
Artesian
Gravity-Flow
Ordinary
SOURCE:

1979

- 34

1982

12,517

39,103

742

511

27,507

88,646

+212
- 31
+ 14

This is a modified version of a similar table given in the
general agricultural census 1981/82, MOAW, Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia (Arabic).

to 31.3.

The increase in traditional farm size is explained mostly

by government distribution of collective pasture land to individuals,
with a minimum of five hectares being distributed in most cases.
However, some consolidation of small farms has also taken place, as
agriculture, through massive government financial intervention, is
turned from a subsistence activity into a profitable business.
Commercial farm average size increased from 126.9 to 168.9
hectares during the 1974-1982 period.

Although they still account

for only four percent of farms in terms of numbers, commercial farms
account for nearly 70 percent of Saudi Arabian farm area.

Most of

these farms came into being through distributing and leasing
collective pastural land to individuals and agricultural companies.
In most cases this amounted to a maximum of 400 hectares, although as
much as 60,000 hectares have been leased to some agricultural
companies.

The 1982 census does not reflect this however, since many

of the agricultural companies were formed later.
The commercial farms are managed by either individuals or
agricultural companies.

The latter are either joint stock or limited

ownership companies (Table 2).

An example of the first type of

company is Nadec, with a capital of S.R. 400 ($106.67) million.
Nadec is 20 percent government owned, has 26,533 shareholders, and
owns 60,000 hectares of land scattered within many agricultural
areas.

Rasco, with 15,000 hectares, is an example of the second type

of company.

The area distributed to farmers increased from 42,000

hectares before 1975 to 668,000 hectares by 1985.

This land was

Table 2.

Major Saudi Farming Organizations According to Type.
Capital
(S.R. million)

Name

Shareholders

Total
Area (ha)

Cultivated
1985 Area (ha)

Number
Pivots

Location

Joint Stock
National Ag. Dev.
Co. (NADEC)

400 ($106.6)3/

126,533

60,000

10,000

500

Hail (north) Quassim
& Haradh (center),
Wadi-Al-Dawasir
(south)

Hail Ag. Dev. Co.
(HADC0)

300 ($80)

57,023

34,000

15,000

300

Hail (north)

Quassim Ag. Co.

500 ($133)

208,000

24,000

6,829

300

Qassim (central)

Tabuk Ag. Dev.
Co. (TADC0)

200 ($53.3)

292,525

35,000

8,000

300

Tabuk (north)

Sharqia Ag. Dev.
Co. (SHADC0)

400 ($106.6)

n.a.

60,000

4,300
(2,775 wheat)

15,000

10,000

33

Eastern province
(Al-Fadhli)

Limited Ownership
The Rajhi Agric.
Oper. Co. (RAOCO)
an example

1

V

Twenty percent owned by the government.

fe/

Data for 1986 as outlined in the company annual report.

Source:

500

Wadi Al-Dawasir
(south)

Agribusiness Worldwide, March-April 1985, The Middle East, 1984, and Agricultural Development in
Saudi Arabia, 1975-1984, M0AW, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
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distributed among nearly 41,000 individuals and 2,151 specialized
agricultural projects.
Saudi farms have been traditionally owner-operated with a
very limited tenancy.

The percentage of owner-operated farms

declined slightly between 1974 and 1982 to 86 percent of all farms.
It is worth noting that the practice of share cropping is on the
increase, particularly in the east, because more attractive
employment opportunities exist elsewhere.

In 1982 the number of

farms operated by part-time farmers accounted for about one-third of
all farms.
The number of people living on farms, as a percentage of total
population, had decreased to 15 percent by 1982.
this percentage much higher.

Other sources make

For example, a United Nations

publication put the number as high as 40 percent of the total Saudi
population (FA0 Production Yearbook, 1986).
The number of permanent farm workers decreased by 34 percent
between 1974 and 1982.

This was largely due to increased farm

mechanization and attractive employment opportunities in other
sectors of the economy.
foreign labor.

There is also a growing trend for employing

In 1982 about one-third of the 293,000 permanent

workers were non-Saudi.

It is likely that the percentage of

non-Saudi workers has continued to increase.

The staff of almost all

the new commercial farms are non-Saudi.
Data on tractors and fertilizers provide an indicator of
technical change that has taken place.

The number of tractors

increased more than 27-fold and the use of chemical fertilizers

11
increased by about four-fold during the eight-year period.

Although

the rate of technical change has been increasing over time, it is not
distributed evenly on all farms.

For example, in 1982 only 33,362

farms, about 16 percent of the total, reported using chemical
fertilizers.

Nevertheless, it is likely that this percentage has

continued to increase up to the present; this is indicated by recent
increases in certain agricultural products and will be discussed
later.
Finally, it is important to provide a brief overview of the
scarce factor of production in all agricultural activity in Saudi
Arabia; water.

The area that gets the most rainfall, 16-24 inches,

is the mountainous southwest (Figure 1).

But because it is hilly,

most of the farms are small in this area.

The most fertile area,

which is sometimes called the "Fertile Crescent," extends from Tabuk
in the northwest through the main agricultural areas of Hail, Qassim,
Riyadh, and Al-Kharj, then south to Wadi Al-Dawasir.

Also,

agriculture is practiced in other oases, like the traditional date
gardens of the eastern province, Al-Hassa and Al-Qataif oases.
of these agricultural areas are formed around aquifers.

All

The country

has no permanent rivers or streams, and most of the country's water
supply is ground water.

Hydrological studies have identified some 30

aquifers, of which seven are of most importance.

Most of the water

of these aquifers is believed to be between 15,000 and 30,000 years
old (Searlight, 1986).
During the third Saudi development plan, 1980-1985, about $20
billion was spent on irrigation.

Most of this was in the form of
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Saudi Arabia:

Administrative and Resource Districts.

Adapted from Agricultural Development in the Middle East, 1985,
edited by P. Beaumont and K. McLachlan for Wiley & Sons
Limited, p. 211.
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price subsidies.

As a result, the majority of cultivated land is

watered using modern irrigation methods (Searlight, 1986).

The most

important aspect of irrigation development has been the introduction
of Center Pivots, of which there were 15,000 operating in the country
by 1985.

In 1983 Saudi Arabia accounted for 65 percent of the world

market of center pivot irrigation systems (Middle East, 1984).
The number of wells increased substantially between 1979 and
1982.

The number of artesian wells increased more than 200-fold and

the regular wells increased fourteen times, whereas the number of
gravity-flow wells has declined by more than 30 percent (Table 1).
This was an early indication that the water level of the aquifers is
declining at an alarming rate.

This, along with other relevant water

studies, prompted the government to design a national water plan in
1985.

The plan is expected to organize and coordinate all water-

related activities with emphasis on regulation of water use.
Saudi Government Role and Incentives
Overview
The Saudi government assumes an important role in the
agricultural sector, as well as the other sectors of the Saudi
economy.

It sets specific goals and priorities, allocates resources

and coordinates economic activities by well-defined policies set in
its five-year development plans.

The agricultural policy is part of

the diversification policy of a country relying heavily on a
nonrenewable asset, namely oil, for its livelihood.
line with a push toward balanced sectoral growth.

It is also in
The government's

14
direct intervention is mostly limited to those activities which the
private sector is unable or unwilling to enter.
It is important at this stage to try to define the special role
that Saudi agriculture is expected to play in the overall development
of the country.

Agriculture provides five contributions to overall

economic development.

In Saudi Arabia three of those contributions

have been already provided by the oil sector.

The agricultural

sector is not looked upon to provide capital from surplus production
to other sectors of the economy, at least for the foreseeable future.
Also, agriculture is not required to generate a growth in demand for
goods and services of other sectors.

Furthermore, the country is not

relying on agriculture to provide foreign exchange, via export of
agricultural raw materials, for the

import of goods and services

necessary for the development of the country.

However, increased

agricultural productivity is still important in Saudi Arabia today
(El-Mallakh, 1982).
First, increased productivity in the agricultural sector is
necessary to release labor to other sectors.

This is especially

important in a country where at least 15 percent of the population
still live on farms and which suffers from a severe labor shortage.
It is estimated that as much as 70 percent of the Saudi labor force
is composed of foreign labor (Gardner, 1985).

Second, increased

productivity is required to meet the growing urban centers' needs for
food and raw materials.

Food consumption has increased rapidly as a

result of higher income, high population growth, and changes in
consumersx tastes and preferences.

In 1984 Saudi Arabia net
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agricultural imports reached a peak of $5.3 billion, making the
country one of the largest food importers in the world (FAO Trade
Yearbook, 1986).

Also, increased agricultural production provides

the raw materials for agro-based industries.

Up until now direct

forward and backward linkages between agriculture and industry remain
relatively weak due to price advantages of imported raw materials.
From a theoretical viewpoint, agriculture is expected to provide
capital, foreign exchange, and release labor to the other sector of
the economy as well as generating a growth in demand for
nonagricultural products and meeting the growing need of urban
centers for food and raw materials.

However, the government

expectation may or may not correspond with theory, and there is a
need to define the role actually played by the Saudi government in
its effort to modernize the agriculture sector in its development
plans.

During the second and third development plans (1975-1985) the

announced government agriculture policy aimed, among others, at the
following objectives:
1)

achievement of a "satisfactory level" of self-sufficiency in
food products.

2)

provision of opportunities for "reasonable" agricultural income
and improve the rural population standard of living.

3)

optimal utilization of land, water, and fishery resources.
In line with this policy, the government has involved itself

with broad areas which influence agriculture either directly or
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indirectly.

These areas include providing physical infrastructure,

comprehensive water planning and irrigation, providing subsidies to
many agricultural imports, providing price support for targeted
agricultural products, providing subsidized loans to agricultural
establishments, and setting up research and extension facilities.
The intervention by the government was in contrast to its pre1970's policy of an evolutionary improvement of the private sector.
The lack of success of the hand's-off policy in modernizing the
subsistence agricultural policy was due to the social and ecological
factors that characterized Saudi agriculture.

These include small

land holdings, dispersion of land over an extensive area, inadequate
water supply, and harsh climate.

These factors were combined to make

agriculture a marginal activity.

The new policy tried to modernize

the agricultural sector by reforming land ownership patterns and by
introducing an elaborate subsidy scheme (Table 3).
There are many government agencies that are involved directly in
defining and enforcing the government's agricultural policy.

These

are The Ministry of Agriculture and Water (MOAW), The Saudi Arabian
Agricultural Bank (SAAB), and The Saudi Industrial Development Fund
(SIDF).

Within the MOAW there are two departments and a semi-

independent agency that deserve special attention.

They are the

Department of Land Utilization (DLU), the Department of Subsidies,
and the Grain Silos an Flour Mills Organization (GSFMO).
A brief review of some of the major programs is needed.

These

include the land distribution and leasing program, the agricultural
credit program, and the agricultural subsidies program.
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Table 3.

Incentives for Saudi Agricultural Production.
Amount

Type
Production input
Fertilizer
Animal feed
Potato seed
Machi nery/Equi pment
Poultry equipment
Dairy equipment
Engines and pumps
Other Ag. implements
Fish trawler
Transportation
Air transport of
productive cows
Output
Wheat
Rice
Corn
Millet
Barley
Dates
Date plams planted
Agriculture credit
All types
Agri-industrial credit
All types
Land acquisition
Land distribution

Source

50% of cost
50% of cost
5 tons free; S.R. 1000 ($267)
per ton thereafter, to 15 tons

MOAW
SAAB
MOAW

20-30% of cost
20-30% of cost
50% of cost
45% of cost
Variable

SAAB
SAAB
SAAB
SAAB
SAAB

100% of cost, minimum 50 cows

SAAB

S.R.
S.R.
S.R.
S.R.
S.R.
S.R.
S.R.

GSFMO
MOAW
MOAW
MOAW
MOAW
MOAW
MOAW

2,000 ($533)/ton)3/
300 ($80)/ton
250 ($66.67)/ton
150 ($40)/ton
1000 {$267)/tons/ .
250 ($66.67)/ton£/
50 ($13)/free

-

Variable conditions

SAAB

Variable conditions

SIDF

Free^Z

MOAW

£/

Purchase price for years 1985/86 to 1988/89; from 1979 to 1984
purchase price was S.R. 3,500 ($933)/ton.

£/

Started in 1987 season, and it applies only to agriculture companies, others receive a direct payment of S.R. 150 ($40)/ton
since 1973.

£/

Purchase price for some varieties is S.R. 3,500 ($933)/ton.

£/

Expected to be very limited in the future.

Source:

Updated version of an original table from Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, Third Development Plan, 1980-85, Chapter 4.
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Land Distribution and Leasing Program
Traditionally, the major agricultural centers have been located
in western and eastern coastal regions, with a number of oases
scattered in the interior.

On the other hand, nomadic pastoralism

has tended to be concentrated on the northern border and northern
interior.

More than 50 percent of the land holdings in the 1960s

were less than one hectare in size, and more than 75 percent were
less than three hectares.

In addition, pastural land was commonly

owned either by a pastoralist (i.e., dira land) or a settled
community (i.e., hamaland).
Given the previously mentioned problems inherent in the
traditional social and economic agricultural patterns, the government
was faced with the dilemma of whether increasing agricultural output
should take precedence over improving the standard of living of the
rural population, or vice versa.

The government responded with a

policy of distributing some of the collective pastural land to
individuals and agricultural companies to increase agricultural
production of some "strategic" crops, leaving the small farms intact
to develop at their own pace, and at the same time providing all
farms with a wide range of subsidies (Joffe, 1985).
The program started officially in 1925, when a land distribution
law was issued to distribute communal land on individual titles.

The

law had relatively little effect, but it laid the ground for more
effective laws to come.

In 1953 a decree was issued allowing open

access to all grazing land and in 1968 the government issued the land
distribution ordinance.

In addition, lately the government has given
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increasing attention to long-term leasing as a supplementary measure
to land distribution (Joffe, 1985).
The total area distributed by the end of 1986 reached
approximately 905,000 hectares, most of which was in the central
region.

Between 1968 and mid-1986 around 776,111 hectares was

distributed of which about 164,934 hectares went to ten large
agricultural share companies and approximately 338,220 hectares went
to 3,149 agricultural projects.
farmers.

The rest went to 46,271 individual

The Directorate of Land Utilization (DLL!) undertakes

surveys of land which might be suitable for reclamation and
distribution.

The land is distributed provided it is cultivated

within a specified start-up time.
reclaimed by the government.

If it is not, the land is

It is expected in the future that

further distribution of agricultural land will be limited to areas
with high potential of renewable water resources to conserve limited
water resources in the country.
Agricultural Credit Program
There are two governmental financial institutions that provide
credit to farmers and agri-business.

The Saudi Arabian Agriculture

Bank (SAAB) provides interest-free loans and subsidies to farmers and
fishermen while the Saudi Industrial Development Fund (SIDF) provides
soft credit and subsidies to manufacturing and some agri-industrial
activities.

Between 1975 and 1983 S.R. 1,230 ($328) million or 11

percent of all SIDF loans went to the food and beverage industry.
the other hand, SAAB has provided short and medium term loans since

On
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1964.

The growth of the bank activities was closely related to the

country's oil earnings.

The bank provided its services through 70

branches and local offices scattered around the major agricultural
areas.

Table 4.

Loans Provided by SAAB According to Purpose (million
S.R.), 1974/75 - 1984/85.
Irrigation

Special ized
Projects

Amount

5,963.2

Number

-

%

31.5

Machin-

Short
Term

Others

Total

ery

4,337.4

1,839

363.3

6,430.3

18,933.2

643

-

54,695

22.9

9.7

1.9

-

316,810

44

100

Source: Compiled from SAAB 21st Annual Report, 1984/85 and SAAB
Research and Studies Dept., SAAB in twenty years, 1984.

The amount of interest-free loans given over a 21-year period
(Table 4) has reached S.R. 18,933.2 ($5,049) million.

The largest

share of 31.5 percent was used to pay for engines, pumps, well
drilling, and irrigation systems.

This is followed by 22.9 percent

which was used to finance 643 specialized agricultural projects of
various types, including 67 wheat projects.

Other farming machines

such as tractors and harvesters accounted for 9.7 percent of total
loans.

Most of these loans have been medium-term loans payable over

a ten-year period.

In addition, loans for specialized projects have

a grace period of one-two years.

It is worth noting that as more
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specialized project loans were approved in the early eighties, the
number of loans declined.
As a result of lower government revenues, loans from SAAB during
the fourth development plan, 1985-90, will amount to only S.R. 10,150
($2,908) million, which is less than 17 percent of the amount
allocated during the previous plan.

However, actual expenditures may

be higher, as indicated by actual loan appropriations during the
first year of the plan which was only down by 50 percent from the
previous year.
Agricultural Subsidies Program
In addition to free-interest loans the government provides a
generous subsidy on major inputs and provides an output subsidy to
certain products in the form of direct payments or a price support
paid upon delivery of the product to government hands.

A brief

review of each of the three types of subsidy will follow.
Input Subsidies.

Irrigation engines, pumps, animal feed, and

chemical fertilizers are subsidized at 50 percent of landed cost,
while dairy and poultry equipment is subsidized at 20-30 percent.
Pesticides and freight charges for imported dairy cows and potato
seed are subsidized at 100 percent.

Most of these subsidies and

others were introduced in 1973 in order to reduce production costs
and increase the use of modern inputs in order to raise local
production.
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Table 5.

Input Subsidies Paid by SAAB (million S.R.), 1974/75 1984/85.

Irrigation
Concentrated
Engine & Pumps
Feed

Farming
Machinery

Others

Total

Amount

2,628.8

2,884.4

1,953.7

267.9

7,734.8

%

33.99

37.29

25.26

3.46

100

Source: Compiled from SAAB 21st Annual Report, 1984/85, and SAAB
Research and Studies Dept., SAAB in twenty years, 1984.

Total agricultural subsidies granted by SAAB for the 1974/75 1985/86 period reached S.R. 7,734.8 ($2,062.6) million (Table 5).
Subsidies for concentrated feed accounted for 37.29 percent of all
subsidies, followed closely by engines and pumps subsidies, while
farming machinery accounted for one-quarter of all subsidies paid.
Direct Payments.

In order to encourage more local production of

certain products, the government introduced, in 1973, an output
subsidy for dates and major grains produced in the country.

The

subsidy amounted to S.R. 300 ($80) per ton of rice, S.R. 250 ($66.67)
per ton of wheat, corn or dates, S.R. 150 ($40) per ton of barley or
millet, and S.R. 50 ($13.3) per date sampling planted.

The payment

of the subsidy is based on average productivity per hectare in each
region.

These output subsidies plus the 50 percent chemical

fertilizers subsidy are handled by the Department of Subsidies at
MOAW.
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Table 6.

Direct Saudi Agricultural Subsidies Paid According to the
Funding Source (million S.R.), 1973-1983.

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

Total

MOAW

4

11

23

198

421

530

490

150

119

144.5

149.5

2240

SAAB

-

-

46

135

182

242

384

436 615.5

979

1322

Total

4

11

69

333

603

772 874

4341.5

586 734.5 1123.5 1471.5 6581.5

Source: Compiled from Saudi Arabian achievements of the development
plans, 1970-1982, SAAB in 20 years, 1985, and SAMA 1984
annual report.
The total value of subsidies granted by MOAW since 1973 reached
S.R. 2,240 ($597.3) million by 1983 and accounted for more than onethird of the total direct agricultural subsidies provided by the
government during the same period.
Price Support.

Wheat and some varieties of dates and recently

barley are the three crops that receive price support above the going
market price.

The first two crops have been subject to a direct

payment subsidy of S.R. 250 ($66.67) per ton since 1973, which has
proved relatively low as a production incentive.

In 1978 the

government introduced a guaranteed price of S.R. 2500 ($714) per ton
of wheat then increased it to SR 3500 ($1000) the following year.
The farmers responded enthusiastically to this high price by
increasing wheat production and by 1984 the country achieved
self-sufficiency, the stated political goal; since 1985 the country
has become a net exporter of wheat.

In 1985, after achieving its

goal and with falling government revenues and concerns about
depletion of water resources, the government cut the guaranteed price
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to S.R. 2000 ($533) per ton.

The new price is still higher than the

cost of local production, estimated between S.R. 1500-1000
($400-370)2,

ancj

several times higher than world price.

Also, the

fixed costs of irrigated land and machinery have already been
absorbed.

Thus farmers still make a profit even at the reduced

price, which explains the continued increase in production in the
face of frequent delays in payment by the GSFMO.

It is likely that

such delay is a maneuver to discourage further expansion in wheat
output before 1989, when the support price can legally be reduced
even further, possibly to $400 (Parker, 1987).

Table 7.

Wheat Production Received by GSFMO, Amount Paid, and
Number of Participants, 1978-1985.
1978

Wheat received
3.3
(1000 tons)
Amount
paid
(S.R.
million)

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

Total

17.5

33

85

231

475

1347

2030

908

2352

4284

4060

12085

11884

15911

NA

NA

7

61

115

298

Number
farmers

407

833

1543

2418

Source:

Compiled from GSFMO annual reports 1978/79 - 1985/86.

8608

The total amount of subsidies paid to wheat producers since 1978
reached S.R. 12,085 ($3,222.6) million by 1985 (Table 7), with nearly
2 The upper limit is quoted from a study done by SAAB in 1981
while the lower limit is quoted from a study done by MOAW in 1982.
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all production taking place in the central region.

The subsidy is

paid to producers upon delivery to any one of the ten GSFMO grain
storage terminals.

Total GSFMO grain storage capacity is estimated

at 2.38 million tons in 1987, and its adequacy is very important to
future expansion in grain production.

In addition to the direct

subsidies provided, the government provides implicit subsidies to the
agricultural sector in the form of low prices for fuel, water and
electricity.

These implicit subsidies are difficult to quantify due

to the difficulty of obtaining the relevant data and because of the
near impossibility in the case of water of evaluation a "market" rate
when its costs and lifetime are unknown.
Agricultural Policy Under Review
During the current fourth development plan, 1985-1990, the
stated agricultural policy objectives are:
1.

Achievement of a "satisfactory rate" of increase in farm output
at a minimum cost, through increases in productivity, rather
than acreage.

2.

Achievement of a broadly based improvement in the welfare of the
rural population.

3.

Raising the productive and marketing efficiency of agricultural
producers.
It appears that the government's enthusiasm toward the

self-sufficiency objective at any cost is not as great as it was in
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the second and third plans.

The significant fall in oil revenues and

the subsequent application of a sharper cost-benefit rule are two
restraining factors.

Previously many projects were implemented

without much emphasis on their economic costs.

Others include the

concern over critical water resources and the problem of overproduction of certain commodities beyond self-sufficiency needs.
There also appears to be a growing awareness of the marketing
problem in the agricultural sector.

In the past, the question of

marketing was of secondary importance in a country where almost all
food items are imported.

During the previous development plans

emphasis was on building up agricultural infrastructure, with less
emphasis given to developing regional and local marketing
organization.
There also appears to be a growing awareness of the negative
consequences of certain subsidies.

The short-run effects of price

distortions and resource misallocation of subsidies were regarded by
the government as an acceptable price to pay for a balanced sectoral
growth.

Although many of the subsidies are still intact, some have

been eliminated or reduced while many others are under review.
Agricultural Production
Despite the unfavorable topography of the country, the
agricultural sector prospered, especially in the late 1970s and early
1980s.

Production indices relative to base of 100 in 1979/81 have

risen increasingly rapidly, both in absolute and per capita terms,
from 111.92 and 143.53 in 1975 to 258.64 and 200.52, respectively, in
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1986 (see Table 8).

The average annual growth in total agricultural

production during this period was 9.81 percent.

This makes the Saudi

sector one of the fastest growing agricultural sector in the world,
admittedly from a low base (FAO Production Yearbook, 1986).
The growth in agricultural production has been concentrated
largely in only five commodities:
products, and dates.

wheat, poultry, eggs, dairy

All are looked upon by policy makers as

essential for achieving a minimum level of food security, with the
exception of dates, which are grown throughout the country mostly by
small farmers, with production encouraged as a way to improve their
standard of living (Table 9).
Wheat led the expansion as farmers responded enthusiastically to
the high government price.

Output increased from a low of 64

thousand tons in 1973 to 2.5 million tons in 1986, thereby making the
country a net exporter of wheat.
The excess wheat is either sold at subsidized prices on the
international market or given free of charge to friendly nations.
As an example, in 1986 the country exported 1.12 million tons, of
which 400 thousand tons were in the form of foreign aid.
The same happened with egg production, with eggs now being
exported to neighboring countries.

Production increased from a low

of six thousand tons to 137 thousand tons in 1986.

By 1983 the

government had imposed a 25 percent tax on imported eggs to protect
the growing poultry industry.

The country is moving toward self-

sufficiency in poultry production.

In 1973, production was only

eight thousand tons, but by 1986 had reached 196 thousand tons.

Table 8. Saudi Agriculture Production Indices, 1975-1986 (Base
1979/81).

Year

Total

Per Capita

1975

111.92

143.53

1976

103.43

126.0

1977

111.98

129.59

1978

112.93

124.15

1979

112.15

117.13

1980

100.99

100.20

1981

86.87

82.67

1982

124.0

113.2

1983

157.21

137.66

1984

156.68

131.6

1985

244.74

197.17

1986

258.64

200.52

Source:

1986 FAO Production Yearbook, Tables 5 and 10, pp. 40 and
50.
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Table 9.

Production and Area planted of Major Agricultural Products
to Saudi Arabia for Specified Years.

Product^/

1961-1964

1973

1975

1979

1984

1985

1986

129
90

64
31

132
62

141
67

1402
404

2135
587

2544
630

Eggs

n.a.

6

8

30

102

132

137

Milk

n.a.

n.a.

2

23

97

125

166

Poultry

n.a.

8

14

31

151

186

196

Dates
Production
Area

257
22

293
35

337
53

405
60.6

454
56.2

456
59.8

460
62.7

Grapes
Production
Area

n.a.
n.a.

35
1

61
4

57
4

77
6

80
5.2

72
4.8

Tomatoes
Production
Area

44
4

182
7

193
12.7

195
17

329
28

331
25.1

370
25.3

Watermelons
Production
Area

201
15

64
2

271
13

216
12

323
16

366
18

432
21.8

Wheat
Production
Area

3/

Measurements for production in thousand tons, for area in
thousand hectares.

Sources:

Data were compiled from the following sources:

1)

Data for the 1961-64 period were obtained from C. Moe, "Saudi
Arabia: Supply and Demand Projections for Farm Products to 1975
.with Implication for U.S. Exports." 1965, USDA, ERS.

2)

The rest of the data for 1973, 1974, 1984, 1985, and 1986 were
obtained from MOAW Bulletin of agricultural current sample
surveys from 1972/73, 1985/86 and annual agricultural census
survey of specialized project, 1981/82-1985/86, MOAW, Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia.
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Dairy production has expanded also.

Milk production from

specialized farms has increased from a low of two thousand tons in
1975 to 166 thousand tons in 1986, satisfying the local need for
fresh milk and prompting dairy producers to call for the removal of
the 20 percent subsidy on imported powdered milk.
Date production, which accounts for 70 percent of all fruit
production in Saudi Arabia, reached 460 thousand tons by 1986, making
the country the world's largest producer of date palms.

The surge in

local production made export to neighboring countries possible as
well as donations of 21 thousand tons annually of properly packed
dates to the World Food Project (WFP).

Government buying of some

date varieties at S.R. 3,500 ($933) a ton, as well as the direct
payment of S.R. 250 ($66.67) a ton to all date varieties and
providing a S.R. 50 ($13.3) subsidy for each new palm tree planted
according to M0AW specifications, are the major factors behind the
recent production trends.
Aside from the five commodities mentioned above, there has been
a less drastic increase in other commodities such as vegetables and
some fruits, such as grapes.

Vegetable production, for example,

reached two million tons by 1984, satisfying two-thirds of local
needs.

However, major increases in deciduous fruits may have to wait

for some time since they have been introduced only lately, with
government assistance, to suitable areas.
On the other hand, due to farmgate and retail price distortions,
the production of some other crops, like sorghum, barley and millet,
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has declined significantly as acreage has shifted from these crops to
wheat.
Agricultural Imports
Despite the recent increases in indices production trends, Saudi
Arabia is still one of the world's largest importers of foodstuffs
and the number one agricultural importer among OPEC countries.

The

value of agricultural imports amounted to $5.3 billion in 1984 (Table
10).

This happened at a time when oil revenues had declined

substantially from their peak in 1981 and when the government had,
since 1982, posted a budget deficit, forcing it to reduce public
spending and review its subsidy policy.
There are many reasons why imports have not declined sharply.
First, other sources of income, such as government investment income
and some foreign reserves, have been used to finance the balance of
payments deficit.

Also, dietary adjustment to a lower income occurs

slowly while people try to preserve their food consumption level by
economizing in other household expenditures.

In addition, most of

the consumer, farming, and processing subsidies, which have
encouraged increased utilization of many agricultural items, are
still intact (Gardner, 1986).

Furthermore, the country has a very

liberal import policy with quite limited payment, quota and commodity
restrictions (Wilson, 1985).

Basic commodities such as foodstuffs

are exempt from the generally low tariffs.

Finally, as wheat acreage

expanded over time, competition among crops for limited agricultural
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Table 10.

Total Saudi Agricultural Products Import and Export
($ million), 1979 - 1984.

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

Import

3,076

4,215

5,054

5,222

4,732

5,278

3,704

Export

48

110

113

98

80

94

109

3,028

4,105

4,941

5,124

4,652

5,184

3,595

Net Import
Source:

FA0 1986 Trade Yearbook, Table 176, p. 354.

resources, especially irrigated land, led to production declines in
sorghum, barley, millet and some winter vegetables (Skully, 1986).
Cereal Production and Import
The main cereal crops grown in the country are wheat, sorghum,
millet, barley, maize and rice.

Rice and wheat are a major staple

food for the country's population, while the other cereals are used
currently as feed grain for the growing livestock industry.

In terms

of area planted, cereals occupy a large part of the land under
cultivation.

In 1986, cereals accounted for 62.59 percent of the

total cultivated area, or 677,300 hectares (Table 11).
The currently most important cereal crop is wheat, which is
followed by barley, a position held until 1986 by sorghum.

Wheat

alone covers 630,000 hectares or about 93 percent of the total area
allocated for cereals.

In terms of tonnage, wheat made up more than

95 percent, or 2,544,000 tons of cereals produced in 1986.

All local

wheat requirements except seed were satisfied by 1984 and the
following year witnessed further increases in wheat production, far
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above domestic needs.

The 1985 bumper crop left a surplus of about

500,000 tons, leading the General Grain Silos and Flour Organization
(GSFMO) to halt the import of wheat flour.

This expansion of wheat

production was a direct result of government procurement price,
several times the world price, which started in 1979.
During the 1970s, before the major policy change in 1979, wheat
was the major cereal crop produced in terms of tonnage, while sorghum
was the major crop in terms of acreage.

For example, in 1975,

cereals accounted for 50 percent of total cultivated area, or around
260,000 hectares.

Of this, wheat accounted for 62 percent in terms

of tonnage but only 24 percent in terms of acreage, while sorghum
accounted for 26 and 60 percent respectively.

The reason for these

variations with respect to tonnage and acreage is that wheat, like
barley, is only grown in the winter season in mostly irrigated areas,
while sorghum, like maize and millet, is grown during the winter and
summer seasons, mostly in the western and southern part of the
country and in mostly dry, unirrigated areas.

Sorghum is especially

grown in such areas during the winter season due to competition for
irrigated land from wheat.

It is also worth noting that both wheat

and sorghum were subject to a direct payment subsidy of S.R. 250
($66.60) per ton while other cereals were subject to a lower subsidy.
In the 1960s, agriculture was wholly a subsistence activity,
with no active government intervention taking place.

Wheat, barley

and millet were a main part of the staple diet, with wheat being the
major crop, followed by barley and millet.

Their share in
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terms of tonnage during the 1962-64 period, for example, were 56, 21,
and 15 percent respectively.
The area devoted for cereals has increased over the years from
around 170,000 hectares, mostly nonirrigated, in the early 1960s to
an estimated 677,300 mostly irrigated hectares by 1986 (Table 11).
This expansion in land area, along with the use of up-to-date
technology, pushed cereal production from less than a quarter million
tons to more than two and one-half million tons per year.

However,

more than 90 percent of the increase was due to wheat.
During the same period, imports of cereals increased from around
a quarter million tons to more than eight million tons per year.
Most of this increase in cereal imports was reserved for barley.

The

huge feed imports reflect the increased demand for primary livestock
products as income per capita soared, especially after 1973, and the
government's active intervention to develop the local livestock
industry, especially since 1979.

It also reflects the relatively low

profitability of producing these cereals given little or no coherent
policy, until recently, to integrate domestic livestock production
with crop production.
Agricultural policy makers have concentrated on increasing wheat
production more than any other food staple because it is the most
preferred staple cereal for direct consumption.

At the same time,

direct consumption of barley has declined considerably.

The current

shift in crop emphasis, coupled with the use of new, high-yielding
varieties which compete favorably with wheat in areas where annual
rainfall is less than 350 millimeters, such as the southwestern part
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of the country, is expected to raise barley output in Saudi Arabia in
the near future.

The 1987 harvest is estimated at 81,000 tons up

from a low of 2,000 tons the previous year.
Barley Production and Imports
Barley is the primary feed grain in the country.

The 1986

import record of 6.6 million tons, which accounted for more than 80
and 87 percent of all grains and all feed grain imports respectively,
contributed to making the country a leading barley importer.

Saudi

Arabia accounted for one fourth of the world's trade in barley for
the 1984-86 period.

Imports of barley began increasing substantially

in 1979 as a direct result of the shift in the government's livestock,
support policy from a head subsidy to an in-kind subsidy.

The head

subsidy of S.R. 30 ($9) per sheep or goat for up to 300 head and S.R.
80 ($24) per camel for up to 70 camels was introduced in 1973.

The

subsidy was expected to help revive the ailing livestock industry at
a time when livestock raising was done mostly by nomads and livestock
was regarded as a national wealth.

However, the cash payment scheme

proved very difficult to administer and invited fraud, so the
government decided to subsidize feed prices in a similar manner to
concentrate feed prices.

The concentrate feed subsidy amounted to 50

percent of the GIF price or the price set by the GSFMO.

Under the

new policy regular feed is subsidized by a fixed amount paid either
to private importers or the GSFMO.

Barley and millet subsidies are

paid directly to private importers who sell at the government set
price, while corn and wheat bran subsidies are paid to GSFMO.

The
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barley and millet are sold at to S.R. 13 ($3.5) per 45 kg sack plus
up to S.R. 6 ($1.6) per sack to cover transportation costs to
noncoastal areas.

Also, during drought periods MOAW branches sell

barley and millet for S.R. 100 ($26.67) per ton subject to some
quantity limitations.

Corn also is sold at a fixed price of S.R. 13

($3.15) per 45 kg sack, while wheat bran is sold at S.R. 6 ($1.6) per
40 kg sack, at GSFMO sales offices.

The high degree of barley

availability, compared to that of corn, may partly explain its wide
use; in addition, barley has been the traditional feed crop in the
country.
Despite the phenomenal increase in consumption, local production
is declining, reaching an average of less than one percent of total
consumption during the last few years.

This decline in production is

due mainly to subsidized import prices and the high support price for
wheat, the main competing crop.

Such factors led even dairy farmers

to grow wheat on their farms, while buying imported barley and
pocketing the difference in price.
In fiscal year 1961/62, 48,000 tons of barley was produced,
satisfying 64 percent of local needs, and by fiscal year 1975/76,
production declined to 12,049 tons.

Qassim province (central Saudi

Arabia) produced about 50 percent of that crop, followed by Asir
(south) and Mecca (west) provinces.

However, by fiscal year 1983/84,

production fell to 2,147 tons, or 15 percent of the 1976 level, with
nearly 50 percent being produced in Hail (north) and Asir provinces.
No product at all was reported from Qassim province, which has a
wheat production level surpassed only by Riyadh province.

Riyadh and
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Qassim provinces accounted for 80 percent of all wheat crops grown in
1983/84.
Saudi farmers receive a direct payment of S.R. 150 ($40) per ton
of barley or millet produced.

This started in 1973 and is a

relatively low incentive compared to the S.R. 250 ($66.67) paid for
wheat and corn during the 1973-1979 period.

It is also too low an

incentive compared to the high wheat procurement price which began in
1979 and led to a wheat surplus problem by 1985.

The wheat surplus

problem and the phenomenal increase in barley imports are behind the
1986 procurement barley price of S.R. 1000 ($267) a ton and the
government asking the major agricultural companies to plant barley in
one-third of their cultivated area.

These two measures are designed

to stimulate domestic barley production.

This in turn, in

conjunction with a reduction or complete elimination of the feeds
subsidy, is expected to reduce the wheat surplus problem and at the
same time reduce the massive barley imports.
Barley Utilization
There is no Saudi official estimate of barley utilization so the
U.S.D.A. estimate will be used here (Table 12).

It estimated that

most of the barley is used for feed and stockpiling.

Other uses such

as food consumption, seed, industrial and waste are very limited.
Feed Use
Barley is the single most important feed grain in the country.
Feed demand constitutes the single largest category of utilization of

Table 12.

Year

Saudi Arabian Barley Production, Imports, Stocks, and Utilization, 1966-1986.

MOAW
Area
1000 ha

ERS
Area
1000 ha

MOAW
Prod.
000 MT
(5-1)

25
22
25
26

1966
1967
1968
1969

26
12
13

ERS
Prod.
000 MT
(T-l)

ERS
Beg.
Calc.
Yield Stocks
ton/ha

End
Stocks

Total
Imports

Total
Avail

Feed Seed

Use

Use Waste

Non- ConsumpFood tion

1000 MT

7
6
4
3

75
74
39
31

18
16
14
17

47
41
11
21
20

5
5
2
3
2

53
47
14
25
24

19
19
17
19
11

34
34
34
34

1.36
1.55
1.36
1.31

8
6
6
7

6
6
7
6

57
56
20
13

93
90
53
48

67
66
33
26

8.678
9.318
11.077
15.391

34
18
20
18
22

1.31
1.50
1.54
1.50
1.57

6
5
5
8
7

5
5
8
7
10

37
48
14
25
16

72
66
31
44
35

2
2

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

9.6997
15.284
5.805
10.434

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

7.058
9.630
8.133
8.022
8.595

16.710
12.049
13.524
14.845
13.122

17
12
14
15
16

1.21
1.09
1.27
1.36
2.29

10
15
30
90
50

15
20
90
50
150

11
24
119
53
544

23
31
73
108
460

14
15
50
73
395

2
2
5
8
32

17
18
56
81
428

7
12
17
27
32

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

4.403
7.875
3.121
0.935
1.035

5
6
6
13
7

1.25
1.20
0.86
1.86
1.17

150
150
208
986
364

150
150
986
364

6

5.461
6.011
4.507
1.851
2.157

1550

1229
2275
3860
2358
5876

1234
2223
3977
2882
4997

1088
1978
2779
2685
3642

86
156
216
209
316

1175
2134
2996
2895
4364

59
89
92
97
133

1985
1986

1.268

7
8

2.149
4.000

10
12

1.43

1550
1640

1640
1750

5677
5600

5577
5502

5377
5201

399
300

4977
4900

200
270

2.1

Sources:
(1)
(2)

1.5

The data were compiled from the following two sources:

Data from the first two columns were obtained from MOAW. Bulletin of agricultural current sample
surveys from 1970/71-1985/86. ministry of Agriculture and Water, Wiyadh, Saudi Arabia.
The rest of the data were obtained from USDA, ERS country data matrix which were provided by J. parker
at the Saudi office.
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barley.

It accounted for more than 80 percent of barley consumed in

the country during the 1979-1985 period.
Parker (1987) estimated that poultry feed use for broilers and
layers is about two million tons annually.

Another 1.5 million tons

is used for dairies, beef cattle, goats, and camels.
used for sheep and stockpilings.

The rest are

In recent years stockpiling has

increased for speculation motives in anticipation of a reduction of
the import subsidies and a subsequent rise in barley price.
Food Consumption Use
The amount used for food depends on income, population growth,
consumption trends, and prices of other competing crops.

Barley was

a part of the staple diets for many Saudis before the 1970s oil boom
and the subsequent increases in the income level of the majority of
the population and changing food preferences toward other cereals,
particularly wheat and rice.

Today more barley is being used to

prepare soup and other items for human consumption (Parker, 1987).
It is also expected that bakery products using barley flour
could gain wider use in the future.

The annual average human

consumption needs are estimated to be around 115,000 tons during the
1979-1985 period (Table 12).
Seed Use
The seed use is determined largely by acreage planted.

Due to

the new emphasis on local production, seed use is expected to rise in
future years.

Seed use depends also on the purpose and type of
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planting.

Forage production in irrigated areas requires 240-200

kg/ha while grain production requires one-half of that amount.

On

the other hand, under rain-fed agriculture, only 50 kg/ha is required
to conserve the scarce water (Al-Tamimi, 1986).
Waste
It is estimated that seven percent of local production and
import is lost in any given year (Parker, 1987).

However, it is

expected that such percentage will decline in the future due to the
construction of new modern government silos to receive most of the
local production and the continued improvement in the infrastructure
of the country.
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CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL REVIEW
Introduction
In this chapter a brief review of some of the basic theoretical
concepts that are relevant to this research will be undertaken.

The

discussion will start with a review of the different hypotheses about
the supply response in subsistence agriculture.

Then, a review of

the different formulation of expected prices in the supply response
functions will follow.

Also, several models that attempt to explain

the behavior of market participants as related to inventories will be
discussed.

This is followed by a summary of the theory of derived

demand and the demand for imports.

Finally, the welfare implications

of government price policies will be highlighted.
Supply Response
Supply response in economic development literature refers to
variations of output and acreage which are mainly due to variation in
price (Ghatak and Ingersent, 1984).
Various a priori hypotheses have been proposed about the
responsiveness of subsistence farmers and they can be classified into
three major types (Behraman, 1968).

The first hypothesis argues that

subsistence farmers normally respond quickly and efficiently to
relative price changes when viewed within the framework of their
traditional environment.
hypothesis.

T.W. Shultz is the major proponent of this
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The second hypothesis suggests that marketed surplus of
subsistence farmers is inversely related to price.

Ezekiel,

Khathate, and Mathur are among the major proponents of this hypothesis which give rise to a perverse supply function.
the supply curve slopes downward rather than upward.

In this case
This

formulation, although it appears irrational, is not necessarily in
conflict with efficient, maximizing behavior.
Many proponents of a perverse supply function argue that
subsistence farmers have fixed demand for monetary income so that the
farmer markets whatever is required to provide the necessary monetary
income and consumes the remainder.

Other proponents of this

hypothesis argue that an increase in the product price may increase
the subsistence farmers real income so that the income effect on his
demand for the product outweighs the price effects on production and
consumption.

It should be noted, however, that the case of perverse

supply depends upon restrictive assumptions.

Such restrictive

assumptions appear to make it less likely to observe perverse
behavior in practice.

Furthermore, although small subsistence

farmers may have a negative price responsiveness, aggregate supply
response may still be positive because large commercial farmers tend
to provide a large share of the marketed output.
The third hypothesis suggest that institutional constraints
faced by subsistence farmers make any price response insignificant.
Most proponents of this hypothesis argue that institutional and
cultural constraints which Wharton termed "human inelasticity" limit
to relative insignificance the responses which are generally implied
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by accepted microeconomic theory.

The proponents of this hypothesis

have weighted differently the importance of various constraints.
They argue for analyzing subsistence agriculture as a systems problem
rather than emphasizing only one or a few constraints.

Therefore,

they tend to stress that price variation by itself is not enough to
produce a large increase in output.
The different hypotheses mentioned above lead to different
policy implications.

It is only with the knowledge of the degree of

supply responsiveness, which is essentially an empirical question,
that one can better predict the short-run domestic production.

Also

it is only with this kind of knowledge that one can evaluate the
effect of various specific policies on domestic production.

A case

in point is the effect of import subsidy on domestic production.
Assuming the supply response is positive the subsidization of imports
will tend to reduce domestic production.

Of course, the amount of

actual shortfall in production will depend on the values for the
elasticities of domestic supply and demand for the product.

If, on

the other hand, the supply response is negative, the market surplus
will tend to increase as a result of a decrease in domestic prices
due to the import subsidization policy.

Furthermore, if it is

assumed that subsistence farmers are not responsive to relative price
changes, then future domestic production may not be effected by
subsidization of imports.
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Formulation of Price Expectations
Producers do not usually know the market price when making
planting decisions.

So they base their planting decision(s) on the

price(s) they expect to prevail at harvest time.

Many price

expectation models have been developed to explain how farmers form
these price expectations.

These include naive, weighted,

extrapolative, and adaptive expectations as well as weighted support
price techniques and the use of market futures.

The last approach

will not be mentioned because market futures are not yet available to
Saudi farmers.
A supply response function takes the following general form:
At = a + b P^ + Z + Ut
where
At = the acreage or output at time t,
P. = the expected price at time t,
Z = other explanatory variables, and
U^ = an error term.
The Naive Expectation Model
In the naive expectation model (i.e., the Cobweb model) the
current expected price is assumed to be equal to the previous
period's actual price (Pt-i)-

This formulation is the easiest and

simplest explanation of expected price (Askari and Cummings, 1977).
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However, lagged prices have been used frequently in the supply
response functions.

This is usually done in the context of adaptive

expectation or partial adjustment framework as well as the case where
agricultural markets are controlled by the government and future
prices are announced prior to planting time.
The Weighted Expectation Approach
In the weighted expectation approach, expected prices are formed
on the basis of previous period prices with higher weight given
usually to the most recent periods.

n
e

P^ =
L

2 fa (P+.-j)
i=l

where 2^ = 1.

The number of lagged period considered (n) as well as the weight
attached to each period (/J-j) varies between studies.

Note that when

n=l this expectation model reduces to the naive expectation type.

The Extrapolative Expectation Model
The extrapolative expectation model (Goodwin, 1947) takes into
account the most recent price trend by defining the expected price as
a weighted combination of the two previously observed prices (Pt-l>
Pt-2)-

^ allows for a learning process on the part of farmers by

assuming the expected price to be a function of the lagged price plus
or minus some fraction of the price change in the previous two
periods.
memories.

However, it still assumes that farmers have very short
Thus, Goodwin's model:
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P

t =

P

t-1 + Wt-l " Pt-2)

-1 < ^ < 1

Note that if $ = 0 this model also collapses to the Cobweb model and
when /J < 0 it allows for a reversal in the expected price.
The Adaptive Expectation Model
The adaptive expectation model (e.g., Nerlove model, 1958)
expresses the current expected price as the expected price generated
in the previous period (P+.i) plus a proportion (/}) of the previous
period error (Pt-i - P+.i)-

So producers are assumed to revise their

expected price for the next period in proportion to the prediction
error made in the previous period as follows:

P

t

=

P

t-1

+

Wt-l " Pt-l)

0 < 0 < 1.

Note that when 0=0, actual prices are totally separated from
expectations; however, if 0 =1 expected price becomes identical to
previous period actual price.
The Nerlove model is more general than the Cobweb model.

It

rests on the assumption that lagged actual prices reflect only a
temporary deviation from a long-term trend and thus have no relevance
to current or expected prices.

In this model adaptive expected

prices determine equilibrium or desired output (acreage) and in each
period output (acreage) is partially changed in proportion to the
difference between last period actual output (acreage) and the longterm output (acreage).
equations:

It consists basically of the three following
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D
e
A. = ag + ai?. + Q!2Z + Ut

P

t

=

P

t-1

+

^^t-1 "

P

t-l)

0 < ^ < 1

At = At-i + T(A° - At.!)
where
A^

=

actual output or area under cultivation,

A.

= desired output or area to be cultivated (i.e. the longrun equilibrium output or acreage),

/?,7

= expectation and adjustment coefficients, respectively,

Z

= other explanatory variables.

The above equations are not directly estimatable because they
contain unobservable variables.

So, manipulation to eliminate such

variables yield the following equation:

At = foot + jfrybPt-i + [(l-j8) + (l-7)]At-i - (l-j8)(l-7)At-2
At = d + e Pt.! + f At.i - g At_2
where e and e/l-f are the short- and long-run supply elasticity
parameters.
can be

Because it is impossible to separate ft and y, the model

estimated empirically only by incorporating some prior

information concerning either ft or y or both.
by assuming either (S or y equal to one.

Usually this is done

This assumption leads to

elimination of the third term from the final equation (g At-2)-
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The Nerlove model has been used extensively in supply response
studies and have been modified in the process.

Its major

contributions are the effective separation between the long- and
short-run components of supply responsiveness to prices as well as
the incorporation of a realistic formulation of price expectation
into supply analysis.
The Weighted Support Price Techniques
The weighted support price techniques are a way to incorporate
the impact of government price support and acreage restriction
programs into the formation of expected prices.

The effective price

support was first formulated by Houck and Subotnik (1969) to link
together both the price support and the acreage restriction attached
to it.

The concept weight the announced support price by an

adjustment factor which accounts for the acreage constraints attached
to obtaining the price support.
PSF = r • PSA

This can be expressed as follows:
0 < r < 1

where
PS^

=

effective price support,

PS^

=

announced price support, and

r

=

an adjustment factor.

The adjustment factor (r) is equal to the ratio of the allowed (AA)
to desired acreage (A^).

So in the years with no acreage restriction
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in effect, PSF = PSA.

Al-Abraheen (1987) also used a different

version of the weighted price support price technique in order to
account for indirect acreage restrictions imposed by the limited
space at the government grain storage facilities.

He formulated the

effective price support as:
PSF = r PSA
where
r

= ratio of the output received by the government grain
silos to total output.

Although the expected price variable has been used explicitly in
the supply response model, some recent studies have suggested
incorporating the expected price into an expected net-returns
formulation.

One rationale given for such modification is that

producers tend to allocate limited acreage on the basis of perhectare returns rather than price alone as they try to maximize farm
income.

Also, net-returns formulation accounts for supply shifts

resulting from yield and cost changes.
This net-returns specification requires a crop-specific cost of
production time series data which are not usually available.

It is

also sensitive to the method used in calculating the cost of
production data.

In the absence of adequate cost of production data

a gross-returns formulation is usually utilized.

It is calculated as

the expected price times expected yield per hectare.
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Commodity Inventories^
The level of inventories plays an important role in utilization
of a storable commodity, such as barley, from one corp year to the
next.

This role provides a rationale for investigating the economic

forces underlying stocks accumulations.

Inventories are held for

precautionary, transactions, and speculative purposes.
necessary for work-in process or pipeline stock.

Stocks are

The amount held

depends also, in part, on the expectation of profit or loss from
holding such stock, although there is a minimum level below which
stocks will not fall even though future prices are equal or less than
current prices.

Such stocks are held for convenience and are kept to

insure orderly production and/or marketing processes.

Stocks are

held by many market participants which makes it more difficult to
define and explain their behavior.
Many versions of the accelerator principle have been widely used
to explain stock behavior.

The simple accelerator, which accounts

for the transaction motive, is usually stated in either of two forms.
First, that ending stock (ES) varies proportionately with output, and
second, that the rate of change in ending stocks varies positively
with the rate of change of output.
ESt = p Q

0 < p < 1

or

1 This section relies heavily on Chapter IV of Labys' book
Dynamic Commodity Models: Specification, Evaluation, and Simulation,
1973.
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dES _ a dQ
H
dt
dt

Due to the rigidity of such specification, the flexible
accelerator of various forms are used instead in empirical studies to
account for partial adjustment of stock and other influences.

Market

participants attempt partial adjustments of stock because of many
reasons, including the cost associated with changing stock levels and
the heterogenous nature of stock which makes it difficult to adjust
them all at the same time.
Goodwins' flexible accelerator accounts for partial adjustment
of stock.

Its final expression is reached by first restating the

simple accelerator in a linear form such that the desired stock
*

(ESt) is proportional to output and then assuming that firms adjust
inventories only partially toward their desired level.
ESt = p0 + 0iQ + PzESt.i + ut
In order to account also for changes in output, price
speculation and unfilled orders (Lovell, 1961) combined a buffer
stock model with the flexible accelerator.

In the buffer stock

model, stocks are defined as being a "buffer" between changes in
sales and production.

The desired end of period inventories are

assumed to be linearly related to the volume of sales during that
period since the latter is not known in advance.

Planned inventories

are assumed to be proportional to the expected volume of sales.

So

by examining the errors experienced in anticipating future volume of
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sales, one can explain deviations in actual inventories from their
equilibrium level.
Lovell extended the flexible accelerator by including first the
additional pressure being put on stock when output is changing
rapidly.

Inventories tend to rise (fall) above (below) the desired

level when output is increasing (decreasing).
The speculative motive for adjusting stock is also included.
Firm managers try to insure themselves against increasing prices by
buying additional stock when price increases are expected and
reducing stock levels when prices are expected to fall.

A price

expectation variable would reflect that behavior, although other
proxies are needed usually due to data limitations.

The unfilled

orders (0^) are also considered because firm managers tend to
increase stock to insure against possible shortages and price changes
as unfilled orders for the final products increase.
Lovell includes all these influences in a desired stocks
equation and combines it with an expression for stock partial
adjustments such that:

ESt = £0 + 0iQ + ^ESt-l + /W + H

{?t

"

?t l) +

p

t

'

Wt

+

Ut

P - P
where —£
tii- is a proxy that reflects future movements. Other
Pt
proxies have been suggested including using adaptive expectations,
certainty equivalent, ratio of current to lagged price, and the
difference between the two.
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Derived Demand
Demand for barley for feeding livestock is an example of a
demand for an input which is used along with other inputs to produce
the final product.
short.

The demand for barley is a derived demand, for

Theory of the firm treats derived demand whereas consumer

behavior theory accounts for final demand.
demand is well documented in the literature.

The theory of derived
Henderson and Quandt

(1984) and Baumol (1977) are just two examples.

Therefore, only a

brief review of the derivation of demand for barley will be
attempted.
Assume first the existence of an implicit production function in
which barley, Xg, is combined with unfattened feeder animals, XUFA>
and other inputs, Z, to produce fattened animals Xp/\ such that:
<

l(xFA'

X

UFA>

X

B> Z) = 0

assume further that there exist a profit function, TI, such that:

* =

P

FA •

X

FA

"

r X

B B "

r

UFAxUFA

where Pp/\ is the price received by livestock farmers for fattened
animals, rg is the price of barley, and rypA is the price of
unfattened animals.
Assume that producers maximize their profit subject to the
constraints specified by the production function and market demand
for livestock.

Therefore, one needs to specify a market demand for

fattened animals such that:
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XpA =

h P

( FA> PFAP. PO.

Z

)

where PQ is other prices affecting demand for livestock, Pp/\p is the
price of fattened animal products.

Using the Lagrangian function the

problem can be reformulated as:
Max L(XFA, XUFA, XB, 7, 5) = PFA . XFA - rBXB - rUFAXUFA
+ 7{q(XFA) XUFA, XB,Z)} + 6{XFA - h(PFA, PFAp, P0, Z)}
where 7 and 5 are the two Lagrangian multipliers.

The former is

equal to the marginal profit due to an exogenous shift in the
production function while the latter is equal to marginal profit in
the demand for fattened animals.
The first order conditions for maximization of (II) are:
5L = PFA . y ax_ + 5 = 0
ax
ax
FA
FA

dl_ = -rRB . y 5X_ = 0
axB
axB

—
= -rUFA " T —
ax
aX
UFA
UFA
|i = q(XFA) XB, XUFA, Z) = 0

fl = XFA - h(PFA, PFAP) PQ, Z) = 0

The optimal quantities of XTA. Xn, Xijp., 7*, and 8* are found by
solving the above equations simultaneously after making sure that the
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second order condition holds.

This condition implies a diminishing

marginal physical product for all inputs in all alternative uses.
The function that expresses derived demand for barley and
provides the barley demand relationship for estimation purposes is
presented below.

X

B =

X

B(PFA>

p

FAP>

p

0>

r

UFA>

r

B.

z

)

So, in general the derived demand for feed grain in the livestock
sector where all inputs are variable is functionally related to input
prices and final product prices.

However, by assuming that the

number of livestock is fixed in the short run, the price of
unfattened animals (I^UFA)

can

be replaced by livestock feeder

population (XUFA) which seems more appropriate for an aggregate
econometric investigation.

The assumption of fixed livestock number

within a year is consistent with the biological nature of livestock
additions of larger animals and the relatively smaller proportion of
poultry animals in the aggregate series.
Import Demand
The quantity of imports by a given country (XM) will depend on
the price of the imported good, P^.

Prices of all other goods (PQ)

and the level of income of the importing country (Y^).

XM = f(PM, PQ, YM)
Given that import and domestic goods are perfect substitutes as
in the case of barley, then under the assumption of perfect
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competition, the import demand for a foreign product can be treated
as an excess demand and prices are spatially competitive.
The determination of equilibrium price and quantities as a
result of trade between two regions with known supply and demand
functions can be illustrated with the help of Figure 2.

The first

country is considered to be an importing country (Saudi Arabia which
imports barley) and the second region is considered to be all
exporting countries (U.S., Canada, the EEC, etc. which export
barley).

For simplicity, transfer costs are assumed to be zero.

Without trade equilibrium, price is P-j and Pe in the two respective
regions.

But since price is higher in one region than the other,

there is an incentive for the first to buy from the second.

The

amount that each exporting country will sell at each price can be
determined by horizontally subtracting its local demand from local
supply; thus, obtaining the excess supply curve (ES).

Similarly, the

amount that the importing country will import at each price can be
determined by horizontally subtracting its supply from demand; thus,
obtaining the excess demand curve.

Equilibrium in international

trade is obtained where excess demand is equal to the exporter's
excess supply.
and ED.

This equilibrium is reached at the intersection of ES

Price is equal in both markets (Pw), equilibrium production

and consumption are X-j, C-j in the first region and Xe, Ce in the
second region.

Exporting Country(ies)

Importing Country

.Se
\

/

\
D

e

/

ce

Figure 2.
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The Effects of Government Price Interventions
Nearly all governments intervene in the agricultural markets.
Intervention is achieved through taxation, credit, quotas, exchange
rate policies as well as direct subsidization and/or fixation of
agricultural prices.

It is used to redistribute benefits and

incentives in ways which are politically desirable and/or acceptable.
These policies have different effects on consumers, producers, and
the national government revenues.

The effects of two of the main

price policies followed by the Saudi government will be briefly
reviewed.

These are the producer price support and the consumer

subsidy available currently for wheat and barley producers and
consumers as explained in Chapter I.
Wheat and barley producers currently receive a price support
that is higher than world price.

In the same time, consumers of both

crops buy them at a subsidized price much below the world price.

The

effect of these two kinds of subsidies on wheat consumers, producers,
and the national budget will be illustrated with the help of Figure 3
under the small country assumption.

The country is assumed to be a

price taker and not a price maker in the international market for
wheat and barley.
The initial situation before subsidy policy, has the domestic
price equal to the world price and so domestic supply is Qj and
domestic demand is Q2 with imports making up the difference (Q2 Ql).

When the government introduces a consumer subsidy on wheat

prices, thus decreasing the consumer price from Pw to Pc, the demand
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for wheat will increase to Q3.

This will tend to increase the amount

imported and reduce the domestic supply in the absence of a high
producer subsidy.

With a high procurement price, an increase in

domestic production will follow leading finally to a supply level
such as Q4.

The difference (Q4 - Q3) will need to be sold to other

countries at the going world price (Pw)The government must pay a budget subsidy equivalent to the area
between consumer and producer support price or Q/jCPn - Pc) minus
(^w " Pc)(Q4 " Qs)-

^ should be noted that total economic cost of

these two combined subsidies is much larger than the amount required
from the national budget for such subsidies.
The producers and consumers clearly benefit as a result of this
combined subsidy and there is no income transfer between the two
groups.

The amount gained by the consumer is equal to PwPcdc while

the amount gained by the producers is equal to (PpPwfa).

The total

gain for producers and consumers is less than the sum of subsidy paid
to both by the government.

The difference is due to the efficiency

losses caused by price distortions.

It should be noted that because

the government subsidizes both producers and consumers
simultaneously, the producers and consumers face different prices.
As a result the efficiency losses in consumption normally associated
with the production subsidy, and visa versa, will not occur in this
situation.
Although these results are only for wheat, a similar result can
be obtained for barley with the price support for barley being

Domestic producer price
Self-sufficiency price

World price
Domestic consumer price

Q2

Figure 3.

Q3 Q4

The Welfare Effects of Consumer and Producer Subsidy for Saudi Wheat.
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assumed higher than the world price (Pw) but lower than the selfsufficiency price (Pss).
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CHAPTER III
MODEL SPECIFICATION AND METHODS
This chapter will start by highlighting the major economic
relationship at work in the Saudi barley market.

This is followed by

a conceptual econometric model based on theory and knowledge of the
economic relationships that influence the supply and demand for Saudi
barley.

Then the appropriateness of three estimation methods

utilized in the estimation process of the above specified model will
be presented.

Finally, the chapter will end with a brief review of

policy simulation in general and Gauss Seidel method in particular.
Ma.ior Relationships
The price-quantity relationships for barley are influenced by
many factors both within and outside the barley market.

These

factors will be illustrated with the use of Figure 4.
The upper part of the figure shows the factors which affect the
acreage, yield, and production of barley.

These include weather,

government support programs, cultural practices and so on.

For

example, barley competes with other winter crops for resources.

So

factors that affect net income prospects for these crops relative to
barley indirectly affect barley production by influencing the
farmers' income decisions.
The middle figure shows the components of available supply in a
given year and the factors that influence each.

Local production is

not enough to satisfy demand, so the rest must be supplied through
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import.

Also, harvest of the crop takes place at the end of the

winter season and consumption takes place throughout the marketing
year, so stocks component serve the function of distributing the
available supplies from production and import over time.

Imports are

a very large component of total supply.
The lower right side shows the major components of the domestic
demand for barley.
product.

Feed constitutes the primary outlet for the

The other outlets include food, seed and stocks.

The

import demands for feed are influenced by world price, lagged
production, export earnings and government import policies.

Food use

is influenced by income, population, and consumption trends.
In the lower right side the primary factors affecting the world
barley price, and simultaneously influencing the domestic price are
outlined.
for barley.

The world price is determined by world supply and demand
This price is important to domestic consumers and

producers because Saudi Arabia is a major barley importer.

The Saudi

share of the world barley trade has been increasing since 1979.
Saudi Arabia accounted for more than one-quarter of the world trade
in 1984-86.
Modeling the Effects of Government
Price Policies on the Barley Sector
Almost every government has established programs to support farm
prices and/or to stabilize farm income.

The government intervenes in

the agricultural sector price-setting mechanism for many reasons and
in many different ways.

These reasons generally include giving
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producers some insurance against any sharp decline in prices,
maintaining the cost of food within the reach of consumers,
transforming income between sectors, and improving efficiency and
productivity.

However, the main reason for intervention in Saudi

agriculture by policymakers is to provide insurance against the
possibility of a food embargo.

The high degree of risk adversity of

the government is reflected in its great emphasis on food
self-sufficiency.
The explicit intervention on the price setting mechanism which
has intensified since the early 1970s, affected both the input and
the output markets.

Many agricultural inputs as well as some

products were subsidized, as explained previously.
an output and an input at the same time.

Barley was both

So it was affected directly

by the subsidization policies of the input and output markets.

These

policies will be reviewed and their effect on barley will be
illustrated and modeled.

They will be ordered according to date of

implementation.
Direct Payment for Cereal Producers
By late 1973 the government initiated a set of subsidies in
order to raise domestic production of certain cereal products and
improve the standard of living of farmers.

Farmers who produced

wheat, corn and rice were entitled to S.R. 250 ($67) for each ton of
these cereals whereas those who produce barley or millet received
S.R. 150 ($40).

This subsidy program made it even more profitable

than before to grow wheat and corn instead of barley or millet at a
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time when agriculture was mostly a subsistence agriculture and most
planting took place in rainfed areas and a few desert oases.

This

situation made it very difficult for barley to compete for limited
acreage because of its low value.

This kind of subsidy is still

available for rice and millet, however wheat and lately barley are
now both subject to a procurement price rather than a direct payment
subsidy, to be discussed later.
The cereal farmer expected price assuming naive price
expectation during the duration of this subsidy is given by the
following formula:

PPt.i = PDt-1,1

+

DPSt-1,1

where
PPt -j

= the expected producer price per ton of cereal i at
period t

P^t-1 i

=

the consumer price per ton of cereal i at period t-1

DPSt-lJ = the S.R. amount of the direct payment subsidy for
cereal i at period t-1.
The formula for barley, for example, will look like the following:
PPBt = PDBt.j + 150
Direct Payment for Livestock Producers
This subsidy was initiated at the same time as the previous one
but was abolished in 1979 due to lack of administration control over
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such subsidy.

Under the provision of this program a per head subsidy

for sheep, cattle, and camels was paid as explained earlier.

This

subsidy was designed to increase domestic animal production and
improve the standard of living of the Bedouins (Nomads), who have
traditionally provided most of the country's livestock needs, whereas
settled farmers provided most of the other agricultural needs.
This subsidy has led to an increase in the demand for feed,
especially barley.

However, due to the competition on a limited

cropped area from other more profitable cereal products during the
period this subsidy was in effect and the availability of less
expensive imported feed products in the market, the stimulated
increase in the demand for feed did not translate into an increase in
the demand for domestic production of barley and other feed grains.
This subsidy will be quantified into the econometric model by
the use of a dummy variable.

The dummy variable will have a value of

one during the period this subsidy was in effect (i.e. 1973-1978) and
zero otherwise.
Concentrated Feed Subsidy
In 1973 the government embarked also on a program to subsidize
concentrated feed which contains a protein content of no less than 36
percent.

The amount of subsidy is fifty percent of the CIF price or

the price sold by GFMO.

The local price of concentrated feed since

1973 is established by policymakers using the following formula:
PDCF = 0.50PMCF + 0.10PMCF + F + T
= 0.60PMCF + Port Fee + Transportation Cost.
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The domestic price (PDCF) is decided by summing the remaining
fifty percent of the world price (PWCF) plus ten percent of the world
price allowed as a profit margin and port fee (F).

Transportation

cost (T) is also added if the feed is sold in places other than the
port of entry.
Feed Grain Import Subsidy
Due to the lack of administrative control over the direct
payment for livestock producers which was paid in cash, the
government in 1979 modified it to in-kind subsidy.

So feedgrains

were subsidized as it was the case with the concentrated feed since
1973.
This feed subsidy has the advantage of facilitating the rapid
development of the livestock industry which has been devastated by
the immigration of labor who left ranching-related jobs in search of
better paying jobs in urban centers and oil-related industries.

The

traditional livestock industry has also been devastated by frequent
drought periods which are common in this mostly desert state.

The

drought in some years prior to the subsidy was so severe that the
Ministry of Agriculture sold barley to ranchers at minimal prices
subject to some quantity limitations in order to reduce the severe
effects of drought on nomads who depend on livestock for their
1 ivelihood.
Under the provision of this subsidy, private importers can buy
barley and millet from the international market, while other feed
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grains are imported through the GSFMO, which is a wholly state-owned
agency.
This particular subsidy led to substantial increases in barley
imports.

The amount of barley imported in 1987 may rise to a record

level of seven million tons up from only 559,000 tons in 1979 when
this subsidy was enacted.

The country is now the world's leading

barley importer, with 26 percent of world barley trade in the 1984-86
period.
As a result of the subsidy the price facing barley consumers-who are mostly livestock ranchers--is no longer the world import
price but rather the local subsidized price.

The amount of the

subsidy given to feed grain importers is calculated by the following
formula:
feed grain subsidy = (I.IO)PMF - PDF + F + 30
where:
PMF = GIF price of barley or millet at any Saudi port
per ton
PDF = local price as set by the government per ton
F

= port fee.

The government adds ten percent of the CIF price as a profit
margin as well as port fee and S.R. 30 ($8) per ton to cover
transportation cost to importers' warehouses.
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The government-set price for barley and millet is S.R.

288.89

($77.00) at importers' warehouses in Jeddah, Dammam, Yanbu, and
Jizan, plus transportation cost and distribution profit margin that
do not exceed S.R. 120 ($38) on places other than the major seaports
mentioned above.

Corn, wheat bran, and feed produced by GFMO are

sold at the agency offices at S.R. 288.89 ($77), S.R. 120 ($38), and
S.R. 240 ($64) per ton respectively.

So the price paid by ranchers

for these products from 1979 on is the government set price.

Such a

low price made the domestic producers at a disadvantage because local
prices got depressed as foreign supply competed directly with
domestic production.

This situation, coupled with the high

procurement price for wheat, led many livestock owners to buy
imported barley rather than grow it, and grow wheat instead.
The artificially low price for imported barley in conjunction
with high procurement price of wheat may have given rise to a
perverse supply response function for barley.

Such a price response

occurs when supply curve slopes downward rather than upward.

This

phenomenon has been observed as a result of some foreign food
disposal programs in many developing countries.
Wheat Procurement Price
In order to speed up the process of achieving a long sought
after goal of self-sufficiency in wheat production, the government in
1979 offered farmers who grow wheat S.R. 3500 ($1,000) per ton
delivered to government grain silos, which are located close to the
major wheat growing areas.

The price was later reduced to S.R. 2000
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($533) in 1985, and fixed for the next four seasons after the
government had achieved its self-sufficiency goal.

The excess

supplies are either given to friendly nations for free or sold on the
international market at a huge loss since 1986.

The government has

exported 1.2 and 1.5 million tons in 1986 and 1987.
This high procurement price, which is one of the highest in the
world, made any previous viable economic substitutes to wheat at
planting time no longer viable.

The other cereals took a back seat

when it came time to decide which crops to plant during the winter
season.

This conclusion follows because farmers use nearly identical

technology to produce both crops.

The only difference is the cost of

seed, and this difference is negligible.

In turn, the gross returns

per hectare of wheat are much higher than those of other cereals.

So

it was not surprising that if the farmers are given a choice--as it
was the case until 1986--they will plant wheat instead of any other
cereals.
Given this high procurement price of wheat, farmers have
allocated much of their irrigated and the wheat-suitable nonirrigated
areas to growing wheat, whereas the rest of the cereal nonirrigated
area was allocated to other cereal crops according to their relative
profitability and ability to tolerate salty and drought conditions.
It is on these salty and drought plagued areas that barley is
expected to have been grown during the 1973-1986 period when there
were no crop or acreage restrictions connected to the support price
of wheat.
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So the acreage of wheat planted can be used as a proxy for the
government price support for wheat affecting the barley acreage as
followed by Boyle, Oliveira, and Whittaker (1982)when modeling the
supply response of barley in the U.S. Northwest.
Other possibilities include using the price of wheat directly.
During the period where the price support was in effect, an effective
price support will be constructed to account for the indirect
restriction on wheat output brought about as a result of the shortage
in government storage facilities.

The ratio of wheat delivered to

the government grain silos to total wheat output in a given year will
be used as a weight as followed by Al-Abrahem (1987).
Barley Procurement Price and Wheat Acreage Restrictions
The recent overproduction in wheat and the mounting barley
imports have led to the realization that a new policy regarding these
two crops needs to be implemented.

The policy as it stands now is

not well-defined and may change in 1989 when it becomes legal to
extend or reduce the current wheat procurement price of S.R. 2000
($533) per ton.
In the meantime the major agricultural companies and some large
farmers are required to limit their cereal production to 1984/85
levels and grow barley on one-third of the area allocated previously
for wheat.

In return the government has raised the procurement price

for barley to S.R. 1000 ($267) a ton.

As one official in an

agricultural company commented, "When the government buys wheat at
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S.R. 2 per kilogram and sells it at S.R. 0.50, something like this is
bound to happen."
Under this new policy there are two separate markets for barley.
One such market is the one faced by the small producers who still get
what price consumers are willing to pay for barley plus the small
direct payment subsidy of SR 150 per ton.

The other is one faced by

the large agricultural companies and some large producers who are
paid S.R. 1,000 ($267) per ton of barley produced.

So the expected

price can be given by the following formula:
PPBt = S/T (PDBt.! + 150) + L/T (1000)
where
PPBt = expected aweighted average producer price of barley at
period t

PDBt-i = price paid by consumers for barley at period t-1
S = amount of barley produced by small farmers in year t
L = amount of barley produced by large farmers in year t
T = Total barley production in year t
However, in order to account for acreage quotas associated with
the new barley price, one may need to adjust the wheat price
accordingly.

Given that the agricultural companies must now produce

barley on one-third of the acreage previously allocated for wheat and
provided that they produce a certain percentage of the wheat crop
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then one can arrive at the new effective wheat price support facing
these agricultural companies by multiplying the announced price
support by a weighting factor equal to the product of their market
share and the ratio of actual to desired production.
The government also provides many input subsidies as mentioned
before.

These include fertilizer subsidy interest-free loans and

alike that affect the cost of production of many products.

However,

the inputs effected and used in barley production are not unique in
the sense of either item or quantity.

They are applied in a rather

standard manner and quantity to barley and other competing crops.
Therefore, changes in the absolute level of the prices of these
inputs due to the subsidy do not change much the relative cost of
barley production as compared to the cost of producing other crops.
Consequently, these input subsidies are not going to be modeled in
this study.
The Conceptual Econometric Model
The description of the specific equations which were
conceptually used in modeling the operations of Saudi Arabian barley
will be done in this section.

This is done to show how a set of

seven endogenous variables are determined.

The endogenous variables

whose behavior is to be modeled were Saudi barley planted (AB),
average yield per unit of area planted (YB), barley domestic
production (XDB), ending stock (XESB), import demand (XMB), real
domestic consumer price of barley (RPDB), and amount of barley
consumed (XCB).
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The general form of the Saudi barley model is that of a set of
stochastic equations.

The unknown parameters were estimated

initially by two stage least squares with principal components (2SPC)
and two-stage least square (2SLS).

However, finally, OLS was used

for reasons to be discussed later.

Each equation is intended to

model one of the component forces at work in the barley market.

Most

equations are said to be stochastic in that the observed data for
every year are not expected to satisfy the equation exactly.

The

failure of the data to satisfy the equation exactly is accommodated
by introducing error terms.

The presence of such error terms

provides a bridge over the difficulty that fully deterministic
models, which reproduce and predict human behavior perfectly, cannot
be constructed except in the most trivial cases.
The following discussion will individually describe the major
components of the barley market.

The main purpose is to present the

conceptualized relationships among the observed variables.

The list

of the variables included in the model is given in Table 13.
The Production Relation
Three equations were first used to model the production of
barley in Saudi Arabia.

They were the acreage planted, yield, and

total production equations.
The Acreage Planted Equation.

The acreage planted is used as a

proxy for the unobservable desired output.

This is because acreage

has a close and direct relationship with output.

Furthermore,
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Table 13.

List of Variables First Included in the
Conceptualization of the Saudi Barley Model.

Endogenous variables
AB

Acreage of barley planted in a given crop year (hectares)

YB

Yield per hectare of barley planted in a given crop year
(metric tons)

XDB

The quantity of domestic production of barley in a given crop
year (metric tons)

XESB

The quantity of ending commercial stock of barley held in a
given year (metric tons)

XMB

The quantity of imported barley to Saudi Arabia in a given
year (metric tons)

XCB

Total amount consumed of barley in a given year (metric tons)

RPDB

Real domestic consumer price of barley in a given year (SR per
ton)

Predetermined variables
ABPY

Acreage of barley planted in the previous year

RPPBPY The real producer price of barley the previous year, as a
proxy for expected producer price of barley in a given year
AWPY

The acreage of wheat planted in the previous year

RPPSPY The real producer price of sorghum the previous year as a
proxy for expected producer price of sorghum in a given year
RKB

Proxy for risk associated with barley planting, which measures
the variability of gross income per hectare of barley planted

TB

Proxy for technology available for barley producers, the
percentage of barley planted under irrigation

WTHR

Proxy for weather, the amount of rainfall in major barley
producing areas (millimeter per year)

XB

Total quantity of doemstic barley output and import in the
country in a given year (metric ton)
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Table 13.
ERPDB

List of Variables First Included in the
Conceptualization of the Saudi Barley Model (continued)

The expected real domestic consumer price of barley in a given
year as a proxy for future price of barley (SR per metric ton)

XESBPY The quantity of ending stock of barley in the previous year
(metric ton)
RPDBPY Real domestic consumer price of barley in the previous year
(SR per metric ton)
RPDC

Real domestic consumer price of corn in a given year (SR per
metric ton)

PLS

The index of livestock prices in a given year

GCAU

The number of grain consuming animal units in a given year

XDBPY

The amount of domestic production of barley in the previous
year (metric ton)

RGNP

The gross national product (GNP) in a given year (in constant
1980 SR)

D73

Dummy variable that takes a value of one during 1973-1978
period and zero otherwise

XMC

The amount of imported corn in a given year (metric ton)
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acreage is under more direct control of the farmers compared to other
alternatives such as actual output.
Economic theory suggests that the planting decision is based on,
among other things, the price farmers expect to get for their crop,
the expected prices and production cost for substitute crops, risk,
weather, technology and government programs.

The government programs

are included because they influence the economic environment in which
output price and the farmers' subjective expectations of price are
formulated.
Given that expected prices are unobservable, several formulations have been proposed in the literature to account for them.
The Nerlovian adaptive price expectation with different lags, has
been used extensively in the literature and is utilized here.

The

previous year price received by farmers is used as a proxy for the
farmer's expected price.

Due to the government intervention in the

cereal market since 1973, the price farmers receive in the market
does not reflect fully the expected price.

This is because farmers

who produce barley are subject to a direct payment subsidy of S.R.
150 ($40) per ton which needs to be added to the market price for the
period 1973-1986.
There is no official series of farm prices received for cereal
crops.

However, an appropriate proxy for farm prices that can be

used, besides retail prices, is the implicit import prices.

Import

prices are calculated by dividing the value of imported barley by the
quantity imported.

The variation in farm prices is expected to

follow the variations in import prices.

Furthermore, such
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formulation allows the direct influences of import prices to be
incorporated into the supply response equation given that domestic
and imported barley are perfect substitutes and imported barley has
expanded its share of the local market from around 50 percent in 1966
to almost one hundred percent in 1986.
Furthermore, starting in 1987 there are two separate markets for
domestically produced barley.

All small farmers and most large

farmers are still paid as before, while the large agricultural
companies and some large farmers are required to supply an amount of
barley equal to one-third of their 1984/85 wheat production level and
in return the government buys that barley at S.R. 1000 ($267) per
ton.

So the expected price can be estimated as weighted price of the

two types of producers with the percentage amount of barley produced
by each group being the weight used.
It is worth noting also that all prices in the model will be
deflated by the consumer price index in order to eliminate the
effects due to changes in the general price level.

Another possible

formulation for the expected price that can also be utilitized is
incorporating it into an expected net-return formulation.

This

formulation accounts for supply shifts resulting from yield and cost
changes.

It also better reflects producer planting decisions which

are thought to be based more on per hectacre return than the price
alone.
There are many substitutes for barley; notable among them is
wheat.

Other substitutes include sorghum and millet.

The high

procurement price for wheat since 1979 eliminated any viable economic
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substitute for wheat, and almost all suitable land for cereal
production, whether irrigated or not, is allocated for wheat.

One

way to account for government price intervention in the wheat market
as it effects barley acreage, aside from using the wheat price
explicitly or implicitly through the gross return formulation, is to
use the acreage planted of wheat the previous year as a proxy, as
used by Boyle, Oliveira, and Whittaker (1982).

Furthermore, in order

to account for other substitutes the price of sorghum will be
included in the model.
Sorghum is barley's primary competitor for non-irrigated land.
Including the prices of other winter crops such as millet and maize
will present a severe multicollinearity problem in the acreage
equations.

The exclusion of these two crops is not expected to yield

a high specification bias due primarily to the declining share of
these two crops in terms of acreage and production over time.
Risk also affects the planting decisions made by the farmers.
There are many ways to account for market risk in the supply response
function.

These include many geometric and polynomial lags to weight

the relative importance of past values on the price farmers are
expecting for a specific crop in a given year.

The variable

incorporated into the model to account for risk is a measure of the
variability of gross income per hectare as formulated by Lin (1977).
This formulation is more realistic than using variance of the
expected price as a measure for risk.

This is so because of the

large variation in barley output due to dry land production, which is
more susceptible to the negative effect of weather and pests.

Lin
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formulated risk as a moving average based on the previous three years
of the standard deviation of gross income per hectare.

Gross income

per hectare is defined as the price of barley multiplied by the
average yield of barley.

The risk variable is calculated using the

following formula:
3
_,
, 2 (GIt-i - GI)2
Risk = / i=l

where
GI

= gross income per hectare, and

GI

=

the mean gross income for the previous three years.

This formulation implies that producers respond the same to price
changes irrespective of recent price level.

Ryan (1977) used a

three-year weighted moving coefficient of variation in order to allow
for more recent price changes to have a greater weight.

He used

Fisher lag of 1/2, 1/3, and 1/6 to achieve this objective.

Both of

these measures of risk will be tried and the more promising will be
used in the final model.

Barley producers are assumed to be risk

averse so it is expected that the risk coefficient will have a
negative sign.

The specification used for modeling barley production

is given by equation 3.1.

AB = 0O + tfjABPY + ^RPPBY + ^AWPY + ^RPPSPY
(3.1)
+ tfsRKB + U
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where
AB

=

the barley acreage planted in a given crop year

ABPY

=

the barley acreage planted the previous year

RPPBPY =

the real producer price of barley in the previous
year as a proxy for barley expected price

AWPY

=

the wheat acreage planted in the previous year

PPSPY

=

the real producer price of sorghum in the previous
year as a proxy for sorghum expected price

RKB

=

a risk variable to measure the variability of gross
income per hectare of barley planted

U

=

disturbance term.

In this acreage equation, it is expected that PQ, /SJ, fa

w

''^ ^e

positive and £3, $4, £5 will be negative.
The Yield Equation.
many factors.

Barley yield per hectare is affected by

The major ones include technology, weather, and output

and input prices.
In order to account for influences of many fixed factors of
production which may lead farmers to realize a related level of yield
to the previous crop year the acreage planted of barley the previous
year (ABPY) will be used as the first explanatory variables.
Technological advances usually have a positive effect on crop yield.
Many researchers have used linear or logarithmic trend as a proxy for
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technology although it is often unclear what the time trend actually
measures.

Others have used the relative price of fertilizers used or

the percentage of crops under irrigation.
used in this study.

The latter proxy will be

Due to the profitability of other cereal crops,

particularly wheat, the barley was grown mostly in marginal dry land
on the land of subsistence farmers until 1986 when the government
raised its barley procurement price to half of what is available for
wheat.

So the percentage of barley produced under irrigation will be

used as a proxy for technology for the period under study.
Weather should have a major influence on barley yield since most
production takes place on dry land operated by subsistence peasants
during the period under study (i.e. prior to 1987 crop year).

The

average of rainfall on major rainfed barley producing areas will be
used as a proxy for weather.

Rainfall is expected to have a positive

effect on barley yield.
The preliminary specification of the yield equation is given in
equation 3.2:
YB = P0 + jSjABPY + /32TB + ^WTHR + U

(3.2)

where
YB

= yield per hectare of barley

ABPY =

acreage of barley in the previous year

TB

percentage of barley under irrigation in a given year

=

WTHR = Amount of rainfall in major barley producing areas.
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In this yield equation it is expected that all coefficients will have
a positive sign.
Production Equation.

The domestic production of barley in a

given year (XDB) is determined by multiplying acreage planted (AB) by
yield per hectare (YB).

Thus the barley production is given by the

following identity:
XDB = AB • YB

(3.3)

Stock Inventories Relationship
Barley is a storable commodity, so the inventories play an
important role in the utilization of the crop from one crop year to
another through the inventory adjustment mechanism.

Such a process

leads to short run price equilibrium although there are lags
involved.

The specification of the ending stock equation is in line

with the flexible accelerator principle and is consistent with the
three motives for holding inventories.

Barley stocks are held by

many groups including farmers, barley importers, mixed feed industry,
and retailers.

The amount held in a given period is related to the

precautionary, transactions, and speculative motives.

The

precautionary motive for holding stock is usually constant overtime
so its effect is included in the constant term and hence no
explanatory variable is needed to account for its effect.
The transaction motive for holding barley stock is expected to be
proportional to the total amount of barley available in any given
period, so the latter is included as the first explanatory variable.
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The speculative motive for holding stock is represented in the
ending stock equation by including both the current and expected
price of barley.

The expected price of barley (ERPDBt+]) is

formulated as a weighted average of the price of the current and past
two years with weight declining geometrically and add up to unity.
The weights used are fishers weights of 1/2, 1/3, and 1/6
respectively.

Finally, the lagged ending stock is included to

reflect ending stock is included to reflect the partial, rather than
simultaneous, adjustment behavior to desired stock level.
The preliminary specification of the ending stock demand is given
by equation 3.4:
XESB = 0O + ^XESBPY + 02XB + ^ERPDB + U

(3.4)

where
XESB

=

ending stock of barley in a given year

XESBPY

=

ending stock of barley in the previous year

XB

=

total amount of domestic production and import of
barley in a given year

ERPDB

= The real expected domestic consumer price of barley
in a given year.

In this inventory equation it is expected that /Jj, 02, £3 will all
have a positive sign.
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The Import Demand Relationship
Saudi Arabia during the study period imported almost all its
feed needs, with barley being the most important feed product.
Economic theory suggests that the demand for a productive input such
as barley is explained mainly by own price, price of competing and
complementary inputs prices, such as corn and soybeans, and the
output prices such as livestock and poultry.

In addition to final

output and input prices, the demand for barley imports is influenced
by the number of consuming animals in the importing countries, as
well as income and price policies and domestic production levels in
that country.
The domestic price of barley paid by ranchers is the first
explanatory variable.

This price is equivalent to world price at

Saudi Arabian major ports prior to 1979.

However, in 1979 the

government decided to control its feed domestic markets in order to
achieve self-sufficiency in primary livestock products.

This was

done by setting feed prices well below the world price through
subsidizing imports.

So the domestic price for barley from 1979 is

the government fixed price.
Corn use as a feed is growing over time, so it is going to be
used as a proxy for other feed grains due to the close
substitutability among them.

Including both price variables in the

equation, however, creates severe multicollinearity, especially after
1979, due to price fixation by the government.

So the equation can

be estimated with the price of barley and corn included in a ratio
format.

This specification forces the price elasticities of barley
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and corn to be equal in magnitude and opposite in sign.

Such

restriction is thought to be more desirable than the inaccuracy
associated with multicollinearity.
corn prices.

Another possibility is to exclude

Such omitting seems an acceptable approximation because

barley accounts for more than 80 percent of the feed grain imports
(Table 11, p. 33).

Furthermore, the close substitutability between

different feed grains keeps relative prices within close bounds prior
to fixation by the government in 1979.
The demand for barley is a derived demand for primary livestock
products.

So the price of such products is an important factor in

determining the import demand for barley.

An index of the price of

primary livestock products will be constructed and used as a proxy
for final product influences, increasing as final product increases.
The level of income of the importing country also plays an
important role in determining the level of import demand.

So the

gross national product (GNP) will be used as a proxy for such an
influence.
Poultry, dairy cattle, sheep and others are the major consumers
of barley.

So the number of animals on feed affects feed demand.

They help account for the fixity nature of the animal unit in an
annual framework.

The number of livestock is assumed to be fixed due

mainly to the biological nature of production.

It takes several

years to build up livestock herds although poultry responses are
generally observable within a year.
one population group.

Livestock are treated here as

This is done by constructing and then using

the grain-consuming animal unit series (GCAU) which is based on the

ay

annual number of livestock and poultry.

The methodology used will be

similar to the one used by USDA.
In order to account for the cash subsidy provided to ranchers
during the 1973-78 period, a dummy variable with a value of one
during that period and zero otherwise will be utilized.
A final variable which will be included in the model is the
lagged domestic production.

This is done to assess the effect of

variation of local production on barley imports.
The preliminary specification of the input demand for barely is
given by equation 3.5:
XMB = /SQ + /^iRPDB + /^RPDC + ^PLS + 04GCAU
(3.5)
+ ^XDBPY + i36RGNP + 07073 + U
where
XMB
RPDB

=the amount of barley imported in a given year
=

the real domestic consumer price of barley in a
given year

RPDC

=

the real domestic consumer price of corn in a given
year

PLS

=

the index of livestock prices in a given year

GCAU

=

the number of grain consuming animal units in a
given year

XDBPY

=

the amount of domestic production of barley in the
previous year
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RGNP

=

the gross national product of Saudi Arabia in a
given year (in constant 1980 SR)

D73

=

a dummy variable that takes a value of one during
the 1973-1978 period and zero otherwise.

In this import equation the coefficients jSj, ^5 are expected to be
negative while the rest are expected to be positive.
The Feeder Price Equation
In estimating the demand for a product such as barley it is
important to know whether price (quantity) is affected by and has an
effect on quantity (price).

This is an empirical question which can

best be answered through the use of a simultaneous model.
The feeder price for barley is specified here as a function of
the lagged price of barley and the amount of barley and corn imported
into the country in a given year as shown in equation 3.6:
RPDB = /30 + ^RPDBPY + /32XMC + /33XMB + U

(3.6)

where
RPDB

=

the real domestic consumer price of barley in a
given year

RPDBPY

=

the real domestic consumer price of barley in the
previous year

XMC

=

the amount of imported corn in a given year
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XMB

=

the amount of imported barley in a given year.

In this price equation fii, P? are expected to have a positive sign
while /J3 has a negative sign.
Total Market Identity
Availability of barley for domestic use each year comes from
three sources:

domestic supply, imports, and beginning stock; while

the quantity demanded each year consists of the quantity consumed in
that year plus the quantity used to replenish inventories.

This can

be better illustrated by using total market identity, which would
equate consumption during a given year to domestic production during
that period + or - the corresponding change in stock as shown in
equation 3.7:
XCB = XDB + XMB + XESBPY - XESB

(3.7)

where
XCB

= the total amount of barley consumed in the country in a
given year

XDB

= The quantity of domestic barley production in a given
year

XMB

= the total quantity of imported barley in a given year

XESB

= the quantity of ending stock of barley in a given year
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XESBPY

= the quantity of ending stock of barley in the previous
year.

The reason that a separate domestic consumption equation for
barley was not estimated, in addition to the fact that imports
account for almost all supplies in recent years, is that changes in
import demand and consumption demand are both related to the changes
in income, output, and prices.

Including both equations in the same

model appears to be redundant, so it was decided to estimate the
import demand equation, with consumption determined subsequently
through an identity because trade is regarded as the most important
aspect of the model (Labys, 1973).
Estimation Method
The parameters of the model previously formulated were estimated
using three regression methods.

They are the two stage with

principal components (2SPC), two stage least square (2SLS), and
ordinary least square (OLS).

The final results in the next two

chapters, however, will be reported using the third method backed up
by maximum likelihood and principal components methods to correct for
autocorrelation and multicollinearity, respectively, whenever
necessary.
Only a brief review of the use of these approaches will be given
here since a detailed account of these approaches is found in many
econometric textbooks.

Examples of such textbooks include Johnston,

1984; Fomby et al., 1984; Kmenta, 1971; Theil, 1971; Koutsoyionnis,
1977; and Labys, 1973.
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It is not an easy task to choose an estimation method given the
large number of estimation procedures available.

However, any final

choice to use a particular estimation method must rely on the
economic and econometric properties of the model at hand and one must
strike a compromise between theoretical properties and practicallity.
There are several practical criteria that are often used to ease
the selection process.

These include the necessary sample size,

casualty, degree of identification, consistency, degree of
multicollinearity among the explanatory variables, and finally the
degree of sensitivity of the procedure to specification error.
OLS is a powerful estimation technique when certain assumptions
are met regarding the disturbance term and the explanatory variables.
When the stochastic disturbance term is normally distributed with a
zero mean and a constant variance; and when the error term is
nonautoregressive and stochastically independent of the explanatory
variables, also when the explanatory variables are either
nonstochastic, or if stochastic, distributed independently of the
error term, the OLS estimators of the regression coefficients are
best linear unbiased estimators (BLUE).
The violation of the assumption of a zero mean of the error term
is not important from a practical viewpoint since it affects only the
intercept term which has, in general, little importance (Pindyck and
Rubinfeld, 1981).

The violation of constant variance leads to

heterscedasticity problems which is generally a cross-sectional data
problem.

If error terms, on the other hand, are correlated with each

other then autocorrelation is present which can be treated using an
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OLS modification, such as maximum likelihood or generalized least
squares.

Also when the assumption of no correlation between the

explanatory variables is severely violated, there are many methods
that have been used to mitigate the effect of resulting multicollinearity between the explanatory variables such as principal
components and ridge regression.

Finally, when the assumption of no

correlation between the explanatory variables and the disturbance
term is violated, the OLS estimators are both biased and inconsistent
due to the presence of simultaneous equation bias, and other
estimation methods, such as 2SLS, need to be used, except in the case
of recursive, triangular, or casual models.
In a nutshell, when heterscedasticity, autocorrelation, and
multicollinearity are present, OLS backed up by other correction
measures still can be used to estimate the regression coefficients;
however, when simultaneity is present, which is largely an empirical
question, other more elaborate methods must be introduced to break up
the dependency between the error terms and the explanatory endogenous
variables.
2SLS is the most widely used method for estimating a
simultaneous equation model.

It is a single equation method being

applied to one equation of the system at a time.

The aim of the

approach is to make explanatory variables uncorrelated with the error
terms.

This can be accomplished through the application of OLS in

two stages.
In the first stage each explanatory endogenous variable is
estimated as a function of all predetermined variables, i.e., by
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estimating the reduced form.

In the second stage, the original

structural equations are estimated after replacing the observed
values of each explanatory variable with the ones estimated by the
first stage.
The 2SLS method assumes, among others, that the sample size is
large enough, and particularly greater than the number of the
predetermined variables (k).

The violation of such assumptions makes

it difficult, if not impossible, to obtain estimates in the first
stage from such a sample.

This is because the matrix of the

predetermined variables has less than a full rank which leads to a
singular second moment matrix involving all predetermined variables
in the system.
There are several ways to get around this problem.

One of the

two main devices used is simply to delete predetermined variables
thought to be unimportant from the list of predetermined variables
used in the first stage regression.

This approach has the

disadvantage that there are many possible variables to delete,
resulting in different estimated coefficients each time.

The other

approach (2SPC) involves replacing the predetermined variables in the
first stage regression with a subset of their principal components.
The aim of the principal components method is the construction
of a new set of variables, called principal components, out of the
original predetermined variables.

They are linear combinations of

the predetermined variables with the weights chosen in such a way
that they are pair-wise uncorrelated but together account for all the
variation in the original variables.

Because of the procedure
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employed, a large proportion of the total variation in the
predetermined variables can be accounted for by a small number of the
principal components.

In addition to saving degrees of freedom, the

2SPC approach helps to mitigate the effects of multicollinearity.
Given the initial large number of predetermined variables
compared to the number of observations and the assumption that
simultaneity is present in some equations, such as the demand for
import equation, it was thought that the 2SPC would be the
appropriate method to rely on.

However, empirical experimentation

with the model indicated that some exogenous variables did not
conform to a priori expectations and subsequently were dropped from
the final model.

This deletion of some of the proposed explanatory

variables reduced the number of the predetermined variables
considerably less than the number of observations (i.e., N > K),
which permitted the use of 2SLS.
Further experimentation with this method failed to show the
presence of simultaneity in the system.

The apparent absence of

simultaneity may have a lot to do with the government price
intervention in the grain markets which started in the early 1970s
and intensified since the late 1970s, as explained in Chapter I.
Since the 2SLS method gives identical results to the OLS in this
case, the final result was, therefore, reported using OLS.
Policy Simulation
Traditionally, there are three approaches for performing policy
analysis on a commodity model.

They are:

Theil "welfare criterion,"
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Tinbergen "target value" approach, and simulation.

The latter one

does not require knowledge about the policy maker welfare preferences
or his particular targets which is required by each of the other two,
so it was chosen.

A detailed account of these methods is available

in many econometric textbooks.

Theil, 1961; Theil, 1966; Labys,

1973; Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1981 are just a few examples.
Policy simulation analysis is normally done by manipulating the
values of the exogenous or policy controllable factors and observing
the resulting changes on the endogenous variables.

The error term

may be suppressed or generated following a random or autoregressive
process to add greater realism to the model.
Model simultaion is usually undertaken for various reasons.
These include testing and evaluation of the proposed model,
historical policy analysis, and forecasting.

The objective of

simulation will determine the period of simulation and the subsequent
mode of simulation.

These modes are:

ex-post simulation (i.e.,

historical simulation), backcasting, ex-post forecast, and ex-ante
forecast.

The first and the last modes will be undertaken in this

research.
The historical simulation will be undertaken to provide a
partial test for the validity of the model.

This test involves

simulating the model for the period under study and comparing the
simulated value of each endogenous variables with their original
data.

There are many quantitative measures of simulation fit, that

show how close each simulated endogenous variable tracks its
historical values.

These include root mean square error (RMSE); root
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mean square percentage error (RMSPE), and Theil inequality
coefficients (u) along with many others.

The choice between these

statistics, as well as the acceptable error standards, depend on the
model used and the type of data used.
The historical simulation is usually combined wtih ex-post
forecast when testing the validity of the model.

The ex-post

forecast is performed in order to test the forecasting accuracy of
the model outside the sample period.

This is done by simulating

forward starting at the end of estimation period and continuing as
long as historical data are available.

Unfortunately, due to data

limitations, ex-post forecasting will not be undertaken.
The combined wheat and barley model will then be used to produce
an ex-ante forecast, provided that the validation measures are
reasonable.

This type of simulation will be performed in order to

study the effects of alternative pricing policies for wheat and
barley on the endogenous variables of the model.

This is usually

done by generating a set of alternative forecasts each of which is
conditional upon a specific set of assumptions about all the
exogenous variables because their future values are not known in
advance and the sensitivity to those values are usually of a
particular importance.
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Gauss-Seidel Approach 1

There are numerous iterative procedures for implementing policy
simulation.

The Gauss-Seidel method is one of the most popular of

such iterative solution procedures.

The popularity of this approach

has to do with its ability to handle nonlinearity and provide exact
solutions that converge in a very short time.

It finds solutions and

measures of goodness of fit for the endogenous variables in an
estimated linear or nonlinear econometric model.
The approach starts from a specific initial set of values of all
endogenous variables, usually their historical values, along with the
given values for the exogenous variables.

It iterates from these

starting values through the system until the values of the endogenous
variables in successive iterations converge to a pre-set level of
tolerance and reach what is called the solution point.
The method is used to generate solutions for each endogenous
variable given exogenous variables along with actual or previously
calclated values of the lagged endogenous variables.

It also can be

used to estimate the effect of a given change of one exogenous
variable on endogenous variables over time.

In addition, this

approach computes several summary statistics to evaluate the goodness
of fit for each endogenous variable.

* For further information about this method, see HughesHallet, A.J. (1981) "Some Extensions of Comparisons in the Theory
of Gauss-Seidel Iterative Techniques for Solving Large Equation
Systems" In E.G. Charatsis (ed.), Proceedings of the Econometric
Society, European Meeting 1979, North-Holland, Amsterdam.
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One serious drawback of the Gauss-Seidel method is that the
convergence of the iterations is not guaranteed.

The method is

sensitive to the way in which the equations are ordered and
normalized.

The problem of nonconvergence can usually be solved by

reordering normalization of the equations or both.
Review of Research on Supply and Demand for Cereals
Asfour et al. (1965), in a pioneer study commissioned by ERS,
USDA entitled "Saudi Arabia: The long term projection of supply and
demand," were probably the first to estimate the price elasticity of
demand for cereals in the country.
time.

They found it to be -0.2 at that

The elasticity was derived from cross-sectional data from two

sample surveys of household expenditure.

Also projections of local

demand were calculated for the years 1955, 1970 and 1975 by inflating
the volume of demand in the base year 1960/61 for each major food
stuff in proportion to the expected growth in population and the
expected rise in total per capita consumption.

The projections for

supply were based on the first agricultural survey, done in 1961,
given certain growth rates in irrigated areas and yield of various
crops.

Imports of various foodstuffs were estimated mainly by

calculating the difference between projected demand and projected
supply.

This kind of crude methodology was followed not only because

statistical information was scarce and unreliable but data were also
nonexistent (lacking) in most instances at the time the study was
underway.
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Moe (1966) summarized the previous study and provided
conclusions and implications of those projections relevant for U.S.
agriculture.
Mulhem (1984) constructed an econometric model for wheat
primarily to determine the long term outlook for the wheat industry
in the country.

He estimated the short and long term multipliers on

one Saudi ryial increase in the wheat support price of S.R. 3.5 per
kilo.

The effect of such a change on total import, government wheat

inventory and wheat consumption was traced.

Finally, he modified the

estimated model to make long-term projections, up to the year 2000,
of wheat utilization under three different levels of wheat support
price.
Sabri et al. (1985) estimated the supply of major crops and
livestock products and production was made to 1990.

The study found

different rates of growth in supply mainly attributed to government
intervention.

They estimated total cereal production by 1990 to

reach 653,000 tons, however, actual production exceeded two million
tons in 1986.
Al-Saffy (1985) estimated the demand for wheat and rice in three
Arab countries including Saudi Arabia using data for the period
1965-1981.

He also made projections for quantities and prices for

the period 1981-2000 using eight different scenarios.

His analysis

showed that increased demand for the two products is way above the
domestic production capabilities in these three countries.

Whereas

this may still hold true for Egypt and Kuiat, it does not hold true
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for the case of wheat in Saudi Arabia at least for the foreseeable
future.
Al-Abrahem (1987) developed an econometric model for the Saudi
wheat industry.

He then used the model to simulate the operation of

the wheat market under alternative values of exogenous influences.
He recommended the imposition of import quotas along with maintaining
a reserve stock to achieve food security rather than the current
policy of subsidizing wheat prices.

The econometric model used in

this study will be reviewed more closely in Chapter IV and used in
this thesis to simulate the operations of the wheat and barley
markets due to the close link between them.
The preceding review done here, although by no means
exhaustive, suggests the existence of major gaps in the analytical
knowledge necessary for price policy formation, especially for other
grains beside wheat.
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CHAPTER IV
EMPIRICAL ESTIMATION:

THE BARLEY MODEL

In this chapter of the paper a discussion on an equation-byequation basis of the final estimated barley model is presented.

The

discussion starts with an explanation of how and why the conceptual
model differs from the estimated one after sources of data are
summarized.

The first equation to be presented is the acreage

equation followed by the inventory and import equation.
The barley model formulated in the previous chapter was
estimated using three regression methods.

They are OLS, 2SLS, and

2SPC.
Due largely to the small size of the sample (17 observations),
some of the proposed relationships were not statistically significant
and had the wrong signs for many of the coefficients.

This

necessitated the respecification of the conceptual model and the OLS
was chosen to report the final results as explained in Chapter III.
It is well documented in the literature that the sample size has a
great influence on the final results of any econometric or
statistical analysis.

In general the larger the sample, ceteris

paribus, the better the estimates.

This improvement is because a

larger number of independent observations are needed to estimate
reliably

a larger number of regression coefficients.

In order to insure that the estimates for a single model are
reliable, several constraints are suggested.

One of the most basic

constraints is that the number of observations must exceed the number
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of variables included in the model (i.e., positive degrees of
freedom).

If this condition is not satisfied, unique estimates of

the coefficients and the variances cannot be computed.

One rule of

thumb requires that the number of observations exceed the number of
variables included by at least ten (i.e. ten degrees of freedom or
more are needed).

A more stringent rule requires that there be at

least five (or ten) observations per explanatory variable (Kleinbaum
et al., 1987).
The modifications in specification that were made include the
following:
(1) Yield (YB) and the real domestic consumer price of barley
(RPDB) were assumed to be exogenous variables determined outside the
model rather than endogenous.

This first modification was made after

repeated specifications of the yield equation failed to give
significant statistical estimates.

The failure to obtain significant

results may be attributed in a large part to the fact that this crop
had been grown as a subsistence crop during most of the study period
and, hence, no major increases in yield have taken place.
The barley price equation has shown an initial reasonable
statistical significance in terms of R^ and t values.

However, the

Durban-Watson statistics (d) was well below a value of one indicating
a severe case of autocorrelation.

After such, equation was corrected

for autocorrelation using the maximum likelihood method.

The

coefficients became statistically insignificant which necessitated
dropping the equation from the model and the subsequent consideration
of the real domestic price of barley as an exogenous variable.

This
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result should not come as a great surprise due to the active
government intervention since the late 1970s in the price-setting
mechanism of feed grains as explained in detail earlier in Chapter I.
This type of government intervention covers almost one-half of the
period under study.
(2) Some of the variables which had the wrong sign based on a
priori theoretical or logical grounds have been eliminated from the
model.

The level of income (GNP) and risk are two examples of such

variables.

The deletion of these variables have the added advantage

of conserving degrees of freedom, a crucial consideration given the
small size of the sample.
All structural equations have been estimated finally using
ordinary least square (OLS).

Data entering the system is on a crop

year basis covering the 1969-1986 period as dictated by data
availability.

The equations are assumed to be linear in the

functional form.

The stochastic disturbance term is assumed to be

normally distributed with zero mean and constant variance, and
serially independent of each other.

The error term is also assumed

to be stochastically independent of the explanatory variables in each
equation.

However, when some of these assumptions appear violated,

corrective measures have been undertaken.
The final estimated barley model consists of five equations; two
of them identities.

These equations include the acreage, import, and

inventory of barley behavioral equations as well as the
output and market clearing identities.

The model contains five

endogenous variables whose behavior is assumed to be determined by
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the actions of nine predetermined variables.

A complete list of all

the variables included in the model is given in Table 14.
All of the estimated coefficients are large relative to their
standard errors as indicated by the "t" statistics which are greater
than |± 1|.

The practice of retaining the variables with a t value

of one or greater is advocated on the grounds that variables which
are a logical part of a model should not be dropped on stringent
statistical grounds (Tomek and Robinson, 1981).

Therefore, a less

desirable specification form the statistical viewpoint is accepted in
order to build a more complete structural model.

Such a tradeoff is

expected to improve the ability of the model to simulate properly, as
well as make it more theoretically sound.
Data Sources
Data used for this analysis were compiled from three sources.
They are the Saudi Arabian official documents, United States
Department of Agriculture (U.S.D.A.), and Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (F.A.O.).

The Saudi official data

were the basic source and it was complemented as needed by the other
two sources.
The data on prices and consumption of livestock products were
collected mostly from the Saudi Arabian Statistical Yearbook (19671986).

The prices were adjusted, as needed, for price subsidies that

were in effect since 1973, following the methodology outlined in
Chapter III.

Because consumption data were available from the

previous source for the 1974-1986 period, only the rest of the data
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Table 14.
A.

List of the Variables Included in the Final Estimated
Saudi Barley Model.

Endogenous Variables
AB

Area of barley planted in a given crop year (hectares).

XDB

The quantity of domestic production of barley in a given
crop year (metric tons)

XMB

The quantity of barley imports to Saudi Arabia in a
given year (metric tons)

XESB

The quantity of ending commercial stock of barley held
in a given year (metric tons)

XCB

The amount of barley consumed in a given year (metric
tons)

B.

Predetermined Variables
ABPY

The area of barley in the previous year (hectares)

XESBPY

The ending stock of barley.in the previous year (metric
tons)

YB

The yield of barley per hectare (metric tons)

RGRBPY

The real gross return per hectare of barley the previous
year (SR per hectare). It is calculated as the product
of real producer price of barley the previous year
(RPPBPY) times yield per hectare the previous year
(YBPY)

GCAU

Grain consuming animal unit in a given year

RGRWPY

The real gross return per hectare of wheat the previous
year (SR per hectare)

RPDB

The real price of domestic consumer of barley (SR per
metric ton)

ERPB

The real expected price of domestic consumer of barley
(SR per metric ton)

XB

The amount of barley available for consumption in a
given year.
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were obtained the latest F.A.O. country matrix.

The acreage and

production of cereal products, as well as number of livestock, were
obtained from MOAW yearly bulletins for 1970-1986; however, earlier
data were obtained from U.S.D.A. sources.

U.S.D.A. data were

supplied by Mr. John Parker, Head of the Saudi office at the U.S.D.A.
The data on imports and inventories were also quoted from the earlier
source.
The Acreage Equation
The specification finally adapted for the acreage equation is
given by equation (4.1)

It indicates that the acreage of barley (AB)

is positively related to the acreage of barley the previous year
(ABPY) and the real gross returns per hectare of barley the previous
year (RGRBPY).

It also indicates that acreage is negatively related

to real gross return of wheat the previous year (RGRWPY).

It should

be noted that this equation has been corrected for aurocorrelation.
AB = 2043.4 + 0.55271ABPY + 1.7305RGRBPY - 0.32294RGRWPYi/
(1.9)
(11)
(3.33)
(-2.90)
DW = 1.36

(4.1)

R2 = 0.92

The statistics associated with the equation are very reasonable.
The relatively high "t" value (11) of the coefficient of the acreage
of barley of previous year (ABPY) may suggest that planting decision
levels are highly influenced by fixed factors of barley production.

£/

The numbers between parentheses are the t-values.
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The positive coefficient of real gross return of barley the
previous year (RGRBPY) indicates that a one unit change in the
expected gross return per hectare will lead to a 1.73 unit change in
the acreage planted the following year.

The expected gross return is

defined here as the product of the real producer price of barley the
previous year (RPPBPY) times the barley yield the previous year.
Such a formulation has the advantage of combining two expectation
variables, namely the expected price and expected yield, into one
expectation variable with a single coefficient and by doing so one
degree of freedom is saved.

Furthermore, it seems reasonable to

expect that subsistence farmers, in particular, and all farmers in
general seem to be more sensitive to income variations rather than
price variations per se, given their low per capita income and the
expected variations of barley yield which is mostly planted in a dry
marginal land.
The estimated elasticity of acreage of barley with respect to
expected gross income, at the mean, is equal to 0.2359.

This means

that a one percent increase (decrease) in the expected gross income
from barley planting will lead to 0.2359 percent increase (decrease)
in the acreage planted of barley given that all other factors are
held constant.

The long-run elasticity of the gross return with

respect to acreage planted is estimated at 0.68.
On the other hand, in a different specification the estimated
short- and long-run elasticities of the acreage planted of barley
with respect to the real expected producer price of barley (RPPBPY)
were estimated to be 0.19 and 0.53 respectively.

These lower figures
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were obtained by regressing the acreage of barley as a function of
all the previous variables but expected producer price and expected
yield were not combined into a single variable.

Such a low own price

elasticity is consistent with previous empirical work done in other
developing countries.

Numerous examples were sighted by Askari and

Cummings (1977).
The negative coefficient for the real gross returns of wheat the
previous year illustrates the expected inverse relationship between
barley and wheat since both compete for the available acreage due to
their similar input and climatic requirements.

The cross elasticity

of acreage of barley to wheat gross return and price is estimated to
be equal to -0.19 and -0.35 respectively.

Those results indicate

that acreage of barley is sensitive to the changes in wheat gross
returns and price at the farm level.
Due to the importance of risk in farmers' planting decisions, a
risk proxy was tried as explained earlier in Chapter III.

However,

the sign of that risk variable was not consistent with theoretical
expectation so it was dropped from the model.

The reason for the

positive sign of the risk coefficient might have been the limited
number of observations available.

On similar grounds, the weather

variable was also dropped.
The Inventory Equation
The final specification of the private inventories is given by
equation (4.2).

Ill
XESB = -278858.6 + 283.07ERPDB + 0.3033838XB
(-2.57)
(2.32)
(15.89)
DW = 1.32

(4.2)

R2 = 0.97

The model seems to fit the data rather nicely explain 97 percent
of the variation in the private inventories.

This specification

indicates that inventories are positively related to the amount of
barley available for consumption (XB) and to the expected real price
of barley (ERPDB).
The positive coefficient for the amount of barley available for
consumption (XB) reflects the proportionate response of inventories
to the amount of barley available in the market.

The coefficient

indicates that for a one unit change in XB inventories are expected
change by around 0.3 per unit on the same direction, other factors
held constant.

It should be noted here that barley imports share of

local consumption have been increasing over the years, and in the
last few years its share has surpassed the 99 percent mark (see Table
11, p. 33).

This increasing importance role for imports has led to

using import as a proxy for the amount of barley available for
consumption in one of the earlier versions of the barley model when
the two-stage least square method was used.
The positive coefficient for expected real price of barley
(ERPDB) reflect the speculative behavior on the part of stockholders.
They tend to increase (decrease) the stock level as prices rise
(fall).

This behavior by stockholders is expected in order to insure

themselves against future increases, or decreases, in the price of
barley.
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Other variables were used to explain inventory behavior, but
they proved to be statistically insignificant.

One such variable was

the ending stock of barley the previous year (XESBPY) which was
suppose to reflect the partial adjustment of inventories.
The Import Equation
The final estimated equation for barley import (4.3) shows that
barley import is negatively related to real price of domestic barley
(RPDB) and to domestic production of barley the previous year (XDBPY)
and positively related to the number of grain consuming animal units
(GCAU).
XMB = -1475.8RPDB - 1.OOXOBPY^/■+ 3.7583GCAU
(-2.47)
(7.29)
DW = 1.56

(4.3)

R2 = .8094

The import equation seems to fit the data very closely
explaining more than 80 percent of the variation in the demand for
barley import.

The estimated import price elasticity at the mean is

equal to -0.55 which is rather inelastic.

An increase (decrease) in

import price by one percent is expected to lead to only a 0.55
percent decrease (increase) in the amount of imported barley.

This

implies that raising the current subsidized price, ceteris paribus,
will not have a large effect on the quantity imported of barley.

£/ No t value reported because its coefficient has been constrained
to have a value equal to one.
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The import response with respect to a change in domestic
production the previous year was negative thus representing
substitution between imports and domestic production.

Slow growth of

domestic barley production increases the dependence on imported
barley.

Most domestic barley production during the study period has

taken place in dry areas where rainfall is erratic and inadequate.
The irrigated areas have been reserved almost solely for the
production of the more profitable crops such as wheat and vegetables.
Although the lagged domestic production coefficient had the
expected sign, its value was unreasonably high.

The coefficients

were expected to have a value equal or close to one because imported
and domestic barley are assumed to be perfect substitutes.

The high

magnitude of this estimated coefficient may reflect the effect of
other omitted variables.

This was corrected for by regressing the

amount of import plus lagged domestic production against the other
two explanatory variables to get estimate of their coefficients,
given that the lagged output coefficient was assumed to equal one.
The number of grain consuming animal units in the country seem
to be the driving force behind increases in barley import fueled, of
course, by the elaborate subsidies mentioned earlier in Chapter I.
The results suggest that a 1,000 unit increase (decrease) in the
number of animal units will lead to an increase (decrease) in barley
import of 3,758.3 tons given that all other factors are held
constant.

The increased barley, and other feed grain, imports were

encouraged by the government in order to expand local livestock
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output to satisfy the growing local demand for primary livestock
products from local sources.
The prices of other feed grains, such as corn, were not included
because barley accounts for most of the feed grains as explained
earlier in Chapter I.

Also the prices of feed grains tend to move

together creating a severe multicollinearity problem especially after
the 1979 price intervention by the government.
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CHAPTER V
THE WHEAT MODEL:

RELATED RESEARCH

The research on the most important food grain product in the
country, by Al-Abrahem (1987) is re-estimated and presented.

The re-

estimation was done in order to make the wheat and barley submodels
compatible and up-to-date.

The two estimated submodels will be used

in the next chapter to simulate the operation of the wheat-barley
sector under different policy scenarios.
Wheat has been a subject of heavy government intervention for
many years.

The two main objectives for such intervention were to

achieve self-sufficiency in wheat production as well as to provide
wheat and other grain products to consumers at subsidized prices in
order to promote political stability through redistribution of some
of the oil wealth.
As a result of an expanding wheat output above domestic needs,
and a soaring barley imports in recent years, the Saudi government
attention has shifted toward encouraging domestic barley production.
This is done in order to reduce both barley imports and wheat
surpluses.

It is with this in mind that one has to incorporate the

two crops together.
The wheat model as constructed by Al-Abrahem will first be
presented.

Such model will be referred to from now on as the

original wheat model.

A revised wheat model, which is compatible

with the barley model, constructed and estimated in the previous two
chapters, will be presented next.
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The Original Wheat Model
The wheat model as estimated by Al-Abrahem consisted initially
of four behavioral equations and two identities.

They are area

planted, yield, demand for domestic consumption plus change in
private stock, government ending stock, total production identity and
market clearing equation.

Two more identities were added, and the

government ending stock equation was turned into a definitional
equation, after being estimated with recursive least square, later
on.

This change was made because of the small number of the

observations (only eight at the study time), and because government
ending stock levels depend heavily on administrative and political
factors.

The complete wheat model is presented in Table 15 which is

followed directly by another table (Table 16) which lists 22
variables included in such a model.

Each of the major components of

the model will be discussed briefly on an equation-by-equation basis.
Area Planted Equation
The dependent variable in this equation (AW) is assumed to
depend on five independent variables.

They are the area of wheat

planted the previous year (AWPY), the real producer price of wheat
the previous year (RPPWPY), the real producer price of barley the
previous year (RPPBPY), the risk associated with wheat production
(RKW), and the real gross national product per capita (RGNPPC).
is approximated by the standard deviation of the subjective wheat
price.

The real GNP per capita is included to reflect the

Risk
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Table 15.

List of Equations Included in the Original Wheat Model.£/

No. of
Equation

Dependent
Variable

Explanatory
Variables

AW

Constant
AWPY
RPPWPY
RPPBPY
RGNPPC
RKW

1

Estimate

t-statistics

2369.194
0.2682789
0.8904264
-0.9789878
-0.01267243
-1757.527

0.57
2.00
-1.765
-1.78
-2.302

1969-84 data
2

YW

Constant
RPPWPY
RPFRT
IRRINDX

XCONW+APSTK

-0.0880084
0.0000463842 2.06
0.0000008344738 -1.21
0.0029
2.16

Constant
RPFLR
RPRICE
RGNPPC
TREND
RPFLRPY

DW = 2.31
-12972.5
-62.98
20.197
0.00070388
6.58
35.66

1971-84 data
4

XESGW

1.24
-0.97

R2 = 0.93

DW = 1.35

1969-84 data
3

Elasticity

Constant
STCAP
ERPMW
RPMW
A(XCONW+APSTK)

DW = 1.75

R2 = 0.76
-4.47
-2.78
2.64
1.85
4.5
3.16

-1.78
0.96
0.27

R2 = 0.94

-1091924
0.781566
14534.08
-13246.46
0.6039942

1977-84 data

3/

5

XESGW = 0.5 (XCONW + APSTK)

6

XDW = AW * YW

7

XSEEDW = 15*AW

8

XWASTEW = 0.036 (XDW + XMW)
All variables are defined in Table 16.

Source: Al-Abrahem, B. "An Econometric Analysis of Supply and
Demand for Wheat in Saudi Arabia." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Washington State University, 1987.
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Table 16.
A.

B.

List of Variables Included in the Original Wheat Model.

Endogenous Variables
1) AW

Area of wheat planted in a given crop
year (1000 donums*)

2) XDW

The quantity of domestic production
of wheat in a given crop year (metric
tons)

3) YW

Average yield of wheat (metric tons
per donum)

4) XCONW + APSTK

The sum of total domestic consumption
and change in private stock of wheat
per capita during a year (metric
tons)

5) XESGW

The quantity of ending government
stock of wheat held in a given year

6) XMW

The quantity of wheat imports to
Saudi Arabia in a given year (metric
tons)

Exogenous Variables
1) AWPY

Area of wheat planted the previous
year

2) RPPWPY

Real producer price of wheat the
previous year (S.R. per metric ton)

3) RPPBPY

The real producer price of barley the
previous year (S.R. per metric ton)

4) RKW

Standard deviation of the real
producer price of wheat the previous
year as a proxy for risk.

5) RGNPPC

Real gross national product per
capita in a given year (S.R.)

6) RPFRT

Real price of fertilizer paid by
farmers in a given year (S.R. per
metric ton of area)

7) IRRINDX

Irrigation index, percentage of wheat
area under irrigation in a given year
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Table 16.

List of Variables Included in the Original Wheat Model
(continued).

8) RPFLR

Real price of flour at the retail
level in a given year (S.R. per kg)

9) RPFLRPY

Real price of flour the previous
year, at the retail level (S.R. per
kg)

10) RPRICE

Real price of rice at the retail
level in a given year (S.R. per kg)

11) Trend

Trend variable (1, 15)

12) STCAP

Storage capacity of the Saudi
government grain silos in a given
year (metric tons)

13) RPMW

Real price of imported wheat to Saudi
Arabian in a given year (S.R. per
metric ton)

14) ERPMW

Expected real price of imported wheat
to Saudi Arabia in a given year (S.R.
per metric ton)

15) XSEEDW

Quantity of wheat grain for seed use
in a given year (metric tons)

16) XWASTEW

Quantity of wheat and wheat flour
waste in a given year (metric tons of
wheat equivalent)

* One Donum = 0.1 hectare = 0.2471 acres.
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opportunity cost of wheat farmers.

The estimated short-run and long-

run elasticities of area planted of wheat with respect to own price
are equal to 1.24 and 1.67 respectively.

In addition the estimated

cross elasticity of the area planted with respect to barley, barley
price is equal to -0.97.

It should be noted that an effective

producer price support was used during the years when the price
support was in effect in order to account for acreage limitation
brought about as a result of shortage in government grain storage
facilities.
The Yield Equation
The wheat yield is assumed to be dependent on three independent
variables.

They are the real producer price the previous year

(RPPWPY), the real price of fertilizers (RPFRT), and the percentage
of wheat under irrigation or the irrigation index (IRRINDX) which is
used as a proxy for technology.
The Domestic Consumption and Change in Private Stock Equation
The dependent variable in this equation (XCONW + APSIK) is
assumed to be dependent of five explanatory variables.

They are, the

real price of flour at the retail level (RPFLR), real price of flour
the previous year (RPFLRPY), real price of rice at the retail level
(RPRICE), real gross national product per capita (RGNPPC), and a
trend variable.
Due to the absence of separate data on consumption and private
stocks at the time, this equation is estimated as a combined
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consumption and private stock equation with the variable RPFLPY being
used to account for speculative behavior.

The dependent variable is

calculated by subtracting the quantities of seed use, waste, and
ending government stock from the sum of domestic production, import,
and beginning government stock.

The equation provided a crude

estimate of wheat demand elasticity with respect to own price, price
of rice, and income that are equal to -1.78, 0.96, and 0.27
respectively.
Ending Government Stock Equation
The ending government stock is specified as a function of four
explanatory variables.

They are:

the storage capacity of the

government grain silos (STCAP), the expected price of imported wheat
(ERPMW), the real price of import wheat (RPMW), and the difference
between expected and actual in domestic consumption plus change in
private stock and a given year A(XC0NW + APSTK).
This equation is later turned into an identity to reflect the
government political goal of keeping enough wheat in reserve to
satisfy the country requirements for an additional six months.
Identities
Four other identities are utilized in the model.

The first one

is the total domestic production identity which is expressed as the
product of area planted and yield per unit of area planted.

The

second identity is a market clearing identity which expresses import
as the algebraic sum of consumption plus change in private stock,
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seed use, waste and government ending stock in a given year minus the
sum of quantity of domestic production and government ending stock
the previous year.

It was used to close the model by equating the

total quantity supplied and demanded, with import being used as a
tool to balance the two.

The third one expresses waste as a fraction

of the total sum of domestic production plus import.

The last

identity expresses seed use as a fraction of the area planted.
The Revised Wheat Model
The wheat model presented in the previous section has been
revised to make it more compatible with the barley model estimated in
the previous chapter.

This was done primarily by adding a few extra

observations and correcting for serial correlation and multicollinearity present in some of the equations.

Also a separate

equation for consumption and inventories replaced the original
consumption and change in private stock equation.

In addition the

producer prices of wheat and barley have been specified in a gross
return format with the latter being adjusted for consumer and
producer subsidies.

Some of the coefficients turned out to be

statistically insignificant or had the wrong sign and were
subsequently deleted.

The list of variables included in the revised

wheat model is given in Table 17.
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Table 17.
A.

B.

List of Variables Included in the Revised Wheat Model

Endogenous Variables
1) AW

Acreage of wheat planted in a given
crop year (hectares)

2) XDW

The quantity of domestic production
of wheat in a given crop year (metric
tons)

3) YW

Average yield of wheat per hectare
(metric tons)

4) XCONWPC

Quantity consumed of wheat for food
per capita during a given year
(metric tons)

5) XESW

Quantity ending stock of wheat held
by both the government and private
industry in a given year

6) XNMW

Quantity of net import of wheat in a
given year (metric tons)

Exogenous Variables
1) RGRWPY

Real gross return of wheat the
previous year (S.R. per metric ton)

2) RGRBPY

Real gross return of barley the
previous year (S.R. per metric ton)

3) RGNPPC

Real gross national product per
capita in a given year (S.R.)

4) RPFRT

Real price of fertilizer paid by
farmers in a given year (S.R. per
metric ton of urea)

5) IRRINDX

Irrigation index percent of wheat
area under irrigation in a given year
as a proxy for technology

6) RPFLR

Real price of wheat flour in a given
year at the retail level (S.R. per
kg)

7) ERRPFLR

Expected real price of wheat flour in
a given year at the retail level
(S.R. per kg)
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Table 17.

List of Variables Included in the Revised Wheat Model
(continued)

8) Trend

Trend variable (1, ..., 17) as a
proxy for change in taste and
preferences in wheat consumption.

9) XESWPY

Quantity ending stock of wheat in the
previous year held by the government
and the private industry.

10) RP'RICE

Real price of rice in a given year at
the retail level (S.R. per kg)

11) XOUW

Quantity of other uses of wheat in a
given year aside from food and stock
holdings.
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The less favorable results obtained above may have to do with the
frequent failure of some economists, in their desire to answer as
many questions as possible, to realize that with a limited data set
there are only a limited number of questions that one can ask and
receive reasonable answers for.

This is what Maddala (1977) termed

"more art and less matter."
One other possible explanation for the cause of the unfavorable
results may have to do with the change in the underlying structure of
the Saudi economy brought about by a persistent fall in oil revenues.
Such a structural change has far-reaching implications for every
sector of the economy in a country where the government, due to its
sheer size, dominated most market activities.
In order to evaluate the presence of the structural change in the
wheat sector, the original model forecast for 1985 and 1986 were
compared to actual observations.

Then, the actual variance of the

AO

forecast error (a^) were estimated and compared to the expected
variance of forecast error (Ea^).

This was done because whenever

there is an abrupt change in one or more of the independent
variables, the variance of the forecast error will usually be much
greater than (p + l)a^ for an OLS model estimated suffering from
multicollinearity.
First of all the presence of multicollinearity in the original
wheat model is checked by regressing each of the independent
variables in a given equation on the other k-1 and calculating the

^ p is the rank of matrix of explanatory variables and
a^ is the variance of error term.
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correlation coefficient (R^) in each case.

The acreage and the

consumption demand equation showed a high degree of multicollinearity
between their explanatory variables.

The R^ ranged between 0.88-0.53

for the former and between 0.89-0.61 for the later.

Multi-

coll inearity for the yield equation was found to be much lower.
The discussion of the results will concentrated on the acreage
equation (Table 18) since the other two showed a relatively more
favorable result in terms of their forecasting reliabilities because
their explanatory variables do not exceed the values taken during the
estimation period.
After the presence of high degree of multicollinearity was
detected in the acreage equation the variance of the forecast error
was calculated for 1985 and 1986 using the following formula:^
a2f = a2(l + RJX'XJ-iR')
where
a2 = the variance of the disturbance term;
X = the matrix of the explanatory variables in the estimation
period; and
R = the matrix of the explanatory variables in the forecasting
period.

2

See Johnston (1984) for more detail.
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Table 18.

Forecasting Reliability of the Acreage Equation of the
Original Wheat Model.
Variance of Forecast Error
Observed
Value

Predicted
Value

Actual

1985

5780

4786.4

10.33a2

6a2

1986

6303

4199.4

43.5a2

6a2

Forecast
Period

Expected

The expected variance of the forecast error for the equation is
equal to 6ac because p = 5 and comparing this with the <7igoc>

a

iga6

in Table 18 indicate that the actual variance of the forecast is
about two times its expected value in 1985 and sometimes its expected
value in 1986.

It should be noted here that those two years are the

ones in which Saudi Arabia has far exceeded its local wheat need and
started experiencing overproduction problems for the first time.
The Acreage Equation
The average of wheat (AW) was specified finally to be a function
of the acreage of wheat the previous years (AWPY), the real gross
returns from wheat the previous year (RGRWPY), and the real gross
returns from barley the previous year (RGRBPY) as shown in equation
5.1.

The equation had been corrected for possible serial correlation

using a maximum likelihood iterative technique developed by Beach and
McKinnan (1978).
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AW = -37716 + 0.91310AWPY + 22.103RGRWPY - 18.152RGRBPY
(-2.25)
(15.32)
(7.73)
(-1-54)
DW = 2.07

(5.1)

R2 = 0.9864

This equation differs from the one in the original wheat model in
that both the risk and income variables have been deleted because the
coefficients have the wrong signs.

Also the barley producer price

has been adjusted to account for producer and consumer subsidies.
Furthermore, the AWRY variable proved to be highly statistically
significant as shown by its large t-value which was not the case in
the original model.
The value of the elasticities of wheat acreage, at the means
with respect to the gross return to wheat and gross return to barley,
are estimated to be 0.61 and -0.11, respectively.

Also, the long-run

elasticity of wheat acreage, at the means, with respect to gross
return to wheat was estimated to be 1.89.
Yield Equation
The yield equation is very similar in specification to the one
used in the original model.

The yield of wheat (YW) is considered to

be related to the irrigation index (IRRINDX), the real price of
fertilizer (RPFRT), and the real gross returns from wheat the
previous year (RGRWPY) as shown in equation 5.2.

This equation also

has been corrected also for a possible serial correlation.
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YW = -0.98418 + 0.032112IRRINDX - 0.000085586RPFRT
(-1.57)
(3.93)
(-1.83)

(5.2)

+ 0.0001421RGRWPY
(4.69)
DW = 2.10

R2 = 0.8841

It should be noted that the data used in the estimation of the
equation are somewhat different from the one used in the original
model.

First of all the fertilizer price has been adjusted for the

subsidy on local urea production.

A fixed price of S.R. 420 ($90)

per ton is used for the 1983-1986 period instead of the C.I.F. price.
It was done because grain producers are expected to shift from using
imported urea to domestically subsidized produced urea once the
subsidy is eliminated from the former one.

Second, the price of

wheat is introduced in a gross return format.
The Wheat Consumption Equation
The wheat food consumption is estimated via equation 5.3.

Wheat

demand for food is considered to be dependent upon the real retail
price of wheat flour (RPFLR), the real retail price of rice
(RP'RICE), the real gross national product per capita (RGNPPC), and
trend.
XCONWPC = 117.41 - 29.527RPFLR + 0.46789RP/RICE
(9.53)
(-5.50)
(1.28)
+ 0.00075025RGNPPC + 2.3653Trend
(7.7)
(8.53)
R2 = 0.8506

(5.3)
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This equation is very similar in specification to the one used in the
original model for estimating the consumption and change in private
stock demand equation.

The retail price of wheat the previous year

(RPFLPY) which was designed to reflect the speculative behavior of
the private stockholder has been omitted and instead a separate wheat
inventory equation is formulated.

The presence of both the price of

flour and its lagged value created severe multicollinearity in the
original model because both are highly correlated with each other.
The new formulated consumption equation has been tested for further
evidence of severe multicollinearity, which is to be expected in a
consumption function.

The problem of multicollinearity between

explanatory variables was found to still be high in magnitude, and
its effect was subsequently mitigated by the use of the principal
component method.

It should be noted that using the principal

component method may produce biased estimates.

However, this usually

is compensated by the achievement of a substantial reduction in mean
square errors.

It has also the extra advantage in this case by

giving the expected sign on all the relevant variables.
The equation suggests that the demand for what flour is
inelastic with respect to own price and income.

The values of such

elasticities at the means are estimated at -0.68 and 0.23
respectively.

The value of cross-price elasticity with respect to

rice is equal to 0.026.

The elasticities obtained with this wheat

consumption equation are much lower than the one reported in the
original wheat model except for the income elasticities.

In
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particular, the demand for wheat is shown here to be price inelastic
although it was reported before to be price elastic (Table 19).
The Wheat Inventory Equation
Wheat inventories are held by both the government and the
private industry with the share of the later declining sharply in
recent years.
Variables specified finally to explain ending stock demand
follow from equation 5.4.

They are the expected real price of flour

(ERPFLR), the quantity of ending stock the previous year (XESWPY),
and a trend variable.

The trend variable is expected to reflect the

increases in ending stock brought about by the gradual improvement in
grain storage facilities in the country in general and the government
sector in general to accommodate the increases in wheat import and
output.
XESW = 90035.84ERPFLR + 0.2968354XESWPY + 12065.83Trend
(1.64)
(1.16)
(1.08)
DW = 1.77

(5.4)

R* = 0.79

Identities
Four additional equations, which do not require estimation are
utilized in the model.

They are the total domestic production, total

wheat food consumption, net import, and government ending stock
identities.
The domestic wheat production is defined as the product of
acreage and yield.

Also the product of wheat food consumption per

Table 19.

Comparison Between the Original and Revised Saudi Wheat Model
Model

Original Wheat Model
Estimate

Equation

Coefficient

Acreage

Constant
AWRY
RPPWPY
RPPBPY
RGNPPC
PKW

236919.4
0.2682789

Yield

Constant
RPPWPY
RPFRT
IRRINDX

-0.880484
0.000463842
0.00008344738
0.029

Consumption

Constant
RPFLR
RP'RICE
RGNPPC
TREND
RPFLRPY

-129.7
-62.98
20.197
0.00070388
6.58
35.66

Inventory

Constant
STCAP
ERPMW
(XCONW +
PSTK)

89.04264
-97.89898
-1.267243
-175752.7

-1091924
0.781566
14534.08

t-value

0.57
2.00
■1.765
1.78
•2.302

4.47
2.78
2.64
1.84

4.5

Revised Wheat Model
Elasticity

1.24
-0.97

-1.78
0.96
0.27

Coefficient

Estimate

t-value

Elasticity

0.61
-0.18

Constant
AWPY
RGRWPY
RGRBPY

-37716
0.9130
22.103
18.152

-2.25
15.32
7.73
-1.54

Constant
RGRWPY
RPFRT
IRRINDX

-0.98418
0.0001421
•0.000085586
0.032

-1.57
4.69
-1.83
3.93

Constant
RPFLR
RP'RICE
RGNPPC
TREND

117.41
-29.52
0.46789
0.00075025
2.3653

9.53
-5.5
1.88
7.7
8.53

0.2968354
90035
12605.83

1.16
1.64
1.08

-0.68
0.026
0.23

3.16
XESWPY
ERPFLR
TREND

0.6139942

CO
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capita and total wheat consumer defined total wheat food consumption
net import identity is used to close the model with import and export
being used to balance domestic supply and demand.

It is expressed as

the sum of total domestic production and lagged inventories minus the
total wheat consumption, other uses, and current inventories.
Finally, for simulation purposes, the total inventory equation
is replaced by a definitional government inventories.

This

formulation requires government inventories to be kept at a level
equal to one-half of domestic demand for food and other uses in a
given year.
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CHAPTER VI

POLICY SIMULATION OF THE SAUDI BARLEY-WHEAT MODEL
In this Chapter, the barley-wheat model estimated in Chapters IV
and V will be used to estimate the projected impact of selected types
of policy variables which have had or are expected to have a major
influence on the Saudi barley-wheat economy.

While the impact can be

measured by changing the policy variables one at a time; in some
cases, it is more meaningful and/or practical to measure the net
effect of a set of policy variables.
A historical simulation and five ex-ante forecasts will be
presented.

The historical simulation is performed in order to

evaluate the model's ability to replicate the actual data and, thus,
serve as a partial validation procedure.

The ex-ante forecasts are

performed in order to simulate the operations of the estimated model
under alternative government policies.
After the validation run, the results of five simulations are
presented.

In the first experiment called "base forecast," a

forecast is made to the end of the century, assuming that no major
changes in trends or government policies adopted during the study
period.

In addition, all other exogenous variables are assumed to

grow at a rate equal to or below their historical rates in order to
better reflect the new economic realities brought about by the recent
fall in oil revenues.
The second simulation involves introducing a barley price
support equal to S.R. 1000 ($266.87) per ton, valid only for the
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major agricultural companies, who are expected, in return, to grow
barley on one-third of the area allocated in 1985 for wheat.

This

run will simulate also the effect of an increase by one-third in the
retail price of barley.

It is done in order to forecast the likely

effect of both of these recently introduced government policies.
The third simulation is similar to the previous one; however,
the barley price support and the acreage restrictions attached are
applied to all farmers, not just to the agricultural companies.

This

scenario and the following ones are the most likely course of action
that the policy makers will pursue in the future.
The fourth simulation involves the reduction of the wheat price
support to S.R. 1500 ($400) per ton and raising the barley support
price to the same level.

In this scenario, all farmers are also

expected to produce barley on one-third of acreage allocated in any
given year to wheat.

In addition, the feed price is raised as before

by one-third.
The final simulation is similar to the previous one; however,
the price supports for both crops are set a S.R. 1000 ($266.67) per
ton and the barley feed grain subsidy is completely eliminated.
Historical Simulation
An econometric model should perform satisfactorily over the
estimated historical period and outside it (i.e., ex-post forecast)
before one can feel confident in making projections or using it to
answer some policy questions.

The ability of the model to duplicate

endogenous values over the historical period does not necessarily
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ensure that the estimated structure will be appropriate for
projection purposes; however, because of data limitations, historical
simulation will serve as a partial validation procedure for the
estimated model, and no test for the model performance outside the
period of fit will be attempted.
Historical simulation of an econometric model can be either
static or dynamic.

The former is performed by using the historical

values of all lagged endogenous variables each year the model is
solved.

The latter is performed by assigning the lagged endogenous

variables their historical values only in the initial year for which
the model is solved.

All the goodness of fit measures reported on

Table 20 are based on the dynamic simulation because it provides more
stringent evaluation procedures.
The barley-wheat model is simulated over the 1970-1986 period to
examine how closely each endogenous variable tracts its corresponding
historical data series.

The simulation results are summarized by

many goodness of fit measures.

They include the correlation

coefficient (R), correlation coefficient squared (R^), root-mean
square error (RMSE), mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE),
regression coefficient of actual on predicted (RCoef), and Theil's
inequality coefficient (U-coefficient).

Each of these statistics

provides different information about the model's ability to duplicate
a historical time path.

RMSE and Theil's inequality coefficient are

Table 20.

Measures of Goodness of Fit for Saudi Barley-Wheat Model Using Dynamic Simulation.

Variable

Variable
Average Size

R

R^

ME

RMSE

"Iheil's
RCoef Coeff

ME

UD

UB

UR

0.03551

0.1842

0.78026

1.0013 0.0004

0.08137

0.01408

0.90455

1.05

0.14138

0.00986

0.00829

0.98185

1.000

0.02

0.00745 =0

=1.00

AB

7611.39 0.35

0.13

6,328.81

4,861.19

1,192.61

XDB

10,441.23 0.99

0.99

84.48

23.33

-24.09

YM

1,689,529.41 0.89

0.78

1,068,204.02 928,828.71

-106,089.9

XESB

412,235 0.98

0.97

105,732.18

76,316.2

-0.01051

XCB

1,597,978.53 0.99

0.99

132,175.79 95,653.43

841.33

0.99

0.0028

0.00004

0.01324

0.98672

AW

163,341 0.99

0.98

23,950.077 18,933.23

2,450.56

0.97

0.00936

0.01047

0.04980

0.93973

YW

2.27 0.90

0.82

0.38087

0.28610

0.02692

0.9711 0.02227

0.00556

0.00389

0.99055

XDW

370,591.33 1.00

1.00

0.00139

0.00046

0.00046

1.00

0.01607

0.05

0.93313

97.41 0.92

0.85

11.8

10.82

0.78

1.039

0.013

0.0044

0.00827

0.98734

XCOW

850,882 0.%

0.93

100,361.06 90,536.89

11,852.1

1.076

0.01169

0.01395

0.06351

0.92254

XESW

431,176 0.28

0.08

193,365.35 131,533.35

-2,089.86

0.83

0.16518

0.00012

0.00337

0.99651

MM

499,529.41 0.92

0.86

219,576.06 144,117.65

-144,117.64

0.89

0.11351

0.43079

0.04615

0.52306

XCOWPC

0.441

0.43

CO
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used more often in practice, so the discussion of the simulation
results will focus on these two measures*.
The root mean square error (RMSE) measures the deviation of the
simulated values from their actual time path.

The size of RMSE is

dependent on the variable size, so its magnitude can be evaluated
only by comparing it with the average size of the variable in
question.

The results show that most variables were predicted with a

relatively small deviation from their actual time path, as indicated
by the small size of RMSE of most variables relative to their average
size.
Theil's inequality coefficient (U-coefficient) is equal to zero
when the simulated values of a variable coincides with historical
values.

If U = 1, the model forecasts no better than a "naive" model

of no change from the previous period; however, when U > 1, the
estimation model is worse than the no change estimation.

As shown in

Table 20, U-coefficient for most variables have a value very close to
zero and indicate that, on the average, the model produced better
estimates than would be otherwise possible from a "naive," no-change
extrapolative model.
U-coefficient can be further decomposed into bias (UB),
regression (UR), and disturbance proportions (UD), which can be used
to indicate the reliability of the estimates.

An optimal estimate

(i.e., unbiased and efficient) is expected to have a value for UB and

* For detailed information about the different types of measures
of simulation fit and their properties see Maddalla (1977) and Pindyck
and Rubinfeld (1981).
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UR that are equal to zero and UD values that are equal to one.

UB

measures the extent to which the average values of a simulated and
actual series deviate from each other.
indicator of systematic error.

Thus, it is used as an

UB statistics for most variables are

also very close to zero.
UR provides an indication of the model's ability to replicate
the degree of variability in a given variable.
simulation are also close to zero.
random error that cannot be avoided.

UR statistics for the

UD represents a more systematic
UD statistic for the simulation

is close to a value of one for most variables.
The results obtained from applying these measures of simulation
fit lead to the general conclusions that the model is able to
reproduce the historical time path of the endogenous variables with
acceptable accuracy, considering its size and the length of the
simulation period.

This suggests that the model accurately reflects

the underlying economic forces in the barley and wheat market.

The

model can thus be used with some degree of confidence to conduct
policy analysis.
Base-Forecast
In this experiment, the estimated econometric model is simulated
14 years into the future, with 1987 as a starting point.

The

simulation is performed under the following assumptions:
1.

No changes in government price policies adopted during the study
period.

This means that prices for barley, wheat, wheat flour,

rice, and fertilizers are set at their 1985-1986 levels.
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2.

The number of grain-consuming animal units (GCAU) and other uses
of wheat (XOUW) are assumed to grow at two percent per year.

3.

Population grows at 2.5 percent.

4.

GNP stays at the 1986 level until 1990 and increases by five
percent thereafter.

5.

Inflation grows at four percent per year.

6.

Yield of barley grows at its historical growth rate of 1.5
percent.

Ideally, all exogenous variables in a base-forecast are assumed to
grow at their historical rates of growth; however, some of the
exogenous variables in the model are assumed to grow at a rate that
is below their historical growth rate.

This is done to better

reflect the new economic realities brought about by the recent drop
in oil revenues, which are expected to last for at least some part of
the 1987-2000 projection period.
In addition, projections are made with three modifications being
applied to the estimated model.

First of all, the wheat yield

equation has been dropped from the model because it proved to be an
unreliable estimator of future yield.

Instead, wheat yield is

estimated to grow at a rate that is similar to barley yield (i.e.,
1.5 percent).
Second, the wheat inventory equation was turned into an identity
in order to better reflect future inventories behavior.

Inventories

of wheat are held by the state-run grain silos and flour mills
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organization (GSFMO) and private industry.

Stocks are obtained by

the government via the price support program.

This policy resulted

in GSFMO stocks gradually building since the late 1970s until
commercial stocks are dwarfed by comparison.

So past behavior, which

is based largely on the markets past behavior, is no longer valid for
the simulation period.

The new stock equation will be constructed to

reflect the announced government objective of keeping on reserve an
amount of wheat sufficient to satisfy local need for an extra six
months in any given year.
Finally, the wheat consumption equation has been modified to
reflect stable taste and preferences for wheat during the simulation
period.

This is done by removing the trend variable from the

equation and adding its 1986 value to the intercept term.
The following discussion of the simulation results will
concentrate largely on the effect of any given policy alternative on
reducing excess production in wheat and reducing the volume of barley
import which is the stated reason for the recently adopted
agricultural policy.

It will be assumed further that whenever both

objectives cannot be achieved simultaneously, then maintaining a
complete self-sufficiency in wheat production would be preferred by
policy makers.
The base-forecast results (Table 21) shows large increases in
wheat output and small increases in wheat consumption, leaving an
increasing amount of the crop to be either accumulated or sold at a
loss in the international markets.

It also shows little variations

Table 21.

Base Forecast for the Saudi Barley-Wheat Model, 1987-2000 (Specified Years).
Projected

Endogenous
Variable

Historical
1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1992

1994

1996

1998

Average
Annual
Rate of
Growth

2000

Barley
2,100

1,760

2,008

1,884

2,029

1,976

1,900

1,814

1,726

1,634

- 1.44

4,000

3,405

3,942

3,752

4,103

4,116

4,077

4,011

3,931

3,834

0.03

6,560,000

5,094,519

5,150,539

5,215,981

5,262,708

5,377,397

5,494,481

5,613,956

5,735,851

5,860,212

- 0.59

XES8
(tons)

1,750,000

1,324,128

1,342,124

1,358,020

1,375,256

1,409,609

1,444,622

1,480,399

1,516,777

1,553,946

- 0.58

XCB

6,454,000

5,523,796

5.136,484

5,193,837

5,249,575

5,364,094

5,480,808

5,599,874

5,7821,331

5,845,244

- 0.60

630,300

708,408

759,608

808,013

853,789

938,831

1,016,774

1,089,401

1,157,998

1,223,728

4.88

2,544,000

2,902,346

3,198,451

3,409,816

3,657,631

4,143,059

4,623,272

5,102,784

5,588,494

6,083,150

6.45

XC0NWPC
(kg)

132

119

118

118

117

118

119

120

121

122

- 0.53

XC0NW
(tons)

1,394,000

1,282,872

1,309,480

1,336,757

1,364,719

1,443,361

1,527,039

1,616,118

1,710,999

1,812,016

1.93

XESWG
(tons)

1,002,000

949,486

965,871

982,620

999,744

1,045,444

1,093,791

1,144,969

1,199,176

1,256,628

1.65

85,000

-1,055,890

-1,210,330

-1,427,830

-1,641,020

-2,029,000

-2,411,170

-2,786,890

-3,112,650

-3,540,750

10.85

A8
(hectares)

X0B
(tons)

XMB
(tons)

(tons)
Wheat

AW
(hectares)

XOU
(tons)

XNMWi/
(tons)
-'

-

Minus sign indicate export.
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in barley output and imports from their pre-1987 level, leaving the
country almost completely dependent on foreign sources of supply.
The acreage of wheat is projected to continue expanding at an
average rate of 4.9 percent until it covers an area almost double the
area allocated in 1986 or 1,223,727.6 hectares by year 2000.

The

wheat output is also expected to continue to expand at an average
rate of 6.4 percent until it reaches a level that is almost 2.5 times
the 1986 level, or 6,083,150.5 tons.

The high growth in wheat output

is a direct result of increases on both acreage and yield.
On the other hand, per capita consumption of wheat is expected
to stabilize for most of the forecast period.

The total food

consumption of wheat is expected to continue its gradual increase at
an average annual rate of 1.9 percent due to the high population
growth of 2.5 percent, and is forecasted to reach 1.8 million tons by
the year 2000.

In addition, the six-month wheat reserves kept on

government grain silos each year are expected to range between 0.951.26 million tons during the forecast period.
Because the pace of growth in production of wheat far exceeds
the growth in local demand, an increasing amount of wheat each year
needs to be accumulated or disposed of at a great loss at the
international markets, or given free to friendly nations as a form of
foreign aid.

The amount of excess production is estimated to reach

more than four times its 1986 level, or 3.5 million tons, by the year
2000.
Although wheat has been projected to increase in terms of
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domestic output, consumption, and export, little variations are
projected for domestic output, consumption, and import of barley.
The output of barley is expected to be around its 1986 level of
only 4,000 tons during the forecast period although the barley
acreage is expected to shrink further to around 1,600 hectares toward
the end of the projected period.

The gradual assumed increase in

yield is compensated for by the 1.4 percent decline in acreage each
year.
The projected barley imports are expected to average 5.5 million
tons a year down from the 1986 level of 6,560,000 tons.

This

apparent stability in barley imports is related mainly to the assumed
decline in the growth rate of the grain consuming animal units
(GCAU).

The GCAU, which has been the driving force behind recent

increases in barley imports, is assumed to grow at a modest two
percent per year compared to an average 15 percent growth rate during
the 1979-86 period.
Simulation of the Current Policy
This simulation involves introducing a S.R. 1000 ($266.67)
barley price support and a wheat acreage restriction (at two-thirds
of 1985 acreage level) for the major agricultural companies only
along with an increase in the barley retail prices by one-third.
This policy specifies that the agricultural companies must grow
barley and wheat at a 1:2 ratio on the area they allocated in 1985 to
wheat production in order to qualify for the price support for both
barley and wheat.
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In order to project the effect of such policy, it is important
to have some basic information regarding the output, acreage, and
yield of these agricultural companies, as well as their share of
total output and acreage.

Much of this information is provided in

Table 22.
The table shows that in 1985 all these companies, but one,
utilized 65,542.3 hectares of agricultural land to produce 351,405.7
tons of wheat, resulting in an average yield of 5.36 tons per
hectare.

Their market share in terms of acreage and output were

11.16 and 16.45 percent, respectively.
In order to project the effect of the current policy on wheat
acreage and output, it is important to construct an effective wheat
price support that takes into account the acreage restrictions.
Since about 10 percent of all land allocated for wheat is managed by
the agricultural companies and only one-third of that area are going
now for barley, then the actual price support will be multiplied by a
factor equal to 0.967 in order to arrive at the effective price
support for wheat.
On the other hand, in order to project the effect of this policy
on domestic barley production and acreage one needs to look at the
responses of both the subsistence farmers and agricultural companies
separately.

The responses of subsistence farmers are expected to be

the same as before, since they are not affected by this policy while
the latter group is.

The total barley acreage in a given year will

be projected as the sum of the subsistence farmers' acreage plus a
fixed acreage amount totaling 21,847.43 hectares (i.e., one-third of
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Table 22.

Wheat Output (tons), Acreage (hectares), and Yield of the
Major Saudi Agricultural Companies, 1983-1987.

1983
NADEC

Production
Area
Yield

GASSEM

1984

1985

1986

1987

31,210.6
7,143
4.37

77,830
19,644
3.96

101,389
24,624.3
4.12

116,243.8
26,149.9
4.44

96,934
21,832
4.45

Production
Area
Yield

;;;

1,192
863.5
1.38

24,906.7
6,584
3.78

28,674.2
6,824
4.20

22,259
5,760
3.86

IIAUCO

Production
Area
Yield

20,240
3,380
5.99

99,118
14,880
6.66

116,400
16,568
7.07

106,009
15,608
6.79

91,809.5
11,902
7.71

IAI)CO

Production
Area
Yield

—

21,000
5,250
4.0

63,400
10,226
6.2

73,092
10,275
7.11

60,986
8,050
7.58

Al-SIIARQIA

Production
Area
Yield

—

"--

419
170
2.41

6,505
2,040
3.19

11,500
2,775
4.14

SADCO

Production
Area
Yield

—

19,300
3,750
5.15

44,900
7,480
6.0

37,500
7,140
5.25

28,000
5,440
5.15

lotal for
Ag. Com.

Production
Area
Yield

51,450.6
10,523
4.89

218.440
44,387.5
4.92

351,405.7
65,542.3
5.36

368,024
58,037.9
5.41

311,488.5
55,759
5.59

lotal for
All Farms

Production
Area
Yield

817,000
245,000
3.33

1,402,000
404,000
3.47

2,135,000
587,000
3.64

2,544,000
630,300
4.05

% From
Ag. Com.

Production
Area

6.29
4.29

15.5
10.98

16.45
11.16

14.40
10.79

Sources:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The data were compiled from the following sources as follow:

The first five are shareholding companies and data were compiled from their
annual reports except for 1987 which was done through personal contacts.
Data for the last company, which is privately owned, was obtained through
personal contacts.
The data for aggregate production and acreage were obtained from MOAW annual
reports.
These included all agricultural companies which were subject to wheat acreage
restrictions, except RASCO, for which data were not available although repeated
personal contact was tried.
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the agricultural companies wheat acreage in 1985).

The total barley

acreage in a given year will be the sum of both groups output.

The

latter will be approximated by multiplying the above governmentspecified acreage by their expected yield.

This yield is assumed to

grow at 1.5 percent a year from the actual level of 5.64 tons per
hectare realized in 1987 (see Table 23).

Furthermore, the retail

price of barley will be increased by one-third to account for the
recent decrease in barley subsidy.

This change in the retail price

of barley will be in effect in all but the last simulation runs.

In

the last simulation run, the barley subsidy will be eliminated and
the subsidized retail price of barley will be replaced by the free
market price, which will be approximated by the average implicit
price during 1983-1986 period.
The results of this run (Table 24) show that pursuing the current
policy of limited wheat acreage restrictions and limited increases in
the retail price of barley will not have a great effect on reducing
either the wheat output or the barley imports.

The wheat output is

projected to continue increasing, although at a lower growth rate as
before the policy.
percent.

The growth rate will decline from 6.4 to 6.15

This is because many producers who are not subject to wheat

acreage restrictions are expected to continue increasing their
production and compensate for most of the decline in wheat output
brought about as a result of this policy.

On the other hand,

although domestic barley production will increase to as high as
200,000 by the end of the projection period from a low of 4,000 tons
in the base period, it still will not account for more than four
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Table 23.

Output, Acreage, and Yield of Barley Grown by the
Agricultural Companies in 1987.
Production
(tons)

Area
(hectare)

Yield

NADEC

24,000

5,393. 26

4.45

HADCO

31,978

4,477

7.14

GASSEM

6,735

1,300

5.1

SHARGIA

2,100

595

3.53

TADCO

14,211

2,100

6.77

SADCO

6,375

1,275

5

TOTAL

85,399

Agricultural Company

Sources:

Personal contacts.

15,140.26

5.64

Table 24.

Simulation Results of the Current Policy Using the Saudi Barley-Wheat Model, 1987-2000
(Specified Years).
Projected

Endogenous
Variable

Historical
1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1994

1992

1996

1998

Average
Annual
Rate of
Growth

2000

Barley
AB
(hectare)

2,100

23,389

23,721

23,644

23,818

23,791

23,728

23,650

23,569

23,484

72.4

XDB
(tons)

4,000

167,223

170,390

172,764

175,727

180,975

186,316

191,776

197,392

203,120

292.9

XMB
(tons)

6,,560,000

4,948,026

4,840,228

4,893,040

4,947,204

5,056,690

5,168,470

5,282,504

5,398,789

5,517,367

- 0.97

XESB
(tons)

1,,750,000

1,342,249

1,320,649

1,340,847

1,358,098

1,392,461

1,427.496

1,463,239

1,499,702

1,536,885

-0.68

XCB
(tons)

6,,454,000

5.522,999

5,032,218

5,045,605

5,105,780

5.220,229

5,337,018

5,456,1613

5,577,711

5,701,673

- 0.77

630,300

708,408

753,737

796,797

837,697

914,198

984,940

1,051,431

1,114,722

1,175,813

4.6

2 ,544,000

2,902,346

3,134,038

3,362,483

3,588,694

4,034,356

4,478,522

4,924,904

5,379,648

5,844,966

6.1

XCONWPC
. (kg)

132

119

118

118

117

118

119

120

121

122

- 0.53

XCONW
(tons)

1 ,394,000

1,282.872

1,309,480

1,336,757

1,364,719

1,443,361

1,527,039

1,616,118

1,710,999

1,812,016

1.93

XESWG
(tons)

1 ,002,000

949,486

965,871

982,620

999,744

1,045,444

1,093,791

1,144,969

1,199,176

1,256,628

1.65

85,000

-1,055,890

-1,185,910

-1,380,490

-1,572,080

-1,920,300

-2,266,420

-2,609,010

-2,609,010

-2,953,800

Wheat
AW
(hectare)
XOU
(tons)

XNMW
(tons)

-

10.3

to
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percent of domestic demand, already adjusted for one-third increase
in the retail price of barley.

The decline in barley imports, as a

result of both increases in domestic production and the increase in
the retail price of barley, will average one percent a year.

The

level of barley imports will average 5.4 million tons a year.

On the

other hand, wheat exports will be lower than the base forecast of 11
percent a year by only one percentage point.

Simulation With a Possible Change in the
Government's Current Policy:

Option 1

One possible change in the current policy will be that the
previous policy will be extended to all farmers.

In this case, all

farmers will be required to produce barley and wheat at a ratio 1:2
on the area they allocated in 1985 for wheat production in order to
qualify for the price support for barley and wheat.
In such a situation, because both prices and acreage have been
set at a prespecified level, the estimated wheat acreage equation
will not be expected to be a good indicator of the response of wheat
farmers.

It appears likely that the quota system will destroy the

role of prices in allocating acreage between wheat and other
competing crops.

An identity that represents output as a function of

expected yield times a fixed acreage of 391,333.32 (i.e., two-thirds
of 1985 wheat acreage level) will be used instead.

The farmers are

expected to comply almost fully with the above-mentioned restriction
because no other more-profitable crop exists that can be substituted
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for wheat, given the high support level that far exceeds the
production cost and is several times higher than world prices.
On the other hand, the barley acreage for subsistence farmers
can be projected by replacing their expected price with the new
support level.

The barley acreage from other producers can be

estimated by multiplying the average wheat yield by the area set
aside for barley production (i.e., one-third of the area planted with
wheat in 1985).

It is assumed that barley yield will be identical to

wheat yield and grow at the same rate because no information is as
yet available regarding the yield potential of barley at the national
level, whereas such data are well known for wheat.

Finally, by

summing the barley acreage and output of these two groups, one can
arrive at the national total in a given year.
The simulation results (Table 25) suggest that following this
proposed policy will substantially increase domestic barley
production and reduce barley imports; however, it will also lead to
the importation of an increasing amount of wheat and thus reduce the
level of self-sufficiency in wheat production.
The amount of domestic barley production will range from 1.5-1.8
million tons or roughly 28-33 percent of local barley's projected
needs.
the end

The amount of barley imported will be lower than 4 million by
of the projection period as a result of continued increases

in domestic production and the increased retail price of barley that
faces livestock operators.
The adoption of such a policy is expected to make the country a
net importer of wheat once again.

The wheat import will continue

Table 25.

Simulation Results of Alternative Policy:
Model, 1987-2000 (Specified Years).

Option 1 Using the Saudi Barley-Wheat

Projected
Endogenous
Variable

Historical
1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1992

1994

1996

1998

2000

Average
Annual
Rate of
Growth

Barley
2,100

195,603

197,655

198,556

199,296

199,824

200,015

200,103

200,163

200,215

658

X0B
(tons)

4,000

1,471,564

1,497,743

1,521,746

1,546,256

1,597,017

1,642,683

1,692,515

1,743,858

1,798,359

2622

XM8
(tons)

6,560,000

4,948,026

3,535,887

3,565,687

3,598,221

3,665,044

3,733,990

3,804,288

3,875,532

3,947,689

- 3

XESB
(tons)

1,750,000

1,732,403

1,327,533

1,347,317

1,364,543

1,398,861

1,434,043

1,469,976

1,506,644

1.543,932

- 0.66

XCB
(tons)

6,454,000

6,437,187

5,438,500

5,067,648

3,127,252

5,241,542

5,358,770

5,3478,483

5,600,714

5,725,129

- 0.74

630,300

393,558

393,558

393,558

393,558

393,558

393,558

393,558

393,558

393,558

- 2.68

2,544,000

1,612,407

1,636,414

1,660,815

1,686,003

1,736,712

1,789,508

1,843,426

1,899,311

1,956,377

- 1.22

XCONWPC
(kg)

132

119

118

118

117

118

119

120

121

122

- 0.53

XCONW
(tons)

1,394,000

1,282,872

1,309,480

1,336,757

1,364,719

1,443,361

1,527,039

1,616,118

1,710,999

1,812,016

1.93

XESWG
(tons)

1,002,000

949,486

965,871

982,620

999,744

1,045,444

1,093,791

1,144,969

1,199,176

1,256,628

1.65

85,000

234,051

311,712

321,176

330,608

377,286

422,589

472,466

526,535

586,024

AB
(hectare)

Wheat
AW
(hectare)
XOW
(tons)

XNMW
(tons)

-

- 2.1

ro
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increasing until it reaches 586,000 tons by the end of the projection
period or around 15 percent of local wheat demand.

Therefore, it is

doubtful that such a policy, in its present form, will even be
implemented, given the present strong desire of policy makers for a
complete self-sufficiency in wheat production.

Another acreage

combination between barley and wheat, such as 1:4 might prove easier
to sell to government decision makers.
Simulation With a Possible Change in the Government's
Current Policy:

Option 2

In this scenario, it will be assumed that the government has
reduced the wheat price support to S.R. 1500 ($400) per ton and
raised the barley support price to the same level, with the condition
that farmers supply barley and wheat at a 1:2 ratio.

This new

proposed policy places both crops on an equal footing when it comes
to planting time, because they have almost identical production
costs.

This policy will make the production of barley a profitable

activity and no longer a marginal activity dominated by subsistence
farmers.

Therefore, the estimated barley supply equation, which is

based on historical behavior of subsistence farmers, is not going to
be an accurate indicator of the price response of a crop expected in
the future to be dominated by commercial farmers.

It should be noted

also that, even though the price response of both farmers' groups may
be identical, the forecast obtained from such an equation will be
unreliable if the price support level is outside the range of
historical experience.

This is most likely to be the case here.
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In the absence of a barley acreage response equation that
reflects the behavior of a representative producer, the wheat acreage
equation will be modified and used as a way to get around this
difficulty.

The modification involves substituting winter sorghum

instead of barley as a substitute for wheat as shown in equation
(6.1):
AW = -31577.62+0.9186211 AWPY+21.42373 RGRWPY-58.3679 RGRSPY,
(-1.29)

(13.87)

(6.36)

(6.1)

(-1.23)

DW = 1.93, R2 = 0.98;
where RGRSPY is the real gross return for sorghum the previous year
and all other terms are defined as before.
Winter sorghum has been the main competitor for wheat prior to
1987.

This has to do with sorghum growers receiving a direct payment

subsidy of S.R. 250 which is much higher than the S.R. 150 which was
available for barley and millet at the time.
The new estimated wheat acreage equation will be used to project
the wheat and barley acreage under the new support price of S.R. 1500
per ton.
ratio.

The resulting acreage will be divided according to the 1:2
This modification seems acceptable because wheat and barley

have almost identical resource requirements and the only difference
is the cost of seed, which is negligible.

Furthermore, although

Chang and Shummway (1987) have shown that minor changes in the
specifications of the supply function can have a substantial effect
on the signs, magnitudes, and standard errors of the empirical result
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relevant for policy analysis, it does not appear to be the case here.
The own price elasticity in both specifications are 0.61 and 0.595.
This may have been the result of replacing one weak substitute for
another, given the high price support wheat received for most of the
study period.

The cross-price elasticity is -0.18 and -0.14,

respectively.
The simulation results (Table 26) indicate that pursuing such a
policy will increase domestic supplies of barley and, therefore,
reduce its import levels.

It will also lead to increased wheat

production that will satisfy local demand with some extra excess
production that could be easily dealt with by adding it to wheat
reserves.

This can be used later to cover unanticipated increases in

local demand.
The increases in barley local production will average around
1.2 million tons or roughly 22 percent of local needs, which is
almost 40 percent higher than what is projected through implementing
the previous policy option.

The amount of barley imported will

average 4.2 million tons annually.
On the other hand, wheat output will be more than enough to
cover local needs.

The amount of excess production will average

around 315,000 tons over the projection period.

Such a limited

overproduction is not likely to cause difficulty in either storage or
sale in the international markets.

It should be noted that such

output was also achieved using a price support level that is lower by
25 percent of the current support level for wheat.

This translates

Table 26.

Simulation Results of Alternative Policy:
Model, 1987-2000 (Specified Years).

Option 2 Using the Saudi Barley-Wheat

Pro.jected
Endogenous
Variable

Historical
1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1992

1994

1996

1998

2000

Average
Annual
Rate of
Growth

Barley
2,100

236,323

241,432

246,652

251,969

262,924

274,289

286,081

298,280

310,901

799

XOB
(tons)

4,000

968,217

1,003,875

1,040,871

1,079,436

1,160,283

1,247,196

1,340,004

1,439,499

1,545,491

1725

XMB
(tons)

6,560,000

4,948,026

4,039,234

4,059,554

4,079,096

4,115,587

4,148,976

4,178,464

4,204,325

4,225,745

- 2.0

XESB
(tons)

1,750,000

1,581,824

1,330,368

1,351,203

1,368,747

1,403,889

1,439,875

1,476,456

1.513,953

1,552.164

- 0.74

XCB
(tons)

6,454,000

6,084,400

5,294,583

5,079,590

5,140.988

5,258,192

5,378,044

5,500,041

5,624,933

5,752.052

- 0.75

630,300

479,808

490,180

500,778

511,574

533,815

556,891

580,831

605,699

631,224

0.27

2,544,000

1,965,773

2,038,170

2.113.284

2,191,582

2.355,728

2,532,185

2,720,614

2,922,620

3,137,816

XCONWPC
(kg)

132

119

118

118

117

118

119

120

121

122

- 0.53

XCONW
(tons)

1,394,000

1,282,872

1,309,480

1,336,757

1,364,719

1,443,361

1,527,039

1,616,118

1,710,999

1,812,016

1.93

XESWG
(tons)

1,002,000

949,486

965,871

982,620

999,744

1,045,444

1,093,791

1,144,969

1,199,176

1,256,628

1.65

595,415

7.08

AS
(hectare)

Wheat
AW
(hectare)
XOW
(tons)

XNMW
(tons)

-

85,000

-

119,315

-

90,044

-

131,294

-

174,972

-

241.670

-

320,803

-

404,722

-

496,773

-

1.48

en
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into a reduction in the government expenditures on wheat subsidy by
one-fourth, if this proposed policy were adopted.

It will also make

local wheat production more efficient than before by allowing in only
those producers who can produce below this price support level.
Simulation With a Possible Change in the Government's Current
Policy:

Option 3

In this last scenario, it is assumed that the government has
reduced the wheat price support further to S.R. 1000 ($266.67) per
ton and raised the barley price support to the same level for all
farmers, with the condition that farmers supply barley and wheat at
1:2 ratio.

In addition, it is assumed that the government has

eliminated the barley import subsidy completely.

The modified wheat

equation used in the previous run is used here, as well as all other
relevant assumptions.
The simulation results (Table 27) suggest that pursuing such a
policy will have a limited effect on domestic barley acreage, output
and import.

It will also lead to reduction in the wheat acreage and

output leading to a decline in the wheat self-sufficiency rate.
The barley acreage and output will average around 200,000
hectares and 900,000 tons, respectively.

The domestic barley output

will account for around ten percent of local demand, which has been
projected with no feed subsidy provided for livestock producers.
The results also show that the removal of the feed subsidy will
have a limited impact on the feed consumption.

Total feed

consumption is projected to decline annually by only one percent as' a

Table 27.

Simulation Results of a Possible Alternative Policy:
Barley-Wheat Model, 1987-2000 (Specified Years).

Option 3 Using the Saudi

Projected
Endogenous
Variable

Historical
1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1992

1994

1996

1998

2000

Average
Annual
Rate of
Growth

Barley
2,100

236,323

227,506

219,726

212-,891

201,792

193,701

188,191

184,890

183,499

794

X0B
(tons)

4,000

968,217

945,972

927,247

912,027

890,512

880,757

881,487

892,281

912,175

1721

XMB
(tons)

6,560,000

4,711,689

3,802,897

3,881,120

3,956,384

4,098,645

4,231,346

4,355,105

4,471,173

4,579,938

- 2.05

XESB
(tons)

1,750,000

1,532,025

1.277,134

1,305,593

1,323,717

1,359,878

1,396,655

1,433,892

1,471,840

1,510,324

- 0.87

XCB
(tons)

6,454,000

5,897,881

5,003,761

4,779,907

4,850,288

4,970,998

5,093,615

5,217,867

5,344,373

5,472,773

- 1.04

630,300

479,808

461,907

446,112

432,234

409,701

393,271

382,085

375,383

382,559

2,544,000

1,965,773

1,920,611

1,882,592

1,851,692

1,808,010

1,788,203

1,789,686

1,811,600

1,851,993

- 2.05

XCONWPC
(kg)

132

119

118

118

117

118

119

120

121

122

- 0.53

XCONW
(tons)

1,394,000

1,282,872

1,309,480

1,336,757

1,364,719

1,443,361

1,527,039

1,616,118

1,710,999

1,812,016

1.93

XESWG
(tons)

1,002,000

949,486

965,871

982,620

999,744

1,045,444

1,093,791

1,144,969

1,199,176

1,256,628

1.65

119,315

27,515

99,398

164,918

306,048

423,894

526,206

614,247

690,408

A8
(hectare)

Wheat
AU
(hectare)
XOW
(tons)

XNMU
(tons)

-

85,000

-

- 3.5

19.8

Ol
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result of the removal of such subsidies.

In the base forecast, it is

projected that feed demand will decline by 0.6 percent even though
the subsidy is in place.

This limited sensitivity to price change

may be the result of the inelastic demand for feed and because the
number of animals on feed are the major driving force behind
increased feed consumption.

It should be noted here that, in all

these simulation runs, they were assumed to grow at two percent per
year.
The acreage of wheat is projected to decline by 3.5 percent
annually.

This is expected to result in an increasing amount of

wheat demand being supplied by outside rather than local sources.
The average wheat imports are projected at around 300,000 tons
annually.
The results of this simulation clearly show that the government
objectives of maintaining complete self-sufficiency in wheat
production and reducing barley imports cannot be maintained by
adopting this low support level.

Assuming that policy makers would

prefer to maintain self-sufficiency in wheat production, then it
would be advised that such price-support levels (i.e., S.R. 1000) be
reserved for wheat and that the policy of importing barley be
continued.
The main results of the five simulation runs as approximated by
the mean value of each endogenous variable and its average annual
growth rate during the prediction period are presented in Table 28.
They suggest that pursuing the current policy of only limiting the

Table 28.

Summary of the Main Results of the Five Simulation Runs With the Saudi Barley-Wheat Model
(Average 1987-2000).
Policy

Variables

AAGR2/

Mean

Optiion 1

Current

Base Forecast

Option 2

Optiion 3

Mean

AAGR

Mean

AAGR

Mean

AAGR

Mean

AAGR

Wheat
985,916

4.88

958,019

4.58

393,558

-2.68

552.766

0.27

408,157

-3.49

4,499,626

6.45

4,370,625

6.1

1,779,276

-1.22

2,511,794

1.78

1,836,140

-2.04

119

-0.53

119

-0.53

119

-0.53

119

-0.53

119

-0.53

XCONW

1,520,414

1.93

1,520,414

1.93

1,520,414

1.93

1,520,414

1.93

1,520,414

1.93

XESWG

1,089,104

1.65

1,089,104

1.65

1,089,104

1.65

1,089,104

1.65

1,089,104

1.65

XNMN^/

-2,303,234

10.85

-2,173,630

10.29

417,119

-2.1

-315,399

7.09

360,255

19.83

AB

1817

-1.4

23,617

72

199.346

658

272.258

799

200,983

795

XDB

3864

0.03

185,016

293

888,227

2622

1,237,152

1725

904,367

1721

XMB

5,469,716

-0.59

5,156,306

-0.97

4,508,483

-1.93

4,200,053

-2.74

4,251,265

-2.05

XESB

1,706,758

-0.59

1,691,787

-0.68

1,739,912

-0.66

1,760,568

-0.74

1,702,783

-0.87

XCB

5,487,584

-0.60

5,356,544

-0.77

5,411,685

-0.74

5,451,134

-0.75

5,172,752

-1.05

AW
XOW
XCONWPC

Barley

i/

Average annual growth rate.

2/

Minus sign indicates export.

i—•

0
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wheat acreage for the major agricultural companies and reducing the
feed subsidy by one-third may not have a substantial effect on
reducing either the excess production of wheat or the recrod level of
barley imports.

The projected limited success of the current policy

may lead to adopting of a different policy.

The projected results of

three possible options available to the government were investigated.
The first option, which extends to all farmers the wheat acreage
restrictions and the barley price support of S.R. 1000 ($266.7)
attached to it, may prove to be more successful in meeting the above
stated government objectives provided that more land is allocated for
wheat production to avoid possible decline in wheat production below
domestic needs.
The second option, which provides for a price support equal to
S.R. 1500 for both barley and wheat provided they grow barley and
wheat at 1:2 ratio in any given growing season, seems to be the most
promising policy to follow.

This option has the added advantage of

making wheat production more efficient than before by allowing in
only those producers who can produce below this support level.
The last option investigated involves providing a price support
for wheat and barley equal to SR 1000 ($266.7) and the elimination of
the barley feed subsidy.

The simulation results of this run showed

that government objectives of maintaining self-sufficiency in wheat
production and increasing the share of domestic production in total
barley consumption cannot be maintained simultaneously at this
relatively low support level.

Given that policy makers prefer to

achieve a complete self-sufficiency in wheat production, then
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reserving this price support for wheat only is expected to achieve
such an objective.

A final implication of this run is that the

complete elimination of the barley feed subsidy will not have a large
negative impact on the amount of barley imported due to the inelastic
demand for barley as a feed.
Evaluation of Forecasts
The previous five simulation runs are point forecast and they
are not likely to be taken seriously by decision makers unless they
can be supplemented by a measure of precision.
The observation on both the exogenous and endogenous variables
on the econometric model are not known with certainty during the
prediction period, so the results cannot be checked against existing
data as it is the case with ex-post forecast.
In addition, because the explanatory variables must be
forecasted themselves, the confidence intervals could not be derived
analytically although they could be approximated.

When the

explanatory variables in the prediction period are not known with
certainty, the forecasted dependent variables are no longer normally
distributed because it involves the sum of products of normally
distributed variables (Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1981).
One recent approach to evaluate a forecast is the use of
distribution free-method of bootstrapping as done by Veall (1987) for
a standard linear regression method and Prescott and Stengos (1987)
for a dynamic econometric model.

However, the lack of suitable
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software prevented the application of this relatively new approach
here.
The simulation runs are evaluated instead by estimating the
A
variance of the forecast error Or2 for each endogenous variable and
then comparing it with its respective expected variance of forecast
2
error Ea^. The estimation of the variance of the forecast error is
done under the following three assumptions.
variables X are fixed constants.

First, the explanatory

Second, the disturbance term

outside the sample are drawn from the same distribution as those
within.

Third, the explanatory variables in the forecast period are

projected with certainty.
A
Given that these assumptions hold o^2 can be calculated using the

following formula:2
o* = a2(l + R(X'X)R')
where
2

CJ

= the variance of the disturbance term;

X = the matrix of the explanatory variables in the estimation
period; and
R = the matrix of the explanatory variables in the forecasting
period.
2 can be
The expected variance of the forecast error (Ea^)

2

See Johnston (1984)
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computed by first assuming R = X and then do some matrix manipulation
to arrive at the following formula:
E^ = (/> + l)o2
where p is the rank of the X matrix.
In forecasting Or is likely to be much greater than Ear whenever
there is an abrupt change in one or more of the explanatory varialbes
for an OLS model estimated in the presence of multicollinearity.
The forecast error variance for each endogenous variable for all
five simulation runs was estimated.

The average a^ for the

prediction period, along with the expected forecast error variance in
each case, is presented in Table 28.
The result shows (Table 29) that on the average the variance of
the error of forecast is either below or very close to its expected
value.

It should be noted, however, that in the case of barley
AO

imports equation o* is estimated assuming that barley import is a
function of own price and the number of animal consuming units only
because the lagged barley output has been introduced into the
equation as an identity.
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Table 29.

The Forecasting Reliability of the Five Simulation Runs
with the Saudi Barley-Wheat Model (average 1987-2000
period).
Wheat
Acreage
AW

Barley
Acreage
AB

Wheat
Consumption
XCONWPC

Barley
Imports
XMB

Barley
Inventories
XESB

BaseForecast

4.45a2

1.85a2

1.13a2

1.26a2

4a2

Current
Policy

4.27a2

1.95a2

1.35a2

1.24a2

1.236a2

1.35a2

1.24a2

1.24a2

Pol icy

Option 1
Option 2

3.31a2

1.35a2

1.24a2

1.238a2

Option 3

2.51a2

1.35a2

1.22a2

1.258a2

Expected
Variance
of
Forecast
Error

5a2

5a2

5a2

4a2

4a2
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CHAPTER VII
THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF PRICE DISTORTIONS
ON THE BARLEY AND WHEAT SECTOR

This chapter explores the implications of market intervention
policies in the Saudi barley and wheat sectors using the econometric
model developed in Chapters IV and V and the concepts of consumers'
and producers' surplus.
issues are investigated.

In particular the following three major
First, the extent of price distortions

induced by the Saudi agricultural policies.

Second, their effect on

acreage, output, inventory, and consumption of both barley and wheat.
Third, the consequences on the income of producer, consumer, and the
national budget and the magnitude of economic cost involved.
The Extent of Price Distortions
Schultz (1978) classified economic policies according to their
effect on agricultural production into neutral, overvalued and undervalued policies.

He noted also that high income countries tend to

overvalue their agricultural products while low-income countries tend
to undervalue their products.
to fall in the first category.

Saudi Arabia agricultural policy tends
Its agricultural production and

marketing systems, especially for major food crops, is regulated by
the government.

Producer support prices, input subsidies and

subsidized consumer prices are common examples.

As a result, some

producer prices are considerably above their world prices, while some
consumer prices are much below their world prices.

The immediate
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consequences of these policies are overproduction and overconsumption
of agricultural products respectively as explained in more detail in
Chapter II.
Policy intervention drive a wedge between the domestic and world
prices.

The disparity between domestic market prices and border

prices can be measured using the nominal rate of protection (NRP) and
are defined as:

NRP = -d
rPw

w

=

_d . !
rPw

/7#1)

where Pj is the domestic price, Pw is the border price, and r is the
foreign exchange rate.
It should be noted here that a positive sign on the NRP for
producer prices denotes subsidization whereas a negative sign would
indicate implicit taxation.

At the retail level, on the other hand,

a negative sign would indicate subsidization of consumer prices.
Also, a zero value for NRP would indicate no government intervention.
The use of border price as a point of reference to measure the
impact of national price policies is because they represent the
opportunity cost of traded commodities and they are easily
observable.
The nominal protection rate is calculated for the five price
policy variables included as exogenous variables in the estimated
barley-wheat model.

They are the producer price of wheat, producer

price of barley, the retail price of wheat flour, retail price of
barley, and the retail price of fertilizers (urea).

For ease of
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exposition, the data period is divided into three subperiods
corresponding to a different level of government intervention and the
average NRP for each subperiod is presented.

The 1970-1972 time

represents a period of no active or minimal government intervention.
The 1973-78 period correspond to a period of moderate government
intervention.

The years 1979-1986 correspond to a period of heavy

government intervention.

The empirical results of these calculations

will be presented and discussed in the next section where their
effects on the quantities supplied and demanded of barley and wheat
will be highlighted to insure continuity of the discussion.
The Effect of Price Distortions on
the Barley and Wheat Sector
The economic effects of government intervention in the barley
and wheat sectors can be measured using dynamic simulations of the
estimated econometric model over the 1970-1986 period.
conducted under two assumptions.

This run is

First, free trade would operate in

the grain sector in absence of government price intervention.

So,

domestic prices will tend to move toward a free-trade price as
approximated by CIF* prices.

Second, the estimated econometric model

would still represent the structure of the wheat and barley markets
even though the price distortions are removed.
The policy estimation proceeds as follows.

First, the model

without any modifications is simulated over the 1970-1986 period.
Hence, this simulation indicates the performance of the two sectors
*

Import price at port of entry.
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with government intervention.

Second, the model is simulated over

the same period after all market distortions brought about by
government policy are removed.

The producer price of barley,

producer price of wheat, retail price of wheat flour, retail price of
barley, and the retail price of fertilizers are all replaced by their
respective border prices.

Hence, the second run depicts the market

without government intervention.

The impact of price distortions

resulting from government intervention can be estimated by comparing
the results of the two simulation runs.

The comparison can be made

by calculating for each of the dependent variables the following
indexes, which measure the effect of the existing distortions:

"i " Si - i

<">

where
EMD^

= the effect of market distortions on variable i;

RWD-j

= the simulated results of variable i with market
distortions; and

RWOD-j = the simulated result of variable i without market
distortions.
The extent of price distortion and their estimated effects on
the production, consumption, inventories, and trade is presented on
Table 30.

The discussion of the results will concentrate on the

average values for the complete estimation period (1970-1986)
although the result for the three subperiods are also shown.

The
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Table 30.

The Extent of Price Distortions and Their Effect on the
Barley and Wheat Sectors--1970-1986 (in %).

Periods
Variables

1970/72

1973/78

1979/86

1970/86

Producer Prices
rppw
rppb

0.00
0.00

26
0

142
-38

64
-15

0.00
0.00
0.00

-7
0
-21

-0.064
-59
-47

-2.7
-24
-22

0.00
0.00

57.36
-4.20

872.79
-49.5

305.4
-20.12

0.00

7.62

26.01

17.02

0.00
0.00

76.36
-4.19

1218.32
-53.5

581.23
-23.74

0.00
0.00
0.00

6.59
5.98
-0.10

-0.03
-0.28
25.42

1.91
1.37
22.81

0.00
0.00

-5.86
0.00

0.11
-10.96

-1.98
-10.91

0.00
0.00

-4.98
0.00

-64.55
23.47

-46.98
21.55

Consumer Prices
rpflr
rpdb
rpfrt
Acreage
AW
AB
Yield

YW
Production
XDW
XDB
Consumption
XCONWPC
XCONW
XCB
Inventory
XESW
XESB
International
Trade
XNMW
XMB
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table clearly shows that the heaviest government intervention in both
sectors occur at the 1979-1986 period.
At the farm level, the barley and wheat prices were affected by
the government policy.

While the wheat was heavily subsidized, the

barley was implicitly taxed.

The average rate of subsidization for

the whole period was 42 percent for wheat and the corresponding
average rate of taxation for barley was 15 percent.

As a consequence

of the available incentives for wheat production, output was markedly
higher (about 581 percent higher) than the expected free trade level.
Much of the increase in wheat output was a result of increases in the
acreage rather than increases in yield.
On the other hand, as a result of discouragement for barley
production, barley output was lower by about 24 percent of expected
free trade level.

Much of the decline in barley output was a result

of decline in acreage available for barley production.
At the retail level, prices of barley and wheat were
considerably lower than would have been the case in the absence of
government intervention.

The demand for these two products expanded

as a result of these consumer subsidies.

The wheat demand expanded

by about two percent on average while barley demand expanded by about
23 percent, than the expected free trade levels.
The effect of the consumer and producer subsidies in the import
of the two commodities is quite substantial.

Import of wheat would

have been much higher while barley imports would have been much lower
without government intervention in the price setting mechanism.

With
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price distortion wheat imports declined on average by about 47
percent per year while barley import increased by about 22 percent.
Measurement of Economic Costs and Welfare
Effects of Price Distortions
Government intervention in the price setting mechanism of the
agricultural commodities led to misallocation of resources from their
most efficient use and so there is a loss of economic welfare
associated with it.

Also price intervention affect the incomes of

producers and consumers, as well as the national budget.
In order to identify and quantify the overall economic costs and
welfare effects of the Saudi agricultural policy in the wheat and
barley sectors, the results obtained previously from simulation of
the estimated model with and without government intervention, are
used to provide the basic data for quantification of these effects.
The main formulas used in this context are presented in Table 31.
The calculation of these formulas is based on the following
discussion.
In the less extreme case where the price support does not lead
to excess production over the country's consumption need as its the
case of wheat for most of the study period, the economic cost and the
welfare implications of price distortions can be calculated using the
following equations which are derived with the help of Figure 5.
Net social loss in production:

NSLp = 1/2(Q - Qw)(Pp-Pw)

(7-3)
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Table 31.

The Main Formulas Used in Calculations of the Economic
Costs and Welfare Effects of Price Distortions in the
Saudi Barley and Wheat Sectors.

Effect

Formula

Economic Cost
Net Social Loss in
Production (NSLp)

Net Social Loss in
Consumption (NSLC)

Total Net Social
Loss (NSL)

NSLDB
NSLpW

1/2(XDBW - XDB)(RPPBW - RPPB)
1/2(XDW - XDWW)(RPPW - RPPWW)

NSLCB
NSLCW

1/2(XCB - XCB)(RPDBW - RPDB)
1/2(XCW - XCWW)(RPDWW - RPDW)

NSLB = NSLDB + NSLCB
NSLW = NSLpW + NSLCW
NSL = NSLB + NSLW

B. Welfare Effects
Welfare gain (losses) of
Producers (Gp)

Welfare Gain of
Consumers (Gc)

Change in Government
Expenditure (dGE)

Notes:

GDB = XDB(RPPB - RPPBW) - NSLDB
GpW
" "
XDW(RPPWW - RPPW) - NSLpB
GpB + GpW

GCB

XCB(RPDBW - RPDB)
GCW = XCW(RPDWW -= RPDW)
Gc = GCB + GCW

NSLCB
• NSLCW

dGEB = NSLB + GDB + GCB
dGEW = WSLW + GnW + GCB
dGE = dGEB + dGEW

W refers to wheat sector; B refers to barley sector; w refers
to world prices of quantities (i.e., after removing
distortions); the other symbols have the same interpretations
as before.
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Producer Subsidized Price
World Price
Consumer Subsidized Price

Figure 5.

Welfare Implications of a Combined Production and
Consumption Subsidy: The Case of Wheat in Saudi Arabia,
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Net social loss in consumption:

NSLC = 1/2(C-CW)(PW-PC)

(7.4)

Welfare gain of producers:

Gp = Q(Pp-Pw) " NSLp

(7.5)

Welfare gain of consumers:
Gc = C(PW-PC) - NSLC

(7.6)

Change in government budgets:
dG = (NSLp + NSLC) + Gp + Gc
= (7.3) + (7.4) + (7.5) + (7.6)
where
Qw = the production at world prices;
Q = the production at domestic prices;
Pw = world (border) prices;
Pp = price faced by domestic producers;
Pc = price faced by domestic consumers;
Cw = consumption at world prices; and
C

= consumption at domestic prices.

The calculation of welfare effects for barley can be derived using
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the same formulas.

However, the producer subsidized price for barley

will lie between the world price and consumer subsidized price.
The empirical estimates which were evaluated at the average
values for 1970-1986 are presented in Table 32.
The result shows that the annual efficiency losses due to
misallocation of resources resulting from the existing agricultural
policies are large in magnitude.

The economic losses are

particularly large for both wheat production subsidies and barley
consumption subsidies.
The net social loss in production in both sectors amounts to
181^ million SR per year and almost all of it is borne by the wheat
sector.

On the other hand, the annual net social loss in consumption

exceeded 33 million SR but the barley sector accounts for most of
this figure.

The total net social loss reached 214 million per year.

The net social loss in production alone represented 17.7 percent of
the value of production in both sectors.
The results also show that both producers and consumers alike
have benefitted from government subsidization of both consumption and
production, except the barley producers who lost 1.48 million SR per
year.

The increase in producer and consumer surplus, however, which

reached about 640 million SR was lower by more than 25 percent of the
actual government expenditure due largely to efficiency losses in
both production and consumption of the two crops.
It should be noted that there are several limitations to the
above analysis.
2

First, the result should be regarded as providing

1 $ = 3.75 SR.
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Table 32.

Measure of Overall Welfare Effects and Economic Cost of
Price Distortions on the Saudi Wheat and Barley Sectors
(Averages of 1970-1986).

Sectors
Effects

Wheat

Barley

Total

180.68

0.2

180.88

0.37

32.69

33.06

181.05

32.89

213.94

17.8

2.8

17.7

251.56

1.48

250.08

70.34

319.25

389.60

•502.95

-350.66

-853.62

35.99

9.38

25.06

A. Economic Costs
Net Social Loss in Production
NSLp -- SR mill ions
Net Social Loss in Consumption
NSLr
SR mill ion
Total Net Social Loss
NSL -- SR million
NSL/value of Production
Welfare Effects
Welfare Gain (loss) of Producers
Gp -- SR mill ions
Welfare Gain of Consumers
Gc -- SR mill ions
Change in Government Expenditure
dGE -- SR millions
NSL/dGE
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orders of magnitude rather than exact measures due to data
limitations.

Second, the analysis done here is a static one and the

likely important long-term dynamic effects have not been quantified
here.

Third, the welfare measurement of market intervention utilizes

the concept of economic surplus which occupies an important but
controversial place in economic theory.^

Despite these and other

limitations, the effects of the Saudi government in the wheat and
barley sector are so striking that the above limitations are not
likely to lead to a substantially different welfare implication.

3

See Currie et al. (1971) and Willig (1976) for a detailed
discussion about the theoretical and empirical issues involved.
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CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In an effort to diversify its oil-based economy and reduce its
increased dependence on foreign sources of supply for some "basic"
commodities following the 1973 oil boom, the Saudi government
followed a very ambitious import substitution policy.

This policy

relied heavily on subsidization of domestic production with very few
trade restrictions.

The government also provided a series of

consumption subsidies in order to redistribute some of the oil wealth
and ensure domestic stability objectives in the process.
The end of the oil boom in 1982 gradually brought about new
economic realities into the decision-making process in the country.
This new development, coupled with the awareness of the policy makers
of the negative impact of certain subsidies, reduced the government
enthusiasm to achieving self-sufficiency objectives at any cost.
This was manifested through the application of a sharper cost-benefit
rule along with reduction, elimination, or restricted use of certain
subsidies.
Many of the past and present policies that seem relevant to this
research were introduced in Chapter I, along with a rather lengthy
discussion about the current state of Saudi agriculture in general
and grain production and consumption in particular.

This review

provides a necessary background for subsequent analysis.

It was

followed by an empirical and theoretical review of literature.
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Barley is the primary feed grain in Saudi Arabia.

In 1986, it

accounted for more than 80 and 87 percent of all grain and feed grain
imports, respectively.
grain in the country.
next to rice.

Wheat, on the other hand, is the major food
It is the second most important stable food

It also occupied 93 percent of the area allocated for

cereals in 1986.
As a consequence of sharp increases in both areas planted and
yield, brought about mainly by a very favorable price support (S.R.
3500-2000), wheat production jumped from 141,000 to 2,544,000 tons
between 1979 and 1986.
local needs.

This surge in wheat production surpassed

During the same period, barley import jumped from

544,000 to 6,550,000 tons as a direct consequence of an elaborate
barley imports subsidy designed to raise livestock production of
primary products from local sources.

This huge increase in barley

import made the country a leading barley importer, accounting for
more than one-quarter of the world trade for the 1984-1986 period.
The recent overproduction in wheat and the mounting barley
imports led to the realization that a new policy regarding these two
crops needed to be implemented.

As the policy makers consider taking

different steps to revise the current grain policy, it is crucial
that they know, with more precision, the response to alternative
policies of the economic agents involved in the grain sector.
The general objective of this research is to develop an
econometric model that quantifies the major interrelationships among
the economic forces and policy instruments affecting the supply and
demand for barley and wheat.

The estimated econometric model is used
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as an analytical tool for evaluating current and possible future
policies regarding these two crops.

Although the model was first

estimated using two-stage principal components (2SPC) and two-stage
least square (2SLS), the final results were presented by applying
ordinary least square (OLS) to 1970-1986 data.

The main reason for

not using a simultaneous technique to report the results is the near
recursive nature of the model.

Also, although OLS estimators are

biased in simultaneous equations, so are other estimators.

In

addition, the use of simultaneous models here is questionable due to
their sensitivity to specification error which is expected to be
intensified, given the small size of the sample.
The final estimated barley model consisted of five structural
equations, two of them identities (Table 33).

The acreage of barley,

the ending stock of barley, and the amount of barley imported were
estimated via three behavioral equations.

Local barley production

was defined as the product of acreage and yield.

In addition, the

model was closed by a market clearing identity.
The result suggest that supply price elasticity of barley, as
approximated by acreage elasticity with respect to gross return per
hectare, is rather inelastic ranging from 0.2 in the short run to 0.6
in the long run.
crop like barley.

This is not uncommon for a low-value subsistence
Barley has long been considered an inferior

product relative to other cereals, particularly wheat.

In addition

to receiving a relatively lower market or government support price,
it is also a less prestigious crop to grow.

Historically, barley

tended to be grown in the more marginal acreage, although it can be
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Table 33.

The Final Saudi Barley-Wheat Model, 1970-1986.3/

Dependent
Variable

Explanatory
Variables

Estimates

t-statistics

constan t
ABPY
RGRBPY
RGRWPY

1915.5
0.56596
1.7049
-0.30869

1.26
8.5
2.31
- 1.96

Ela<sticity
at means

Barley

AB

DW = 1.57

XMB

RPDB
GCAU
XDBPY

XESB

R2 = 0.9018
- 3.4
9.2

-1598.1
3.7949
- 1.00
DW = 1.24

constan t
ERPDB
XB

-0.59

R2 = 0.8094

-256950
261.33
0.29441

DW = 1.57

0.67
0.23
-0.18

- 2.45
2.21
16.29

R2 = 0.9706

XDB = AB . YB

XCB = XDB + XMB + XESBPY - XESB

Wheat
AW

constant
AWPY
RGRWPY
RGRBPY

-36722.69
0.895479
22.58191
-19.39586
DW = 2.09

YW

constant
RGRWPY
RPFRT
IRRINDX

R2 = 0.98

-0.9009557
0.00014983
-0.00008076
0.03075296

DW = 2.10

- 2.10
14.46
7.557
-1.57

- 1.25
4.25
- 1.477
3.267

R2 = 0.92

0.61
•0.18
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Table 33.

The Final Saudi Barley-Wheat Model, 1970-1986.l/
(continued)

Dependent
Variable
XCONWPC

Explanatory
Variables

Estimates

t-statistics

constant
RPFLR
RP'RICE
RGNPPC
TREND

117.41
-29.527
0.46789
0.00075025
2.3653

9.53
- 5.50
1.28

DW
XESW

ERPFLR
XESWPY
TREND

1.42

R2 = 0.85

90035.84
0.2958354
12065.83
DW = 1.77

7.7
8.53

1.64
1.16
1.088

R2 = 0.79

XDW = AW • YW
XNMW = XDW + XESWPY - XESW - XCONW - XOUW
XESWG = 0.5(XC0NW + XOUW)
XNMW = XDW + XESGPY - XESWG - XCONW - XOUW
£/

All variables are defined on Tables 14 and 16,

Elasticity
at means

-0 68
0 026
0 23
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grown in any parcel of land suited for wheat and other cereals.

This

low price elasticity suggests that a possible high price support may
not result in a corresponding high output from subsistence farmers,
at least in the short run.
The cross-price elasticity between barley and wheat, as
approximated by acreage barley elasticity with respect to price of
wheat, is estimated to be equal to -0.18 which is rather low.
The price elasticity of the demand for import is estimated at
-0.59, which suggests an inelastic demand for import.

This implies

that an increase in the import price will not have a great influence
on the quantity imported.

This is caused mainly by the near total

dependence of ranchers on foreign sources of supply.

Also, the

estimated results imply that the livestock industry is the major
driving force behind the surge in barley import.
In order to better quantify the responses of farmers to
alternative government policies, a wheat model estimated by another
researcher was re-estimated and combined with the barley model.
The revised wheat model consists of six structural equations,
two of them identities (Table 33).

The acreage, yield, consumption,

and ending stocks of wheat were estimated via four behavioral
equations.

Domestic output of wheat was defined as the product of

acreage and yield.

In addition, the model was closed with a market

clearing identity in which import and export were combined to balance
domestic supply and demand.
The results suggest that the supply price elasticity of wheat,
as approximated by acreage elasticity with respect to gross return
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per hectare, is rather inelastic in the short run (0.61) but elastic
in the long run (1.89).
like wheat.

This is not surprising for a commercial crop

The barley is found to be a weak substitute for wheat as

indicated by its low (-0.18) cross-price elasticity.
The food demand for wheat is also found to be price inelastic
(-0.68), suggesting that a decrease (increase) in price will have
little effect on quantity consumed.

Rice was found to be a weak

substitute for wheat with a cross-price elasticity of 0.026.

This

may have to do with the practice of price fixation of these two
commodities over the largest part of the estimation period.

Also,

the results show that the wheat is a normal commodity as indicated by
its positive and relatively low (0.23) income elasticities.
The combined wheat and barley model was used to evaluate the
effect of current and possible future policies on the supply and
demand of the two crops.

The policy changes considered were 1)

introducing a barley price support equal to half of what is available
for wheat and is valid only for the major agricultural companies who
were also required to produce barley on one-third of the area
allocated in 1985 for wheat (it also involved increasing the retail
price of barley by one-third); 2) a similar run, except that the
barley price support and the acreage restrictions attached are
applied to all farmers, not just to the agricultural companies; 3) a
reduction in the wheat price support to S.R. 1500 ($400) per ton and
raising the barley support price to the same level; and 4) similar to
the previous one, except that the price support for both crops are
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set at S.R. 1000 ($266.67), and the barley feed subsidy is completely
eliminated.
The results of these simulations indicate the following
conclusions.

First, pursuing the current policy will not have a

major effect in reducing excess production of wheat or contribute
significantly to the decline in record barley imports.

This

necessitates the revision of current agricultural policy regarding
both cereal crops.

Second, there are two more promising policies

that could deal more effectively with the above-mentioned problems.
One involves expanding the current policy to include all farmers and
reduce the percentages allocated for barley to around one-fourth of
the area reserved for wheat in 1985, instead of one-third.

The other

policy involves providing an equal price support for both crops (S.R.
1500) and requires farmers to allocate two-thirds of the planted area
in any given year to wheat and the rest to barley.

Third, if the

price support for cereals were to be reduced further to S.R. 1000,
then it is better to reserve it for wheat only, if full selfsufficiency in wheat production is to be maintained.

This means that

all local barley requirements need to be satisfied, as before,
through imports.

Fourth, the elimination of barley feed subsidies

will not lead to a substantial reduction in barley imports because of
the highly inelastic demand for it.
The estimated barley-wheat model was also used to measure the
economic effects of the major Saudi agricultural policies on the two
sectors.

This was accomplished by utilizing the concept of producer

and consumer surpluses.

The basic data for quantification was
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provided by dynamically simulating the barley and wheat model with
and without government intervention.
The extent of price distortions brought about through government
intervention were estimated along with the effects on acreage,
output, inventories, and external trade of the two commodities.
Their consequences on the producer, consumer, and the national budget
were also estimated along with their net social costs.
The average nominal rate of protection (NRP) for wheat was found
to be 0.64, resulting in a 581 percent increase in output compared to
the expected free trade level.

On the other hand, the average rate

of implicit taxation was 15 percent resulting in a 24 percent decline
in barley output.

Both producers and consumers on the average

clearly benefit from subsidization of these two agricultural
commodities.

The average annual producer and consumer benefits were

found to be around 640 million SR which is 25 percent less than the
actual government expenditure.

This difference, which amounts to 214

million SR, is the total net social cost of the subsidization policy
implications for future research.
Three suggestions for future analysis may be offered on the
basis of this research.

First, the present research needs to be

expanded horizontally to account for other grains in the country
which are also affected by government policy like millet, corn, and
sorghum.

Also research needs to be expanded vertically to account

for supply and demand at the livestock sector.

Second, the acreage

response analysis for grain crops can be investigated using pooled
time series and cross-sectional data.

Using pooled data has two
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advantages.

It facilitates the estimation process where time series

are small in size as is the case with the Saudi data.

Furthermore,

it is helpful in estimating the supply response among the different
grain producing regions (Amarahs) since they may turn out to be
significantly different from each other.

Third, the proposed policy

alternatives need to be supplemented with measures of their net
social cost.

Such cost estimates should help decision makers make

more informed decisions because they are based on a known
benefit/cost ratio.
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APPENDIX I
CALCULATING OF THE GRAIN CONSUMING
ANIMAL UNITS (GCAU) SERIES
The amount of feed grain consumed within a country is greatly
effected by the number of livestock and poultry using that feed.

In

order to account for the variation in feed consumption within and
between animal species the GCAU series are constructed.
GCAU is defined as the quantity of livestock or poultry that
would normally consume a specified amount of grain per year.

So, by

converting a grain fed animal into a animal unit a better measure of
feed consumption is obtained than is possible by summing the total
number of animals alone.

The variations in feed consumption within

one animal group due to differences in the live weight, physiological
status, and purpose of raining makes the conversion desirable.
A breeding cow without a calf is taken as a unit base for
calculating the GCAU series, and other animals are related to that
base by multiplying its animal number by a specific weighting factor
(see Table 1.1).

For example, to convert the number of broilers on

feed into animal units their average annual number is multiplied by
0.0020.

Therefore, the weighted sum of all livestock and poultry

gives the GCAU value in a particular year.
The data on livestock and poultry numbers were obtained from the
annual bulletins of the Department of Economics and Statistics, MOAW,
Saudi Arabia, whereas the weighting factors were obtained from the
livestock division at U.S.D.A.

Although feeding ration may be
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Table I.l.

Weighting Factors Used in Calculation of GCAU Series.

Animal Type

Weighting Factor

Remarks

In Modren Farms
Dairy Cows

1.0475

Calves

0.1761

Broilers (ch icken)

0.0020

Layers (chic ken)

0.0054

Sheep

0.0194

In Traditional Farms
Cows

0.70265

Average for all types
of cattle

Chicken

0.0054

Same factor used for
layers

Sheep

0.0194

Goats

0.0194

Same factor used for
sheep

Camels

1.5323

Same factor used for
cattle on feed

SOURCE:

The raw weighting factors were obtained from a working sheet
used by the Livestock Division at the U.S.D.A. to compute
feed livestock relationships. The sheet was supplied by Mr.
Lawrance Van Meir, U.S.D.A.
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different between the two countries, especially for the traditional
subsector of the Saudi agriculture, the U.S.D.A. figures were
utilized due to the absence of a comparable data on the Saudi side.
Furthermore, the modren agriculture subsector have been expanding and
has taken a prominant role especially since the late seventies, such
continued expansion made the feed consumption patterns more alike.
Finally, some modifications were taken in order to account for
feeding goats and camels which were omitted from the U.S.D.A.
calculation due to their small share compared to other included
animal groups.

The weighting factor used for sheep was also assigned

for goats, while the camel numbers were assigned the weighting factor
used initially for cattle on feed as shown on Table 1.1.

The number

and type of livestock and poultry in the country for the 1970-1986
period and the corresponding GCAU series are also shown in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2.

Number and Type of Livestock and Poultry Used in the Calculation of Grain Consuming Animal Units in Saudi Arabia, 1970-1986.

In the Traditional Subsector of Agriculture

In the Modren Subsector of Agriculture

Year

1970

Dairy
Cows

Calves

Chicken
Broilers

...

1971
1972

...

Chicken
Layers

Sheep

Cows

Chicken

Sheep

Goats

Camels

Total
GCAU

246.933

160,000

300,000

800,000

650,000

110,000

331,460

261,615

170.000

300,100

800,000

600,000

100.000

322,274

276,347

185,920

300,150

600,000

755,210

100,000

332.671

1973

6,957,000

465.041

637,000

232,056

300,200

000,000

836,859

101,406

403,878

1974

8,696,000

613,378

840,000

260,000

500.000

000,000

1,400,000

102.500

445,410

104,922

477,021

1975

500

12,174,000

831,264

964,000

281,753

826,302

147,000

1,242.216

1976

1,200

18,261,000

1,133,703

986.664

320,704

741.595

,243.336

1,577.426

1977

1.510

20,000,000

1.539,837

998.683

316.428

636,414

,271.317

1,730,617

121,743

559,230

1978

2.710

23,478,000

1.993,496

1,187,818

352.669

472.554

.699,182

2,077,426

155,956

665,596

1979

6,004

26,957,000

2,241,823

1,216,868

373.216

538.512

764,132

2.270,610

165,986

713,079

1980

6,871

37,391.000

3.065.410

2,198,453

398,726

606.191

,948,547

2,240.468

164,367

759,687

1981

10,726

51,304.000

3,670,732

1,621,402

127.335

1.108,210

,269,556

1,114,724

143,165

545.604

1982

18,041

52,022

81.619,000

5,058,41

154,045'

2,335,009

,061,870

2,444,031

311,068

977,145

1983

21,455

58,315

118,824,821

7,104,469

1,060,937

198,777

2,015,702

.888,317

2,973,486

367,411

1.214.798

1984

24,986

81,589

137,679,812

7,509,790

1.116.803

164,027

818,174

,823.511

3,098,633

391,247

1,270,388

1985

29,751

89,893

176,800,139

9,732,884

1,170.939

182,265

949,172

.352,824

3,433,319

436,754

1,468,153

1986

36,754

109.000

186.000,000

10,152,296

1,234.000

175,000

797,000

,894,000

3,333.000

412,000

1,446,036

Sources:

794,784

106,590

529,840

Annual Bulletin of Aq. Production, MOAW, various issues and FAQ Production Yearbook, Various Issues.

o
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APPENDIX II
CALCULATION OF THE PRICE INDEX OF LIVESTOCK (PLS)
The prices of primary livestock products play an important role
in determining the demand for barley.

This is so because the later

is a derived demand for primary livestock products.

Due to the fact

that there are many of such products which do not have a common
physical and the need to unite the prices of these products into an
overall measure an aggregate index for livestock prices was
constructed.

In doing so a switch was made from a perfectly

sensible, but nonobservable concept of a general price level to a
related concept of changes in the price level which is observable.
There are many formulas for calculating the price indices, and
the base-weighted form called Laspeyres index number was chosen, due
to its wide spread use.

In addition, the use of the chain principal

in calculating an index number tend to minimize the difference
between the various price index formula since it involves utilizing
backward information rather than the fixed base in calculating the
change from one period to the next.

The base year chosen for this

study was 1980, the same year used for calculating the consumer price
index (CPI).
The five primary livestock products chosen to be used in the
construction of this index are eggs, poultry meat, fresh beef, fresh
mutton, and fresh camel meat.

They were specifically chosen due to

the avialability of a complete data on their prices and quantities
consumed (see Tables II.1 and II.2).
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Table II.1.

Year

Reported Consumption of Five Major Livestock Products,
Saudi Arabia, 1970-1976.

Fresh
Beef
Price
(SR/kg)

Fresh
Mutton
Price
(SR/kg)

Camel
Meat
Price
(SR/kg)

Chicken
Price
(SR/kg)

Egg Price
(SR eggs)

1970

3.99

6.08

3.13

6.66

.25

1971

4.07

6.17

3.13

4.98

.23

1972

4.33

6.53

3.19

6.59

.23

1973

4.5

7.1

3.44

7.2

.31

1974

6.12

8.97

4.53

7.16

.36

1975

8.5

12.16

6.1

8.01

.37

1976

10.34

15.09

7.01

9.51

.41

1977

11.34

15.85

8.33

9.58

.48

1978

11.75

15.75

9.31

9.14

.44

1979

12.88

15.33

10.0

9.98

.39

1980

13.13

16.94

11.08

8.68

.39

1981

15.79

18.29

10.53

6.73

.38

1982

17.92

18.92

12.00

6.28

.37

1983

16.66

19.15

12.74

5.39

.32

1984

16.26

18.25

12.91

7.35

.30

1985

16.27

17.18

14.57

6.38

.25

1986

16.33

16.51

14.72

6.47

.26

Sources:

Data were calculated for the most part as an average of
retail prices for these commodities in five major Saudi
Arabian cities and preliminary data are found in Saudi
Arabian Statistical Yearbook 1976-1986.
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Table II.2.

Year

Reported Consumption of Five Major Livestock Products,
Saudi Arabia, 1970-1986.

Beef
(kg)

Mutton
(kg)

Meat
(kg)

Chicken
(kg)

Egg
(million eggs)

1970

6773760

20400000

13963680

7257000

217836000

1971

8577036

20400000

17263800

7777000

229109090

1972

9083340

22100000

19278830

10105000

226018018

1973

8961948

22100000

24920270

11905000

194890910

1974

7171000

13113000

25835000

27990000

254145450

1975

7420000

12056000

49603000

50531000

342872720

1976

9487000

12407000

23037000

80777000

472163630

1977

8428000

17109000

22505000

124131000

602490900

1978

7973000

29069000

19942000

136025000

783854540

1979

81260000

24790000

21952000

171328000

791581810

1980

8810445

21903000

21063559

236689000

1028000800

1981

9236686

29569000

17170172

241230000

1152381800

1982

10410689

40964000

15875093

268921000

1459000000

1983

11634181

48768000

18644035

370489000

1850145000

1984

8603390

53584000

21569066

306973000

1915800000

1985

10364784

69727000

23503994

336939000

2394289387

1986

8030047

58053000

2154380

336939000

2497000000

Sources of data:
(1)

1970-1973 data were compiled from FAO Agrostat of Saudi Arabia
dated February 1988. The numbers of slaughtered cows, lambs,
and camels were multiplied by the same factor used in Saudi
data to arrive at total consumption. These factors were 108,
17, and 230, respectively.

(2)

1974-1986 data are compiled from the Saudi Arabian Statistical
Yearbook 1974-1986.
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The prices used for these products are calculated as the average
retail price in five major cities in Saudi Arabia with each city
representing its part of the country.

These prices were obtained

from the Saudi Statistical Yearbook (various issues).
On the other hand, data for meat products consumed other than
chicken were estimated mostly from the number of animals killed at
slaughter houses as reported in the above source except for the 197072 period.

FAO data were used for the above period after being

adjusted to the same carcus animal weight used in Saudi data.

The

quantity consumed of chicken and eggs were estimated by summing local
production and net import and whenever the egg consumption was
reported on tons they were converted into numbers by assuming the
average weight of an egg is 55 gm.

The data for local consumption of

eggs and chickens were compiled from MOAW annual bulletins whereas
imports were obtained from Saudi Arabian Foreign Trade Yearbook
(various issues).
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APPENDIX III
VALIDATION OF THE SAUDI BARLEY-WHEAT MODEL
[using the jack-knife and the bootstrap methods*]
The purpose of this section is to attempt to validate the Saudi
barley-wheat model using two nonparametric statistical procedures,
namely the jack-knife and the bootstrap methods.

The jack-knife was

shown to be a linear approximation method for the bootstrap (Efrom,
1979).

The bootstrap tends to provide a more realistic standard

error than does the conventional asymptotic theory in small samples.
The two methods estimate the standard errors by resampling the data.
The jack-knife is applied by successively deleting one
observation at a time from the sample and calculating the resulting
pseudo values for the regression coefficients.

On the other hand,

the bootstrap is applied by resampling the OLS residuals taking the
model as given.
assumptions.

This means that the model is tested against its own

Effron (1979) claims that the bootstrap method is more

dependable and widely applicable than the jack-knife.
The coefficient as well as their standard errors, for the Saudi
barley-wheat model (which are based on the asymptotic normality of
the OLS estimates) will be compared with the jack-knife and bootstrap
estimates.

The difference between the OLS coefficients and their

standard errors and the average of the jack-knife or bootstrap

1

For a good review of the jack-knife method see Miller (1974).
For a proof of its relationship with the bootstrap method, see Efron
(1979) and for an application of the two methods for the linear
regression model, consult Miller (1974) for the first methods and
Freedman (1981) for the second method.
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coefficients and their standard errors provides a consistency check
on the estimated model.
The jack-knife distribution of the parameter estimates are
summarized and compared with the earlier estimated model in Table
III.l.

The results of the jack-knife are reported in the last two

columns of the table.

Each of the 17 regression runs provides an

estimate of all coefficients.

The pseudo values are then calculated

(0i) using the following formula:

A

AQ

A-j

*1 - < - (n - IJ^.j
A
n
where fir is the vector coefficient for the complete regression model;

A .

/J1 is the vector coefficient for the reduced regression model (i.e.,
reduced by deleting one observation at a time); and n is the number
of observations in the model (i.e. 17 observations in this case).
The jack-knife estimates (0) is arrived at by taking the average of
these pseudo values.

The variance of the pseudo values is then

calculated using the following forumla:

which when divided by n could estimate the variance of 5.
The preliminary results indicate that the jack-knife averages,
as well as their standard deviations, are very close to the original
model estimates for the barley import, barley inventories, wheat
inventories, and the wheat acreage equations.

However, the estimated

coefficients and standard errors for the wheat consumption, wheat
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Table III.l.

Validation of the Final Saudi Barley-Wheat Model, Using
the Jack-Knife Method.
OLS Estimator

Dependent
Variable

Jack-Knife Estimation

Explanatory
Variables

Coefficient

Standard
Error

Average
Coefficient

Standard
Error

constant
ABPY
RGRBPY
RGRWPY

1915.5
0.56596
1.7049
•0.30869

1515.2
0.070287
0.73684
0.15724

-7401.4
2.2194
-15.215
1.5736

7,073.6
0.57257
1.5956
0.65227

-813.82
3.0982

347.64
0.53459

■659310
649.92
0.38308

138610
136.4
0.018925

•39161
0.97242
21.935
-23.835

21301
0.0414
2.3666
20.258

Barley

AB1

DW = 1,.57

XMB

RPDB
GCAU
XDBPY

-1563
3.7960
-1.00

463.21
0.40994

DW = 1..24
XESB

constant
ERPDB
XB

R2 = 0.90

•256950
261.33
0.29441

R2 = 0.80
122780
139.77
0.020285

DW = 1,.57

R2 = 0.97

Wheat

AW1

constant
AWPY
RGRWPY
RGRBPY

-36722.69
0.895479
22.58191
-19.39586

16743
0.059604
2.8583
11.778

DW = 2 .09

YW1

constant
RGRWPY
RPFRT
1RRINDX

-0.9009557
0.00014983
-0.00008076
0.03075296

0.62699
0.34625
0.000030312 0.0006052
0.000046713 0.00058046
-0.025010
0.0081775

DW = 2 .10
XCONWPC

constant
RPFLR
RP'RICE
RGNPPC
TREND

R2 = 0.98

R2 = 0.92
1332.9
12.323
-497.18
5.3658
15.034
0.36573
0.000097432 0.0025423
-29.766
o.zrw

117.41
•29.527
0.46789
0.00075025
2.3653

1.2458
0.0000555516
0.0000063303
0.015874

23.354
18.091
7.5422
0.00045634
0.87247

1?2 = 0.85
XESW

ERPFLR
XESWPY
TREND

90035.84
0.2958354
12065.83
DW = 1 .77

Corrected for autocorrelation.
Corrected for multicollinearity.

54752.6
0.2550307
11084.31
R2 = 0.79

81162
0.36909
9490.7

29330
0.25164
12546
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yield, and the barley acreage equations are not as close to the
original model estimates.

The worst example was the wheat

consumption equation where the jack-knife coefficients are many times
their original counterparts.
trend, has the wrong sign.

One jack-knife coefficient, namely
Also the standard errors are

unrealistically small relative to the size of their respective
coefficients.
The poor jack-knife results for these three equations could be
caused by many factors, including the possibility that the jack-knife
method may not be valid for these equations because they have been
corrected for either serial correlation or multicollinearity.

The

econometric program SHAZAM^ prints a warning message that preceeds
the printing of the jack-knife results whenever any estimation method
other than OLS is chosen to estimate the regession equation.

One

other possible explanation is that the jack-knife estimates and its
estimated standard errors may be untransformed thus leading to
distorted results.

Transformations are needed to keep the jack-knife

on scale (Miller, 1974b).
Another possible explanation which applies specifically to the
wheat consumption equation may be connected with the validity or
appropriateness of the principal components methods which was used to
mitigate the effect of multicollinearity.

Recent research by

Parandvash (1987) indicates that there are different patterns of
multicollinearity and each requires a specific approach for best

2

SHAZAM was written by Kenneth White, Department of Economics,
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada.
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results.

Investigation of the best method for mitigating

multicol linearity for the wheat consumption equation is a topic
worthy of future research.
Assuming that the jack-knife approach may simply not be
appropriate in the preceding cases, the simple OLS estimates for
these three equations (without being corrected for either serial
correlation or multicollinearity) were compared with their jack-knife
estimates.

These results are presented in Table III.2 and they

indicate for the most part a close relationship between the OLS
estimates and their jack-knife counterparts for all three equations.
Finally, the results of the bootstrap simulations are reported
in the last two columsn of Table III.3.

Each of the 1,000 bootstrap

simulations create an estimate of the coefficients of any given
equation.

The bootstrap mean is arrived at by taking the average of

these coefficient estimates.
The bootstrap procedure involves first taking the model as
given, with the parameters fixed at their previously estimated
values.

Then the residuals are resampled with replacement, assuming

that the errors follow the empirical distribution of the residuals.
This process generates a pseudo data which are used to obtain a new
parameter estimate by refitting the model to these pseudo data.
Finally, the Monte Carlo distribution of the error in the parameter
estimates, which is observable, is used to approximate the
distribution of the errors in the real parameter estimates, which is
unobservable.
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Table III .2.

Validat ion of the Saudi Barley-Wheat Model, Using the
Jack-Kn ife Method.*
OLS Estimator

Dependent
Variable

Jack-Knife Estimator

Explanatory
Variables

Coefficient

Standard
Error

Average
Coefficient

Standard
Error

constant
ABPY
RGRBPY
RGRUPY

2459.9
0.46638
2.7470
-0.41969

4642.2
0.197237
2.3059
0.48992

1869.04
0.52532
2.5019
-0.31541

7073.6
0.57271
1.5956
0.65227

-1537.5
3.8510

347.64
0.53459

-257350
259.41
0.29539

138610
136.40
0.018925

-40625
0.85991
23.850
-15.977

21301
0.041406
2.3666
20.258

Barley
AB

DW = 1..57
XMB

RPDB
GCAU
XDBPY

-1563
3.7960
-1.00
DW = 1..24

XESB

constant
ERPOB
XB

-256950
261.33
0.29441
DW = 1..57

R2 = 0.90
467.21
0.40994
R2 = 0.80
104650
117.99
0.018079
R2 = 0.97

Wheat

AW

constant
AWPY
RGRWPY
RGRBPY

-37840.69
0.89049
22.642
-17.927
DW = 2 .09

YW

constant
RGRWPY
RPFRT
IRRINDX

-1.0585
0.00011983
-0.0001277
0.03555
DW = 2..10

XCONUPC

constant
RPFLR
RP'RICE
RGNPPC
TREND

41.560
-1.1914
0.03167
0.00063216
4.4036
DW = 2,.44

XESW

ERPFLR
XESWPY
TREND

90035.84
0.2958354
12065.83
DW = 1..77

18818
0.627664
3.0872
13.425
R2 = 0.98

1.06939
-0.81125
0.000048162 0.00013866
0.00008161
-0.00010557
0.013437
0.033138

1.2458
0.000063303
0.00055516
0.015874

R2 = 0.92
23.589
9.0119
0.45768
0.00028368
0.78318

43.540
-15.476
7.6182
0.00053464
4.8881

23.354
18.091
7.5422
0.00045634
0.87247

81162
0.36909
9490.7

29330
0.25164
12546

R2 = 0.85
54752.6
0.2550307
11084.31
R2 = 0.79

No equation is being corrected for autocorrelation or multicoUinearity.
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Table III.3.

Validation of the Final Saudi Barley-Wheat Model, Using
the Bootstrap Method.
OLS Estimator

Dependent
Variable

Bootstrap Estimates

Explanatory
Variables

Coefficient

Standard
Error

Average
Coefficient

Standard
Error

constant
ABPY
RGRBPY
RGRUPY

1915.5
0.56596
1.7049
-0.30869

1515.2
0.070287
0.73684
0.15724

2779.8
0.56513
1.7007
-0.33250

5357.6
0.15268
1.5348
0.32812

-1494.6
3.6855

422.96
0.37464

-257840
263.11
0.29412

102120
114.83
0.017779

•39127
0.90987
22.336
-17.827

19033
0.061619
3.0853
13.099

Barley

AB1

DU = 1,.57

XMB

RPDB
GCAU
XDBPY

-1563
3.7960
-1.00
DU = 1 .24

XESB

constant
ERPDB
XB

-256950
261.33
0.29441
DU = 1 .57

R

= 0.90

463.21
0.40994

R

= 0.80

104680
117.99
0.018079
R2 = 0.97

Wheat

AW1

constant
AWPY
RGRWPY
RGRBPY

-36722.69
0.895479
22.58191
-19.39586
DU = 2 .09

YW1

constant
RGRUPY
RPFRT
IRRINDX

-0.9009557
0.00014983
-0.00008076
0.03075296
DU = 2,.10

XCONUPC

constant
RPFLR
RP'RICE
RGNPPC
TREND

117.41
-29.527
0.46789
0.00075025
2.3653
DU = 1..42

XESW

ERPFLR
XESWPY
TREND

90035.84
0.2958354
12065.83
DU = 1,.77

Corrected for autocorrelation.
Corrected for multicollinearity.

16743
0.059604
2.8583
11.778
R2 = 0.98

0.62699
-0.95273
0.000030312 0.00014297
0.000046713 -0.000084399
0.031739
0.0081775
R

0.8781
0.0000424
0.000079298
0.011079

= 0.92

115.32
12.323
5.3658
-28.788
0.36573
0.41484
0.000097432 0.00077482
0.27739
2.3503

33.208
12.769
0.64624
0.00042513
1.1809

R2 = 0.85
54752.6
0.2550307
11084.31
R2 = 0.79

92018
0.27496
12363

52674
0.24645
91063
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The results indicate that both the bootstrap means, as well as
the standard deviations of bootstrap coefficients, are very close to
the original OLS estimates and their conventional standard errors.
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Data Used In Estimatation Of making Prediction
FromThe"Saudi Barley & Wheat Model"

Data Used For Estimation:
year
1968
1976
1984

1969
1977
1985

1970
1978
1986

1971
1979

1972
1980

1973
1981

1974
1982

1975
1983

xdw
130000 150000 135000 42000 39000 64000 153000 132000
93000 125000 120000 150000 142000 187000 417000 817000
1402000 2047000 2544000
xesw
220000
400000
400000

250000 350000 370000 390000 410000 410000
450000 400000 680000 480000 250000 150000
990000 700000

400000
100000

xmw
190000 258000 388000 294000 384000 366000 509000 540000
664000 767000 730000 1022000 938000 893000 811000 620000
481000 115000 150000
aw
84000
88000 86600 30100
73746
71599 59912 66999
404566 587400 630300

gcau
330000 330000 331460 322274
529840 559230 665596 713079
1270388 1468153 1446036
cpi
0.3156
0.8636
1.0031

0.3156 0.3162 0.3304
0.9619 0.9467 0.9635
0.9701 0.9412

38700
67226

31165
87000

83257
62101
151058 245071

332671 403878
759687 545604

0.3447
1.0000

445410
977145

0.4016 0.4876
1.0267 1.0210

477021
1214798

0.6565
1.0148

pmw
449
449
437
445
460.1
631.18 988.16 775.48
815.97 1400.43 1909.34 956.18
982.68
821.40 710.26 853.11
1187.94 1316.48 1282.87
bps (barley producer subsidy)
150
150
150
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
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wps (wheat producer subsidy)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
250
250
250
250
250
250
3500
3500
3500 3500
3500
3500
2000 2000
bfs (barley feed subsidy)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
519.36
764.33
929.33 706.14

476.35
price
1.68
2.850
3.000

1.68
1.460 1.420
2.770 2.900 2.930
3.064 3.016

irrindx
75
75
78
78
99
99

pfrt
1425
741
420

525.19

282.64 136.45

76
80
99

78
75

1425 1414 1474
811
948
938
420
420

74
83

1.400
2.900

77
96

2.310
2.810 2.610
3.2500 3.500 3.500

79
99

70
97

1520
766
873
795
931
936
935
1304

AB
25000.00 26000.00 26000.00 9699.700 15284.30 5804.700 10433.50 7058.000
9630.000 8133.300 8021.500 8595.100 4402.100 7874.700 3121.100 932.5000
1035.000 1268.200 2100.000
YB

1.360000 1.310000 1.310000 0.8950000 0.6100000 1.908000 1.475000 2.368000
1.251000 1.663000 1.857000 1.829000 1.241000 0.7630000 1.444000 1.985000
2.084000 1.965000 1.905000
XDB
34000.00 34000.00 34000.00 8678.000 9318.000 11077.00 15391.00 16710.00
12049.00 13524.00 14895.00 15722.00 5461.000 6011.000 4508.000 1851.000
2157.000 2149.000 4000.000
XESB
7000.000 6000.000 5000.000 5000.000 8000.000 7000.000 10000.00 15000.00
20000.00 90000.00 50000.00 150000.0 150000.0 208000.0 986000.0 364000.0
1550000. 1640000. 1750000.
XMB

20000.00 13000.00 37000.00 48000.00 14000.00 25000.00 16000.00 11000.00
24000.00 119000.0 53000.00 544000.0 1229000. 2275000. 3860000. 2358000.
5876000. 5673000. 6560000.
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XCB
53000.00 48000.00 72000.00 56678.00 20318.00 37077.00 28391.00 22710.00
31049.00 72524.00 107895.0 459722.0 1234461. 2223011. 3086508. 2981985.
4692157. 5585149. 6454000.

PPB
226.5000 226.5000 273.8000 411.3000 413.9000 434.1000 610.5000 543.1000
569.5000 563.0000 544.4000 438.8900 438.8900 438.8900 438.8900 438.8900
438.8900 438.8900 438.8900
PPC
353.0000 353.0000 408.0000 382.8000 310.4900 636.2000 862.2000 851.9000
933.2000 883.9000 882.3000 538.8900 538.8900 538.8900 538.8900 538.8900
538.8900 538.8900 538.8900
WTHR
0.0
0.0
113.3700 114.4300 107.2000 106.2000 109.1300 164.7300
127.6700 145.0700 118.0700 167.5600 100.7600 176.7300 190.4300 151.9600
55.57000 196.4000 120.6000
XQB
0.0
0.0
77000.00 61678.00 28318.00 44077.00 38391.00 38710.00
51049.00 162524.0 157895.0 609722.0 1384461. 2431011. 4072503. 3345985.
6242159. 7225149. 8204000.
PDB

226.5000 226.5000 273.8000 411.3000 413.9000 434.1000 610.5000 543.1000
569.5000 563.0000 544.4000 288.8900 288.8900 288.8900 288.8900 288.8900
288.8900 288.8900 288.8900
PDC
353.0000 353.0000 408.0000 382.8000 310.4900 386.2200 612.1900 601.8900
683.2300 633.9400 632.3000 288.8900 288.8900 288.8900 288.8900 288.8900
288.8900 288.8900 288.8900
DUM1
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
PLS
0.
0.
49.40000 47.00000 50.60000 56.60000 68.70000 83.90000
98.70000 104.8000 102.0000 106.1000 100.0000 86.40000 84.80000 77.10000
89.70000 80.90000 81.10000
Trend
0.
0.
1.000000 2.000000 3.000000 4.000000 5.000000 6.000000
7.000000 8.000000 9.000000 10.00000 11.00000 12.00000 13.00000 14.00000
15.00000 16.00000 17.00000
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DUM2
0.
0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
DUM3
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
PMB
226.5000 226.5000 273.8000 411.3000 413.9000 434.1000 610.5000 543.1000
569.5000 563.0000 544.4000 687.3000 910.0000 1060.000 857.1000 692.6000
648.2000 472.1000 339.2000
POP

6110000. 6110000. 6360000. 6520000. 6680000. 6850000. 7020000. 7430000.
7670000. 7920000. 8200000. 8450000. 8700000. 8980000. 9250000. 9500000.
9800000. 0.1009400e+08 0.10396826+08
PLIG
400000.0 400000.0 431000.0 479000.0 645000.0 608000.0 919000.0 895000.0
719000.0 739000.0 830000.0 863000.0 813000.0 879000.0 853000.0 1004000.
920000.0 851761.0 856718.0
ppw
449.0000 449.0000 437.0000 445.0000 460.0000 818.1800 1238.000 1025.480
1065.970 1650.430 2159.340 1436.000 1780.000 2158.000 2610.000 3070.000
3500.000 2000.000 2000.000

gnp
12410 12410 13570 17240 20590 39090 82350 125400
165390 207720 227180 256180 392450 568050 536880 417050
348780 315240 275180
xconw
256000 316000 362000 308000
697000 769000 827000 793000
1381000 1308000 1394000
xfeedw
33000 38000 34000 18000
23000 31000 30000 35000
351000 471000 300000
xseedw
7000
5000
9000 8000
7000
7000
6000 6000
58000 70000 80000

372000 370000 592000 616000
1175000 1208000 1139000 1154000

10000
36000

5000
7000

16000
50000

7000
16000

38000 33000
104000 204000

5000
6000
29000 49000
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xwastew
13000 16000
30000 36000
75000 86000

15000
47000

17000
43000

17000
44000

26000
49000

xnofood
54000 62000 61000 38000
59000 73000 71000 88000
160000 184000 150000

31000
86000

40000
109000

70000 66000
182000 310000

21000
34000
80000

xxw
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
2000
2000
19000
42000 80000 1000000

0.
5000

7000

stgcp
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
40000 180000 300000 340000 340000
885000 955000 1580000
xeswg
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
18300 75551
347624 271822 231923
678357 995000 1580000

27000
57000

23000

380000

92033

535000

83414

riskw
1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.00000
1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.9700000 0.8800000 0.7700000 0.570000 0.36000
0.18000 0.00
0.00
pflr
0.730000 0.730000 0.8700000 0.8100000 0.7300000 1.040000 1.450000 1.73000
1.74000 1.820000 1.850000 1.870000 1.870000 2.330000 2.130000 2.08000
2.00000 2.2025 2.017500
erpflr
2.457665 2.457665 2.598195 2.541040 2.334664 2.409355 2.703037 2.740437
2.381442 2.056870 1.943582 1.937152 1.907640 2.081513 2.112138 2.099083
2.028138 2.141411 2.160859

erpdb
936.3168 936.3168 864.1193 1034.587 1159.634 1148.192 1186.464 1011.132
814.1690 650.3495 592.5357 439.1507 340.2405 286.9580 283.5399 283.6338
286.0904 292.3421 300.7329
xouw
109000 124000
118000 146000
644000 811000

123000
142000
610000

76000 63000
80000 139000 132000
177000 172000 219000 364000 620000
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ac
192526.7 192526.7 192526.7 192526.7 22931.7 105150.4 185760.9 160097.5
179640 157622.8 182068.1 183925 232029 104384.2 50996 48015.8
21398.7 11045.7 11045.7
xdc
93807
67318
18875

93807
60384
7616

93807
58884
7616

93807
60381

11612
66517

18930
48503

67347
28400

1990
1997

1991
1998

1992
1999

1993
2000

55680
28347

Data Used For Prediction:
year
1987
1994

1988
1995

1989
1996

gnp
275180.000 275180.000 275180.000 275180.000 288939.000 303385.950 318555.247
334483.010 351207.160 368767.518 387205.894 406566.189 426894.498 448239.223
pop
10656740.0 10923159.0 11196238.0 11476144.0 11763048.0 12057123.0 12358551.0
12667515.0 12984203.0 13308808.0 13641528.0 13982567.0 14332132.0 14690435.0
p'rice
3.145
3.145

3.145
3.145

3.145
3.145

3.145
3.145

3.145
3.145

3.145
3.145

3.145
3.145

pflr
2.075
2.075

2.075
2.075

2.075
2.075

2.075
2.075

2.075
2.075

2.075
2.075

2.075
2.075

xouw

616100.000 622261.000 628483.610 634768.446 641116.131 647527.292 654002.565
660542.590 667148.016 673819.497 680557.691 687363.268 694236.901 701179.270
gcau
1460496.4 1475101.3 1489852.3 1504750.9 1519798.3 1534996.3 1550346.3
1565849.8 1581508.3 1597323.4 1613296.6 1629429.6 1645723.9 1662181.1

pdbl
288.890
288.890

288.890
288.890

288.890
288.890

288.890
288.890

288.890
288.890

288.890
288.890

288.890
288.890

pfmb
538.025
538.025

538.025
538.025

538.025
538.025

538.025
538.025

538.025
538.025

538.025
538.025

538.025
538.025
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ppbl
438.890 438.890 438.890 438.890 438.890 438.890
438.890 438.890 438.890 438.890 438.890 438.890
ppb2
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
ppb3
1500
1500

1500
1500

ppc
538.89
538.89

538.89
538.89

ppwl
1000
1000

1000
1000

1000
1000

1000
1000

1000
1000

1000
1000

1000
1000

ppw2
1500
1500

1500
1500

1500
1500

1500
1500

1500
1500

1500
1500

1500
1500

ppw3
2000
2000

2000
2000

2000
2000

2000
2000

2000
2000

2000
2000

2000
2000

irrindx
0.990
0.990

0.990
0.990

0.990
0.990

0.990
0.990

0.990
0.990

0.990
0.990

0.990
0.990

pfrt
420.000
420.000

420.000
420.000

1500
1500

1500
1500

538.89
538.89

1500
1500

538.89
538.89

420.000
420.000

1500
1500

538.89
538.89

420.000
420.000

1500
1500

538.89
538.89

420.000
420.000

538.89
538.89

420.000
420.000

cpi
1.040
1.040

1.040
1.040

1.040
1.040

1.040
1.040

1.040
1.040

1.040
1.040

1.040
1.040

yb
1.934
2.146

1.963
2.178

1.992
2.211

2.022
2.244

2.052
2.278

2.083
2.312

2.114
2.346

yw
4.097
4.547

4.158
4.615

4.220
4.684

4.284
4.754

4.348
4.826

4.413
4.898

4.479
4.971

pi'g
876160
876160

876160
876160

876160
876160

876160
876160

876160
876160

438.890
438.890

876160
876160

420.000
420.000

876160
876160
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ywc (wheat yield of agric companies)
5.590
6.204

5.674
6.297

5.933
6.585

6.022
6.684

6.112
6.784

ybc (wheat yield of agric companies)
5.810
5.640
5.725
5.898
5.986
6.260
6.353
6.449
6.545
6.644

6.076
6.743

6.167
6.844

yc
0.700
0.777

0.754
0.837

0.765
0.849

0.710
0.788

5.759
6.392

0.721
0.800

5.845
6.487

0.732
0.812

0.743
0.824

